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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Hancock Bank owns an approximately 145 acre, unimproved, vacant property in

Gulfort, MS bounded on the south by 33 Street, on the west by 34th Avenue, on the

north by North Gul1ort Subdivision and on the east by the railroad. The property is

located in Section 33, Township 7 South, Range 11 West, City of Gulfport, Harrison

County, Mississippi. The property consists of an approximately 33-acre tract (Former

Gul1port Fertilizer Site) owned by Hancock Bank since the late I 970s on which the

Gu1fport Fertilizer Company operated a super-phosphate fertilizer operation from about

1914 1920. The remaining approximately 112 acre tract was acquired by Hancock

Bank in late March 2005 from the Harreld Family Trust and is a vacant, undeveloped,

heavily wooded property. Since Hurricane Katrina in August 2005, the southern portion

of the Harreld Family Trust property has been cleared (along 33’ Street and partially

along 34th Avenue). The remainder of the property has remained in heavy woods,

although the woods were heavily damaged by Hurricane Katrina.

The Former GulThort Fertilizer Site was found to have contamination in the soil and

groundwater, probably as a result of the super-phosphate operations on the site.

Beginning in September 1998, Butler Services of Mississippi, Inc. (Butler Services), on

behalf of Hancock Bank, began a site characterization investigation to determine the

nature and extent of contamination on the site. Butler Services collected 260 soil samples

on the site from 0’-2’ and 2’-4’ below the ground surface (BGS). The collected soil

samples were analyzed for arsenic and lead.
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The results of the Butler Services investigation were presented in the Site

Characterization Report for the site dated October 25, 1999. The report concluded that

there were four (4) major source areas on the site where the arsenic and/or lead regulatory

limits were exceeded in the site soils from O’-4’ BGS. The report recommended that

additional soil samples be collected to determine the vertical extent of the arsenic and/or

lead soil contamination. Installation of monitoring wells and collecting groundwater

samples was also recommended in order to evaluate the extent of groundwater

contamination at the site, if any.

After reviewing the Site Characterization Report for the subject site, the Mississippi

Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) required that:

• the horizontal and vertical extent of soil contamination along the western

boundary of the Former Gulfj,ort Fertilizer site be determined;

• a minimum of six (6) monitoring wells be installed on the site; and

• all borings be advanced to a “laterally extensive low permeability confining layer

underlying the surficial water bearing zone”.

Butler Services prepared a work plan for this supplemental investigation — Work Plan

Off-Site/Source Area Soils and Groundwater Sampling — addressing MDEQ’s

requirements.

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gulfporl Fertilizer Site, GulfporI, Mississippi Page 2
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Hancock Bank hired Covington and Associates Corporation (CAC) in late October 2001

to replace Butler Services in implementing the Work Plan for the supplemental site

investigation. CAC advanced forty-three (43) on-site geoprobe borings and twenty-two

(22) off-site geoprobe borings. Soil samples were collected at 2’ intervals from 0’ —
8’

below the ground surface (BGS) and at 4’ intervals from 8’ BGS to 8’-l6’ BGS or the

low permeability confining clay layer, whichever was less. The soil samples collected

from the 0’-2’ BGS and 2’-4’ BGS soil intervals were analyzed to determine the arsenic

and lead concentration in each soil interval. At those locations where the arsenic and/or

lead concentration exceeded the site’s regulatory limits (7.12 mg/kg for arsenic and 400

mg/kg for lead, assuming the site would be used for unrestricted —
residential - purposes

in the future), samples from subsequent soil intervals were analyzed until the arsenic

and/or lead concentration were below the site’s regulatory limits. Two-foot (2’) stream

sediment samples were taken from four (4) locations along the stream located west of the

western boundary of the Former Gulfort Fertilizer Site. Each stream sediment sample

was analyzed for arsenic and lead. Groundwater samples were taken from twelve (12) of

the boring locations. “Unfiltered” and “filtered” groundwater samples were collected and

analyzed for arsenic and lead.

The supplemental site investigation findings were presented in the Supplemental Site

Characterization Report prepared by CAC and submitted to MDEQ on November 8,

2002. The supplemental site investigation determined:

a

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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• The low permeability confining clay layer is 20’-26.5’ BGS.

• The horizontal and vertical extent of the arsenic soil concentrations exceeding the

site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in soil (7.12 mg/kg) has been adequately defined,

except in a small area on the off-site property (the Harreld Family Trust property)

at 0’-2’ BGS and 2’-4’ BGS. It is felt that the horizontal and vertical extent in

these off-site areas is within 100’ of the last boring location advanced.

• The majority of the soil exceeding the site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in soil

occurs in the 0’-6’ BGS soil interval.

• The total arsenic concentrations found in soil samples at the site do not exceed

arsenic’s TCLP regulatory limit (5.0 mg/i). Therefore, the site soils are not

considered to be hazardous for arsenic.

• The horizontal and vertical extent of the lead soil concentrations exceeding the
— site’s regulatory limit for lead in soil at unrestricted (residential) sites (400 mg/kg)

has been adequately defined, except in a small area on the off-site property (the

Harreld Family Trust Property) at 0’-2’ BGS. It is felt that the horizontal and

vertical extent in these off-site areas is within 100’ of the last boring location

advanced.

• The majority of the soil exceeding the regulatory limit for lead in soil at restricted

(residential) sites occurs in the 0’-2’ BGS soil interval.

I • Sub-surface soils exceeding 3,800 mg/kg total lead concentration will be

considered hazardous for lead (TCLP lead > 5.0 mg/i).

. All collected stream sediment samples were below the site’s regulatory limit for

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gulfporr Fertilizer Site, Gu(fporr, Mississippi Page 4
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arsenic in soil (7.12 mg/kg) and below the regulatory limit for lead in soil at

unrestricted (residential) sites (400 mg/kg). It is concluded that the stream has not

been impacted by previous site operations.

• All of the “unfiltered” (Total) groundwater samples collected exceeded MDEQ’s

Tier 1 TRG for arsenic in groundwater (0.010 mg/l) and for lead in groundwater

(0.015 mg/I). It is felt that this is due to the presence of soil particles in the

0 groundwater samples.

• Arsenic and lead analytical results for “filtered” (Dissolved) groundwater samples

exceeded MDEQ’s Tier I TRG in the northwest and west area of the site.

A naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM) survey was performed on the site by

CAC. The survey included identifring “hot spot” areas (areas where field radioactive

readings exceeded 20 uRlhr) on the site. Following NORM survey procedures, soil

samples were collected in a 100-meter sampling area east of the fertilizer production

concrete slab. The soil samples were collected from 0”-6” BGS and from 6”-12” BGS.

The collected soil samples were analyzed to determine the concentration of Radium-226

and Radium-228 in the soil samples in pico-curies per gram (pCi/gm).

The NORM survey determined the following:

• The horizontal and vertical extent of two (2) areas of the site where NORM

concentrations exceeded the NORM regulatory limit for transfer of property for

unrestricted (residential) uses were identified and adequately defined.

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gu(fport Fertilizer Site. Gu(fport, Mississippi Page 5
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In order to determine the extent of soil contamination off-site, on the adjacent Harreld

Family Trust property, which is now part of the overall site, CAC proposed to perform a

supplemental off-site soil investigation. MDEQ approved CAC’s plan for collecting

additional off-site soil borings on April 21, 2003. From April 2003 to November 2003,

CAC advanced seventy (70) additional borings on the Harreld Family Trust property. On

July 29, 2003, CAC submitted a Supplemental Oj’fSite Characterization Report. The

report was revised and re-submitted on December 1, 2003.

The supplemental off-site soil investigation determined the following:

• The horizontal and vertical extent of the arsenic soil concentrations exceeding the

U
site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in off-site soil (7.12 mg/kg) has been defined.

• The majority of the off-site soil exceeding the site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in

soil occurs in the 0’-4’ BGS soil intervals.

• The horizontal and vertical extent of the off-site lead soil concentrations

exceeding the site’s regulatory limit for lead in soil at unrestricted (residential)

sites (400 mg/kg) has been defined.

E • The off-site soil exceeding the regulatory limit for lead in soil at unrestricted

(residential) sites occurs in the 0’-2’ BGS soil interval, only.

• Off-site soils exceeding 3,800 mg/kg total lead concentration occurred at one

location, only — OS-6, 0’-2’ BGS — and will be considered hazardous for lead

(TCLP lead> 5.0 mg/i), if excavated.

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gujfport Fertilizer Site. Gulfport, Mississippi Page 6
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Figure 1 shows the horizontal extent of arsenic and lead contaminated soil identified on
the site.

CAC collected groundwater samples from seven (7) monitoring wells located on the
Former Gulfport Fertilizer site for eight consecutive quarters from June 19, 2002 (First
Sampling Round) to March 4, 2004 (Eighth Sampling Round). Each groundwater sample
was analyzed for lead and arsenic concentrations. pH readings of each groundwater
sample were also collected. CAC presented conclusions about the groundwater on the
Former GuiThort Fertilizer site in a letter report entitled “Historical Groundwater
Monitoring Report” dated August 10, 2004.

The data presented in this “Historical Groundwater Monitoring Report” for the Gulfport
Fertilizer site demonstrated the following:

The groundwater flow direction at this site has consistently followed a north to
northwesterly path.

• Total Arsenic concentrations in the groundwater consistently exceeded the Tier 1
TRG of 0.010 mg/L at MW-2, MW-4 and MW-6, with minor excursions reported
at MW-i, MW-3 and MW-7.

] • Arsenic-contaminated groundwater potentially migrated onto the adjacent Harreld
Family Trust (off-site) property, which, at the time, was not owned by Hancock
Bank.

0
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• Total Lead concentrations in the groundwater consistently exceeded the Tier 1

TRG of 0.015 mg/L at MW-i.

• Lead-contaminated groundwater is confined to the Former Gulfport Fertilizer site.

• Total metals data generally suggests that arsenic and lead concentrations in the

groundwater are influenced most by the associated metals concentrations in the

soils, as opposed to the pH levels in the soil or groundwater.

• Soil analytical information presented in the November 8, 2002 Supplemental Site

Characterization Report demonstrates that the arsenic in the soil is not highly

mobile and does not leach into the groundwater.

• The soil TCLP data presented in the Supplemental Site Characterization Report

does, however, support that lead may be leachable at high concentrations (above

3,800 mg/kg).

In order to estimate the extent of groundwater contamination on the Harreld Family Trust

Property (off-site property), CAC advanced twelve (12) borings on the Harreld Family

Trust Property on October 20 and 21, 2004. Groundwater samples were collected from

each boring and analyzed for arsenic and lead. CAC estimated the extent of groundwater

contamination based on the samples collected from the twelve (12) borings. Figure 2

shows the extent of groundwater contamination on Hancock Bank property based on

previous groundwater studies performed by CAC.

interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site, Gu(fport, Mississippi Page 8
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Hancock Bank is seeking to market the property to potential purchasers. It is anticipated

that the purchaser of the property will use the property for industrial purposes, only. In

order to entice potential purchasers to the property, Hancock Bank is proposing to

implement part of the anticipated Corrective Action Plan (CAP) activities. This Interim

Corrective Action Plan presents the CAP activities and rationale for those activities

Hancock Bank proposes to implement. As part of the purchase agreement with the

potential purchaser, the potential purchaser will prepare and submit a Final Corrective

Action Plan addressing the remaining CAP activities the potential purchaser will be

responsible to implement. It is anticipated that the potential purchaser will submit the

Final Corrective Action Plan to MDEQ for approval prior to purchasing the property.

1.1 Objectives and Rationale

Since it is anticipated that the property will be utilized for industrial purposes and that

there will be controlled access to the property, this Interim Corrective Action Plan will

present engineering and institutional controls, which will be implemented by Hancock

Bank, in preparation of selling the property.

The engineering and institutional controls presented in this Interim Corrective Action

Plan will protect human health and the environment since the soil contamination is

confined to the site and has been shown not to be mobile - arsenic is not leachable at soil

concentrations found on the site and concentrations of lead, which are leachable (above

3,800 rngcg), will be removed from the site under this Interim Corrective Action Plan.

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gufport Fertilizer Site. Gu(fport, Mississ4ipi Page 9
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[1 the site.

[ The groundwater contamination is also confined to the site. Groundwater data collectedduring the site characterization investigations shows the groundwater concentrations to bestable, indicating that the soil is not a continuing source of contamination to theI groundwater. It is anticipated that the engineering and institutional controls that will bepresented in the Final Corrective Action Plan by a future purchaser of the property willprovide long-term monitoring of the groundwater. Source removal presented in thisInterim Corrective Action Plan and the anticipated capping of portions of the site by the
[ future purchaser of the property that will be presented in the Final Corrective Action Planwill further insure that the groundwater contamination does not increase or migrate.11

11
TI
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2.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The following engineering and institutional controls will be implemented in accordance

with the Schedule presented in Section 4.0 of this Interim Corrective Action Plan.

2.1 Use Restrictions

It is anticipated that Use Restrictions will be placed on the property through a property

deed restriction executed between the purchaser of the property and MDEQ. The

proposed Use Restrictions will be presented in the Final Corrective Action Plan prepared

by the potential purchaser and will be negotiated with MDEQ by the potential purchaser.

2.2 Security Fencing

It is anticipated that the future purchaser of the property, under the Final Corrective

Action Plan, will place security fencing around the perimeter of the property. The Final

Corrective Action Plan will present the specifications for the security fencing around the

perimeter of the property.

If Hancock Bank does not have the property under contract to sell the property within

Li
thirty-six (36) months of approval of this Interim Corrective Action Plan, Hancock Bank

will construct a 6-foot chain link fence around the contaminated portion of the property.

Li0 Figure 3 shows an anticipated layout of both fences — the perimeter security fence by the

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site, Gu(Jort, Mississippi Page 11
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future purchaser and the “interim” security fence installed by Hancock Bank within thirty-
six (36) months of approval of this Interim Corrective Action Plan, if the property has not
been placed under contract to sell.

In order to prevent/limit access to the portion of the site where Naturally Occurring
Radioactive Material (NORM) is present, a 6’ security fencing with warning signs will be
installed under this Interim Corrective Action Plan. This is being done to protect any
future workers who might be on site. Figure 4 shows the anticipated layout of the
security fence around the NORM-contaminated area.

2.3 Monitoring Well Installation

Seven (7) monitoring wells will be installed to monitor the groundwater contamination at
the site. Figure 5 shows the proposed location of the seven (7) additional monitoring
wells. Each well will be installed in accordance with the Work Plan Off-Site/Source
Area Soils and Groundwater Sampling (the Work Plan) prepared by Butler Services of
Mississippi, Inc. approved by MDEQ on January 31, 2002. Each well will be installed to
a depth of 15’ below ground surface (BGS) to conform to the depths of the existing
monitoring wells installed on the site. Figure 6 is a Well Construction Diagram showing
the construction of the proposed monitoring wells.

It is anticipated that the Final Corrective Action Plan submitted by the potential purchaser
of the property will include a log-term groundwater monitoring plan that will include the
interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gufport Fertilizer Site, Gulfport, Mississippi Page 1 2
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frequency of sampling the monitoring wells, the analysis to be conducted and

contingencies to address migration of groundwater should the groundwater contamination

] move beyond the network of monitoring wells installed on the site or move off-site.

2.4 Excavation of Lead Contaminated Soil above 3,800 mg/kg

In order to eliminate a potential source of soil that could be contributing to the lead-

contaminated groundwater at the site, all soil on the Former Gulfort Fertilizer Site

having a lead concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg, except those soils located within

the wetlands, will be excavated and properly disposed at a permitted landfill. Any soil

having a lead concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg, that is located in identified

wetlands areas on the previously designated Harreld Family Trust Property, will remain in

place. Analysis of soil samples collected by CAC in 2002 and a statistical analysis of

those results presented in CAC’s Supplemental Site Characterization Report showed that

lead contaminated soil having a concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg exceeded 5.0

mg/i lead under the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedures (TCLP) analysis.

MDEQ, in its review of CAC’s Supplemental Site Characterization Report, concurred

with CAC’s assessment.

Figure 7 shows the limits of soils exceeding 3,800 mg/kg. Section 7.0 of this Interim

Corrective Action Plan presents sampling and monitoring procedures that will be

followed to insure that all lead-contaminated soil above 3,800 mg/kg has been excavated.

interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site, Gulfport, Mississ4ppi Page 13
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2.5 On-Site NORM Contamination

Two areas of Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material (NORM) contaminated soil have

been identified on the site (See Figure 4). Although the NORM contamination at this site

is not regulated by the Mississippi State Department of Health (MSDH), Hancock Bank

will take measures to identify the areas of NORM contamination and warn site personnel

and contractors not to enter these areas. As shown on Figure 4, a 6-foot security fence

will be installed around these areas. Signs will be placed on the fence warning persons

about the presence of NORM contamination and telling site personnel and contractors to

keep out. It is anticipated that the development plans prepared by the future purchaser of

the property will include capping the area with pavement. The capping of this area will

be addressed in the Final Corrective Action Plan.

It is anticipated that the Use Restriction that will be filed on the site will designate the

locations of the NORM-contaminated soil as shown on Figure 4. This will be addressed

in the Final Corrective Action Plan.

2.6 Capping of Arsenic/Lead Contaminated Soil

It is anticipated that the majority of the arsenic- and lead-contaminated soil will be capped

with pavement or a building under the future purchaser’s development plans. This

capping will be addressed in the Final Corrective Action Plan. It is anticipated that the

Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality will require the final cap, ifpavement,

Interim corrective Action Plan, Former GulJort Fertilizer Site, Gufport, Mississippi Page 1 4
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to be fairly impermeable and resistant to damage and degradation. Additionally, it is

J anticipated that the Final Corrective Action Plan will include long-term monitoring of the

final cap to insure that the final cap meets the minimum performance requirements agreed

to by MDEQ. The final cap will be 6” ofasphalt or concrete or a minimum of 10 inches

H of clean compacted soil, as specified by MDEQ in a letter dated Januaiy 18, 2008, and

will be implemented under activities contained in the Final Corrective Action Plan.

Until the Final Corrective Action Plan is implemented or the future purchaser is ready to

develop the areas where these soils are located, the soils will remain in place and will

L remain undisturbed, except in the area of the lead-contaminated soil exceeding 3,800

L
mg/kg, which will be excavated under this Interim Corrective Action Plan. Existing

vegetative cover will remain in place.

2.7 Protection of Existing Wetlands

[1 Wetlands are located on the portion of the site designated the Harreld Family Trust

Property, as well as a small wetlands area on the site designated the Former Gulfj,ort

Fertilizer property. It is anticipated that the limits of the wetlands will be marked during

the implementation of the Final Corrective Action Plan. It is anticipated, under the Final

L Corrective Action Plan, that these areas will remain as wetlands. Additionally, it is

anticipated that the Final Corrective Action Plan will include an Ecological Risk

Assessment to determine if ecological receptors located in the on-site wetlands areas will

be adversely impacted by allowing the soil and groundwater contamination to remain in

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Guport Fertilizer Site, Gulfport, Mississippi Page 1 5
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place. The scope of the Ecological Risk Assessment will be the on-site wetlands

areas, only.

Under the Interim Corrective Action Plan, paths sufficient for gaining access to

monitoring well sites will be cleared. There will be no filling of the wetlands and,

therefore, a permit is not required. The paths will be cleared to cause minimum damage

to the wetlands.

2.8 Stormwater Run-off Controls

It is anticipated under the Final Corrective Action Plan, that the future purchaser will

provide detention basins and other stormwater control measures in accordance with the

City of Gullport requirements and that the future purchaser will also be required to

address the quality of the stormwater runoff leaving the site in accordance with the

MDEQ Water Quality Criteria. This will be addressed in the Final Corrective Action

Plan.

2.9 Health and Safety Issues

A Health and Safety Plan has been developed for construction workers and future

workers on the site. Personnel implementing the Interim Corrective Action Plan will

follow the Health and Safety Plan. The Health and Safety Plan is attached as Appendix A

and includes air monitoring during excavation and construction activities and dermal

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site, Gulfport. Mississippi Page 1 6
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protection of workers duiing excavation and construction activities and nonnal site

activities.

U
L

LI

LI
LI
LI
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3.0 SYSTEM COMPONENTS

I None of the proposed Interim Corrective Action Measures include system components.

I
El
El

El
U

El
0

U
El
U
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4.0 SCHEDULE

I The schedule for implementing the Interim Corrective Action Plan is shown below. The

anticipated date for implementing each step of the Interim Corrective Action Plan is from

the date the Interim Corrective Action Plan is approved by the MDEQ, unless otherwise

U noted.

Interim Correction Group Responsible Completion after

Action Measure for Interim MDEQ Approval of

Corrective Action Interim Corrective Action Plan

Measure (Calendar Days)

Use Restriction Future Purchaser To be included in

Final_Corrective Action_Plan

Perimeter Security Fence Future Purchaser To be included in

Final Corrective Action Plan

6-foot Security Fence Hancock Bank 36 months, ifpropertv not

under contract

6-foot Security Fence Hancock Bank 45 days

around NORM-
contaminated_areas

Monitoring Well Hancock Bank November 1, 2007

Installations

Excavation of Lead Hancock Bank 120 days

Contaminated Soil

above_3,800_mg/kg

Capping of Future Purchaser To be included in

Arsenic/Lead Final Corrective Action Plan

Contaminated_Soil

Protection of Existing Future Purchaser To be included in

Wetlands Final Corrective Action Plan

Stormwater Run-off Future Purchaser To be included in

Controls Final Corrective Action Plan

Health and Safety Plan Hancock Bank Completed.
See Appendix A

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gulfporr Fertilizer Sire, Gulfport, Mississippi Page 1 9
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5.0 REMEDIAL GOALS (RGs)

The remedial goals for this Interim Corrective Action Plan are background levels of

n arsenic naturally occurring in the soil in the area of the site and the Tier 1 Target

Remedial Goals (TRGs) established by the MDEQ for lead in soil and arsenic and lead in

groundwater. For soils the remedial goals (RG5) are:

fl Arsenic in soil— 7.19 mg/kg (background), and

Lead in soil — 1,700 mg/lcg (restricted use).

Fl
Additionally, testing performed under the Site Characterization Study has shown that

soils having a lead concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg are potentially hazardous

(TCLP > 5.0 mg/I). Under Section 2.4 of the Conceptual Design of this Interim

Corrective Action Plan, soils having a concentration of 3,800 mg/kg of lead or greater

and being located on the portion of the site designated Former Gulfjort Fertilizer Site will

be removed and disposed at a permitted landfill, except for soils located in the wetlands.

It is anticipated that the Conceptual Design of the Final Corrective Action Plan will

institute engineering and institutional controls for soils on the site.

The RGs for groundwater are:

Arsenic in groundwater — 0.010 mg/I and

Lead in groundwater — 0.015 mg/I.

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site, Gufport, Mississippi Page 20
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Q A groundwater study conducted during the Site Characterization investigation concluded

that the contaminated groundwater is confined to the site and is not significantly

] increasing in concentration or horizontal extent. Additionally, there are no potable water

supply wells on the site or the surrounding area. It is anticipated that, when the future

purchaser develops the site, city water will be supplied to the site. Therefore, it is

j anticipated that the Conceptual Design of the Final Corrective Action Plan will propose

long-term monitoring of the contaminated groundwater.

El
U
LI

u
El
LI
H
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_
_
_
_
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6.0 OPERATION AND MONITORING PLAN

Given the Interim Corrective Action Plan summarized in Section 2.0, an operation and

monitoring plan (O&M) is not required since no operating systems are proposed. A

Performance Monitoring Plan for corrective activities proposed under this Interim

Corrective Action Plan is presented in Section 7.0. It is anticipated that under the Final

Corrective Action Plan, a Compliance Monitoring Plan and a Contingency Plan will be

presented.
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7.0 PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN

In order to insure that the engineering and institutional controls proposed under this

Interim Corrective Action Plan are effective in meeting the Remedial Goals (RGs)

presented in Section 5.0, the following Performance Monitoring Plan will be

implemented:

Monitorin, Wells: All on-site monitoring wells will be sampled within fifteen (15) days

of completing the installation of the seven (7) new monitoring wells presented under

Section 2.3 of this Interim Corrective Action Plan, following sampling procedures

established under the Work Plan OffiSite/Source Area Soils and Groundwater Sampling,

approved by MDEQ. Within thirty (30) days after receipt of analytical data, a

groundwater sampling report will be prepared and submitted to MDEQ.

Excavation ofLead-Contaminated Soil above 3,800 mglk:

• Areas of soil with a Lead concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg /ç been

identified during previous investigations. The areas to be excavated are primarily

inhabited by grass and shrub vegetation. There will be little site preparation

required, except re-establishing the limits of excavation as established during

previous investigations. Any removed vegetation will be placed in the

containment area where excavated soils will be stored.
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• The areas to be excavated are in areas of the site where no utilities are located.

Previous soil borings advanced in the areas during the characterization process

have confirmed that no utilities are located in these areas. As a precaution,

Mississippi One Call will be contacted prior to implementing this task of the

Interim Corrective Action Plan.

• The work areas will be marked to notify unauthorized personnel not to enter the

areas. If these measures are not sufficient, additional measures, such as

employing a security guard during non-working hours, may be undertaken.

• Storm water control measures will be implemented to prevent storm water from

entering the areas to be excavated. These measures will include berming and

diversion ditches. Once excavation begins, any storm water collecting in the

excavations will be pumped out by a vacuum truck, added to collected

decontamination water and properly disposed.

• A bermed soil storage area, approximately 75’ by 100’ will be constructed,

adjacent to, but outside the areas to be excavated. The area within the berm and

the berms shall be overlaid with three (3) layers of 6-mu polyethylene sheeting.

The joints in each layer of sheeting shall be lapped, at least 12” and secured with

duct tape. The joints on each successive layer of polyethylene sheeting shall be

offset at least 3’. The berms will either be constructed of soil, at least 2’ high or

hay bales.

• Excavation of the identified areas will begin at the furthest “limit of excavation”

from the bermed soil storage area and proceed toward the bermed soil storage

area. The excavation equipment will stay within the areas of contamination so as

not to re-contaminate a previously excavated area. The excavated soil will be

placed within the bermed soil storage area in 100 cubic yard stockpiles.

Excavation will continue jjjjjJl all lead contaminated soil suspected to be above

3,800 mg/kg of lead within the “limits of excavation” as identified during

previous investigations has been excavated and placed within the bermed soil

storage area.

• Area air monitoring (background, both upwind and downwind) will be performed
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during initial excavation activities. In addition, the construction workers most

exposed to the soil during excavation will wear personnel monitoring pumps, in

accordance with the Health and Safety Plan (Appendix A). Dust control measures

during excavation will be implemented to keep the soil damp to prevent dust. The

appropriate level of personnel protection for site workers will be chosen based on

the area and personnel air monitoring data from the initial monitoring.

• Profile sampling and analysis will be performed on stockpiled, excavated

material. Each profile sample from the stockpiled excavated soil will consist of

ten (10) discrete grab samples collected from each of the soil stockpiles. The

discrete samples collected will be placed in a properly decontaminated mixing

bowl and then thoroughly mixed using EPA’s “Quarter Method” to form one

representative composite sample for each stockpile. The composite soil sample

will be placed in an appropriate container. The container label will be marked

with all of the necessary information regarding the sample, as prescribed in SW-

846, Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Test Methods,

3rd Edition (IJSEPA 1986). Collection of a sample initiates the Chain-of-

Custody process. The completed chain-of-custody form will include information

regarding the sample type, sampling location, date and time of collection, type of

container, preservative, and the name of the person collecting the sample. All

samples collected and labeled will then be transferred to a cooler, with ice to

maintain 4° C. The samples will be shipped via Federal Express for next morning

delivery to Environmental Science Corporation (ES C) in Mt. Juliet, Tennessee,

for Total Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) analysis of the sample for

lead.

• Analytical results of the composite sample collected from each stockpile will

dictate whether the soils in the stockpile are “hazardous” (TCLP > 5.0 mg/I) or

“non-hazardous” (TCLP < 5.0 mg/i). It is anticipated that the analytical results

will show that the soils are “non-hazardous” (TCLP < 5.0 mg/I) and can be
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C) disposed at a permitted “non-hazardous” landfill. If the analytical results show

the soils to be “hazardous” (TCLP> 5.0 mg/i). the soil will either be disposed at

a permitted hazardous landfill or the soil will be treated to render the soil non

hazardous by mixing a sufficient quantity ofPortland cement (probably 15% +/-)

with the soil to result in a TCLP analysis less than 5.0 mg/i for lead. Soil that

0 exceeds the lead TCLP limit (5.0 mg/i) will be treated on-site in situ or in a

tank/container in accordance with RCRA regulations. The stockpiled material

will not be delivered to the properly permitted landfill (hazardous or non-

Li hazardous) until the sample results for each stockpile is received. Waste

0 manifests of each shipment to the permitted landfill will be maintained. The

excavated material will be placed in lined, dump trucks for delivery to the non-

hazardous landfill. If the excavated material is found to be hazardous and is

delivered to a hazardous landfill, the material will be stored in a hazardous

U
container and transported to the hazardous landfill.

Once the initial “limits of excavation” have been excavated, confirmatory soil

samples will be collected from the bottom and sidewalls of the excavation. These

samples will be analyzed for total lead concentration to determine if the

remaining, unexcavated soil is above or below 3,800 mg/kg. One composite soil

sample will be collected from every 1,000 square feet of area in the bottom of the

LI excavation and one composite soil sample will be collected for every 100 linear

feet of sidewall excavation. Each sample will be a composite sample consisting

of soil collected from ten (10) locations within the sampling area. Each soil
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0 sample will be collected within 2 inches of the unexcavated soil surface. The soil

collected from the ten (10) sampling locations within a sampling area will be

mixed into a composite sample utilizing EPA’s “Quarters Method” of mixing. If[ an analyzed sample shows a sampling area to be above 3,800 mg/kg, that area will

be excavated and re-sampled until the remaining, unexcavated soil is less than

[] 3,800mg/kg.

. Once confirmatory sampling has shown all lead contaminated soil greater than

3,800 mg/kg has been excavated and once all excavated, stockpiled material has

been shipped to the proper landfill for disposal, the bermed soil storage area will

Li be removed. Each layer of polyethylene sheeting will be folded in, so as to

prevent any soil or water from falling on the “clean” soil below the sheeting. The

polyethylene sheeting will be placed in a lined, dump truck for delivery to a

permitted non-hazardous landfill. Confirmatory samples shall be taken of the soil

under the polyethylene sheeting following the procedures and frequency presented

above. Any remaining, unexcavated soil found to be above 3,800 mg/kg of lead

shall be excavated and disposed following procedures presented above.

. A decontamination area will be constructed using on-site soils with three layers of
6-mil polyethylene sheeting, following procedures presented above, so that

] contaminated water generated during the decontamination procedure can be
collected for disposal. The decontamination water will be collected and pumped

into
an aboveground storage tank. The stored decontamination water will be

characterized (e.g. sampled and analyzed) for total lead and total arsenic before

] disposal

All equipment used during the procedures listed above that has come in contact
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with lead-contaminated soil, will be decontaminated before leaving the site. The

equipment will be steamed and washed and the rinseate will be collected and

disposed at an appropriate treatment and/or disposal facility.

• The excavated area and confirmation sampling points will be surveyed.

• The excavated area will be backfihled with clean, on-site soil (soil with lead

concentration less than 3,800 mg/kg). Twelve-inch (12”) layers of backfill will be

placed in the excavation and compacted to density of adjacent, unexcavated soils.

The excavated area will be graded to prevent ponding of rainwater and to promote

drainage.

• After the excavation area(s) are backfilled, the surface will be seeded with a

drought resistant local native grass. Straw will be placed over exposed soils to

prevent erosion, until the vegetation is re-established.

• Within ninel (90) days after completion of the corrective action plan activities, a

report documenting the activities will be prepared and submitted to MDEQ.

Health and Safety Plan: Hancock Bank will hire an independent, third-party to insure

that the Health and Safety Plan is being properly implemented during the Interim

Corrective Action Plan activities. Documentation showing that the Health and Safety

Plan has been properly implemented will be provided to MDEQ, upon completion of the

project and will be included with the final report which will be submitted within 90 days

ofthe completion ofthe field activities outlined in the Interim Corrective Action Plan.
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0 8.0 COMPLIANCE MONITORING PLAN

A Compliance Monitoring Plan will be submitted under the Final Corrective Action

Plan.
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Q 9.0 CONTINGENCY PLAN

A Contingency Plan will be submitted under the Final Corrective Action Plan.
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ACRONYMS AND INITIALISMS

ALARA as low as reasonably achievable

ASESHP area-specific environmental, safety, and health plan

CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability

Act

CRZ contamination reduction zone

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ES&H Officer Environmental, Safety, and Health Officer

FM Factory Mutual Engineering Corp.

GFCI ground fault circuit interrupters

HEPA high-efficiency particulate air

HWP hazardous work permits

]}TS industrial hygiene supervisor

LEL lower explosive limit

NEC National Electric Code

NESC National Electric Safety Code

NIOSH National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health

NPL National Priorities List

NYDEC New York Department of Environmental Conservation

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration

PAPR powered air-purifying respirator

PEL permissible exposure limit

PEHP program environmental, safety, and health plan

PT proje’t instruction

PM project manager

PP project procedure

QA quality assurance

QC quality control

RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

S&H safety and health

SARA Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act

SCBA self-contained breathing apparatus

SSHR Contractor’s Safety and Health Representative

STEL short-term exposure limit

TLV® threshold limit value

IlL Underwriters Laboratories

VOC volatile organic compound



UNITS OF MEASURE

microgram

±7cc fibers per cubic centimeter

ft foot

gal gallon

in. inch

kg kilogram

m meter

ppm parts per million
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE SAFETY AND HEALTH PLAN

The purpose of this document is to describe the mandatory requirements for the safety and health
(S&H) process with which each entity must comply to meet the intent of Covington &
Associates Corporation’s requirements.

This S&H plan has been developed to provide the safety and health framework for all potential
field activities. This plan will be revised as necessary as conditions change.

This plan complies with OSHA’s 29 CFR 1910.120 standards for Hazardous Waste Operations
and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER). All other applicable OSHA standards and Covington
& Associates Corporation requirements will apply as necessary.

1.2 PROGRAM OVERVIEW

In support of the S&H Policy, the following principles have been developed to provide
additional direction on accountability and on specific issues. These principles are:

• Everyone is accountable for conforming to the S&H Policy.

• All accidents are preventable; everyone will work diligently to prevent all incidents.

• The project will practice sound environmental, safety and health management.

• The project will comply with all applicable laws, regulations, and permits and will develop
and employ more restrictive internal standards where necessary to conform to the S&H
Policy.

• The project will report on activities.

• The project will audit operations and report findings.

• The project will sponsor activities to improve the environmental, safety, and health
protection.

Covington & Associates Corporation’s (CAC’s) commitment to zero accidents shall be adopted
by CAC’s employees, contractors, subcontractors, and contracted service vendors utilized on
project. The “Zero Accident 2hilosophy” includes the following criteria:

• Safety and health of the employee, contractors, subcontractors, visitor, and the public are first
priority

• All accidents are preventable

• No unsafe act is tolerated or accepted

Former Gulfiort Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
Rev 0
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• Site management requires total compliance with safety and health regulations and
requirements and enforces such requirements

• Managers, contractors, subcontractors and supervisors are proactive in safety and health

• Management of contractors and subcontractors are held responsible for safety and health and
shall coach employees in the safety and health philosophy

• Safety and health are planned into all activities prior to execution

• Employees of contractors and subcontractors are trained and qualified commensurate with
their responsibilities

• Resources are adequate to protect employees, contractors, subcontractors and the public

• Accidents are immediately reported, investigated, and followed by timely corrective actions

CAC, contractors and subcontractors will comply with the following standards and regulations
and shall be fully and solely responsible for conducting all operations under the contract at all
times in such a manner as to avoid the risk of bodily harm to persons and damage to property or
the environment. CAC, contractors and subcontractors shall continually and diligently inspect
all work, materials, and equipment to discover any conditions that might involve such risks and
shall be solely responsible for discovery and correction of any such conditions.

• 29CFRPart191O
• 29CFRPart 1926
• 4OCFRPart5O
• 4OCFRPart264
• 40 CFR Part 270
• 46CFRPart197
• 49 CFR Part 172.700 series
• National Environmental Plicy Act
• Resource Conservation and Recovery Requirements
• Safe Drinking Water Requirements
• Other relevant federal, state, or local laws or regulations

1.3 FIELD OPERATIONS

Field activities shall be done in accordance with this plan and any applicable safety procedures.

Field Activities
The following activities will be conducted under this plan:

• Mobilization/Staging of Equipment
• Site Preparation, including work areas, decontamination areas and soil storage areas
• Excavation, Stockpiling, Transportation, and Disposal of Lead Contaminated Soil
• Backfill and Compaction

Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
Rev 0
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• Demobilization, including decontamination of equipment

1.4 ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1.4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL, SAFETY, AND HEALTH ORGANIZATION AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

Safety and health personnel and their responsibilities are defined in the following subsections.

PROJECT MANAGER
John Szabo will be designated as the Project Manager (PM). The PM is responsible for all work
activities and is responsible for ensuring a safe and healthy work environment. The PM will also
ensure that adequate budget; manpower, equipment, and procedures are provided to implement
onsite work. The PM will ensure that the S&H Supervisor or designee reviews and approves
work plans, contractor and subcontractor packages, budgets, and project instructions.

SITE SUPERVISOR
Anthony Damiãno, Wendell Larson or Todd Hairston will be designated as the Safety and Health
(S&H) Supervisors. The S&H Supervisors will ensure that all work is carried out according to
the S&H requirements. These individuals are responsible for coordination, guidance, and
motivation of the onsite fielc1 staff (CAC), contractors, subcontractors and site visitors. These
individuals will coordinate with the PM.

The S&H Supervisors will:

• Perform the appropriate Safety Hazard Assessment(s) for all phases of its work, including
any work conducted by contractors or subcontractors.

• Enforce the necessary level of hazard control.

• Ensure that the project meets the mandatory requirements of this document.

• Ensure that contractual and regulatory S&H obligations applicable to the work are met.

• Conduct appropriate self-assessments to confirm on-going compliance with contractual S&H
obligations.

• Provide a general S&H Orientation and policies, principles, and standards.

• Monitor the field activitiec for compliance.

• Perform self-audits during execution of the work. Copies of self-audits and implemented
corrective actions shall be provided upon request.

• Provide necessary personnel monitoring, as required.

• Require specific S&H precautions prior to site entry by personnel and visitors.

• Require any personnel to obtain immediate medical attention, if warranted.

• Restrict access to the site or to a portion thereof based on hazard.

Former Gui fport Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
Rev 0
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• Order the immediate evacuation of personnel from any area.

• Stop work when the safety, health, and well being of site personnel or the public is

jeopardized.

1.5 SAFETY AND HEALTH EXPECTATIONS

1.5.1 CONDUCT OF PERSONNEL

While on the site (Former Gulfport Fertilizer property), employees, contractors, subcontractors

and visitors shall not engage in any dangerous, illegal, or outrageous conduct, including but not

limited to the following:

• Violating safety rules or common safety practices, or causing a safety threat to anyone else.

• Creating or contributing to any unsafe or unsanitary condition.

• Unnecessarily distracting the attention of anyone who is working or participating in a non-

work related activity that interferes with job.

• Using abusive language.

• Threatening, intimidating, harassing, coercing, or interfering with others.

• Discriminating by talk or action against groups or individuals on the basis of race, color, sex,

age, religion, disability, veteran’s status, pregnancy, or national origin.

• Immoral conduct or indecency, sexual harassment, or possessing or displaying offensive

verbal, visual, or physical material or objects of any kind.

• Fighting or instigating a fight.

• Theft, abuse, or deliberate destruction of property, tools, or equipment of anyone else.

• Gambling of any type.

• Possessing or consuming any intoxicating beverage or illegal substance on the premises.

• Reporting for work in an unfit condition, including being under the influence of intoxicants

or controlled substances, or misuse of any prescription drug.

• Refusing to submit to drug and/or alcohol testing when properly directed by Site Supervisor

or supervisor of contractor or subcontractor. Test results showing the presence of alcohol or

illegal drugs in any amount will be grounds for dismissal.

• Possessing firearms or other weapons on premises.

• Making false or malicious statements concerning anyone else, CAC, any contractor or

subcontractor, or any products of CAC, contractor or subcontractor.

• Falsifying records or making untrue statements that may result in the falsification of records.

• Misusing or removing from premises, without permission, employee lists, blueprints,

records, or confidential infOrmation of any nature, in any form.

Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
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• Soliciting, collecting contributions, or distributing written or printed matter without
permission Site Supervisor or Project Manager.

• Posting or removing notices, signs or writing in any form on bulletin boards or property
without specific permission of Site Supervisor or Project Manager.

• Possessing or using televisions, radios, VCRs, or cameras for personal use on premises
without permission.

• Horseplay or throwing materials on premises or not giving attention to job during working
hours.

• Failure to obey Site Supervisor or supervisor or contractor or subcontractor or other forms of
insubordination.

• Frequent tardiness or absences from work.

• Leaving job or work area during working hours without permission.

• Any action or behavior illegal under local, state, or federal law.

• Smoking in areas not designated for smoking.

1.5.2 SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Covington & Associates Corporation, contractors and subcontractors will monitor their
respective employees prior to their entry to the job site and also in the course of their work.
Those found to be under the influence of alcohol or drugs will be removed from the premises and
will be denied future admittance. Employees may be required to submit to drug and/or alcohol
testing in compliance with Covington & Associates Corporation policy and governmental
regulations. Test results showing the presence of alcohol or illegal drugs in any amount will be
grounds for dismissal.

Former Gu1f,ort Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
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2.0 SITE DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY

The site is located one 33 Street, Gulfport, Mississippi. Site investigations have revealed areas
of lead and arsenic contaminated soil on the site. The approved Interim Corrective Action Plan
is to excavate lead-contaminated soils above 3,800 mg/kg lead and backfill with clean soil.

Former GuIfort Ferti’izer Site Heafth & Safety PlanRev 0
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3.0 HAZARD ANALYSIS

The physical hazards associated with the project include eye injury, cuts, noise, falling, slipping,
tripping, back injury and heat stress. Specific physical hazards are discussed in the following
sections.

3.1 NOISE

Working can subject workers to noise exposures in excess of allowable limits. Non-essential
personnel who do not need to be next to loud equipment will remain away from such sources to
lower the risk of noise-induced hearing loss. Additionally, considerations will be taken to keep
the noise level to a minimum. The S&H Supervisor will ensure noise levels remain below those
specified in 29 CFR 1910.95.

Personnel who operate or must work next to noisy equipment will be required to wear hearing
protection (earplugs or muffs) to reduce their exposure to excessive noise. Specifically, persons
who enter areas with noise in excess of 85-dB (A) will use protection. Workers exposed to noise
levels at or above 85 dB (A) will be enrolled in a hearing conservation program.

3.2 FALLING, SLIPPING, AND TRIPPING

Work zone surfaces will be maintained in a neat and orderly state. The Project Manager and
S&H Supervisor and contractor or subcontractor supervisor will inspect and ensure that the work
areas are neat and orderly. Pedestrian traffic will avoid areas where materials are stored on the
ground. Tools and materials will not be left randomly on surfaces when not in direct use. Hoses
and cables will be grouped, routed to minimize hazards or clearly marked with hazard flags if
those hoses and cables will remain in place for more than one shift.

3.3 MANUAL LIFTING TECHNIQUES

Before any manual material handling tasks, personnel will be trained to lift with the force of the
load suspended on their legs and not on their backs. An adequate number of personnel or an
appropriate mechanical device will be used to safely lift or handle heavy equipment. When
heavy objects must be lifted manually, workers will keep the load close to their bodies and will
avoid any twisting or turniig motions to minimize stress on the lower back. The S&H
Supervisor or contractor or subcontractor supervisor may provide lifting orientation and specific
back stretching and warm-up exercises to help minimize the potential for back injuries. The
S&H Supervisor or contractor or subcontractor supervisor will encourage use of these exercises
by all field personnel at the start of each shift.

3.4 HEAT STRESS

Heat stress is known to become a significant risk factor for personnel wearing protective clothing
and equipment, especially when ambient temperatures and humidity are elevated. Personnel will

Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
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be made aware of the symptoms of heat stress so they can recognize it and seek treatment
immediately.

3.5 EQUIPMENT GUARD

Engineering controls, administrative procedures, and equipment-guarding techniques will be
implemented to prevent injuries from excavation hazards. Additionally, PPE will be issued
when engineering controls alone cannot reduce exposure hazards to acceptable levels.

The overall risks presented by construction equipment associated with treatment, cleaning,
decontamination, excavation, and vehicle operation are normally greater than those presented by
potential exposure to chemicals. Compliance with all safety rules and procedures will be of
paramount importance.

3.6. ELECTRICAL HAZARDS.

For general electrical safety, the S&H Supervisor and the contractor and subcontractor
supervisors will ensure that all on-site personnel comply with OSHA requirements for electrical
branch circuits. Use of electrical extension cords will not be expected throughout the work.

3.7 CHEMICAL HANDLING

The S&H Supervisor will evaluate the need for special chemical handling procedures during the
chemical use review process (i.e., review of material safety data sheets). Engineering controls
and/or PPE will be required to protect against exposure. Chemical handling is not anticipated
during this project.

3.8 EXCAVATION

Any excavation over 4 foot deep will require sloping, trench box or trench shields if any
personnel are required to enter the space. Open trenches or excavations will be surrounded with
orange construction barricade fencing and multi strands of barricade tape. No excavation will be
conducted on site unless approval from the Project Manager is obtained prior to commencement.

Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
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4.0 CHEMICAL HAZARDS

This section describes the toxicological (health) hazards associated with exposure to organic and
inorganic chemicals that may be encountered. Detailed information on chemicals potentially
expected to be present at the site is provided in the S&H Plan or Activity Hazards Analysis. The
chemicals that may be encountered on this project include, but is not limited to, the following:

Lead in soil
> Arsenic in soil
> Diesel

Specific chemicals commonly encountered at the site area are discussed in the following
sections. Without proper controls, exposures can occur principally by dust inhalation, skin
contact, or ingestion.

4.1 FLAMMABILITY

Fire or explosion can occur from working with flammable tanks, drums, or pipes without proper
safeguards. Accordingly, monitoring will be conducted to identif’ locations where sparks
generated by equipment could trigger fires or explosions.

4.2 CARCINOGENS

Additional information on the above chemicals is found on the following Table 4.1 Chemical
Hazards. Carcinogens are any chemicals or products capable of causing or inducing cancer or
leukemia in humans. Carcinogens are classified, for program purposes, based on OSHA,
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH), the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), International Agency for Research on Cancer, Cancer Disease Center,
or National Toxic Pollutant classifications into the following recognized or confirmed human
carcinogens:

Class I — known human carcinogens
Class II — suspected carcinogens (causes cancer in animals)

Former Gulfl,ort Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
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Table 4.1

CHEMICAL HAZARDS

Chemical OSHA Concentration Present Health Hazards! Symptoms Of

Name PEL Soil Water Target Organs Overexposure

Lead 0.5 mg/rn3 <20,000 <0.042 mg/I Inhalation & Irr!taflt Headache, Nausea,
mg/kg Eye Contact frntant

Dizziness
& Blurred Vision

Arsenic 10 ug/m3 <1,400 <0.100 mg/I Eye & Throat Irntaflt Headache, Nausea,
mg/kg Acute Exposure

Dizziness
& Blurred Vision

Gasoline 300 ppm N/A N/A Eye & Throat Irritant Headache, Nausea,

Dizziness

& Blurred Vision

Diesel None N/A N/A Skin Irritant & Headache, Nausea,

Central Nervous System Dizziness, Un-

Depressant coordination

& Vomiting
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5.0 BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS

Dangerous wildlife that may be encountered at the site includes insects, poisonous snakes, and
rodents. Before work begins, the S&H Supervisor and supervisor for contractor and
subcontractor will inspect the work area for dangerous wildlife and instruct workers on the best
strategy to avoid contact. Workers will be trained to identify dangerous wildlife and in the
general precautions to be followed. The S&H Supervisor will screen the area for biological
hazards during the initial site visit and will discuss any problems with field personnel during the
pre-work review. The most common hazards anticipated are discussed below.

5.1 INSECTS

Stinging insects may be found where work will be performed. CAC, the contractor and
subcontractors will provide an appropriate repellent against mosquitoes and other nuisance
insects for their workers. Workers will be instructed to report the presence of large numbers of
bees or other stinging insects at the work site. The S&H Supervisor, contractor and/or
subcontractors will determine whether removal of the insect nests is required for work to
proceed.

Bees present a potential ha.zrd, especially for those individuals sensitized to bites or stings.
Before initial assignment on this project, personnel with known allergic responses to insect stings
or bites will be identified, and field supervisors will be made aware of this condition. These
personnel will also carry an antidote kit, if so advised by their physician. The S&H Supervisor
or contractor or subcontractor will confirm that the antidote kit is accessible for their workers
and will notify the emergency medical service providers in the event of any incident.

Protection against insects may be employed, such as protective clothing, repellents,
extermination, and training in recognition and identification of harmful insects.

5.2 TICKS

Ticks transmit many diverse etiologic agents. Diseases transmitted by ticks include Lyme
disease, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, and other viral and rickettsial diseases.

Ticks are normally found in wooded and bushy areas. When walking through tall brush areas,
coworkers should periodicall’ check themselves and each other for the presence of ticks. It is
essential to remove the entire tick as soon as it is found. Ticks burrow into the skin; if the head
of the tick cannot be removed, medical treatment will be obtained. If severe signs of infection or
fever develop, the patience should seek prompt medical care. Follow-up surveillance may
continue at the discretion of the examining physician.
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5.3 VERMIN AND POISONOUS SNAKES

Rats, mice, squirrel, non-poisonous snakes and rabbits are carriers of disease. Where vermin are
identified in the work area, the S&H Supervisor will be immediately notified. Bites will be
reported immediately and medical care obtained. Disease can be transmitted through broken
skin, contact with conjunctivae, ingestion of contaminated food or water, or inhalation of
aerosols. Prevention is through environmental hygiene practices that deter rodents from
colonizing the work environment.

Workers will be advised of the hazard if vermin are present in the work area and will be required
to immediately report any bite to the S&H Supervisor.

Poisonous snakes (timber rattlesnakes, water moccasins, coral snakes, copperheads, etc.) may be
present in the work area, particularly in brush and debris. Workers will approach these areas
with caution and, if a snake is identified, will not approach.

Workers will be advised of the hazard of poisonous snakes and will be required to immediately
report any bite to the S&H Supervisor or contractor or subcontractor supervisor. CAC, the
contractor and subcontractor shall have a snake bite kit on-site at all times.

5.4 INFECTIOUS BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS

First aid and other emergency response personnel will be informed of preventative measures for
protection in compliance with OSHA’S “Blood borne Pathogens.”
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6.0 SITE CONTROL

6.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The S&H Supervisor and Project Manager will implement a Site Control Program in accordance
with CACs requirements and OSHA’s standards found in 29 CFR 1910.120.

6.2 SITE WORK AUTHORIZATION

No work will proceed without authority from CAC’s Project Manager.

6.3 HAZARDOUS WORK PERMITS

6.3.1 GENERAL

Hazardous work permits (HWPs) are required for site tasks that present an unusual safety and
health problem (e.g., entry into confined spaces, work in high airborne contamination, and work
in flammable atmospheres). A careful review of the potential hazard is to be completed by the
Safety and Health Officer.

Normally, the HWP will address:

• Medical surveillance
• Personnel exposure monitoring program
• Respiratory protection
• Personnel protective equipment and clothing
• Compliance with rules regarding prohibited activities
• Hygiene facilities and practices
• Employee information and training
• Documentation.

6.3.2 APPLICABILITY

An approved and active HWP will be required prior to any work activity that could result in
serious injury, illness, or death. HWPs shall be required whenever the following conditions may
be present:

• Chemical exposures
• Oxygen deficiency
• Electrical hazards
• Fire and explosion
• Physical hazards
• Extreme temperatures
• Excessive noise
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• Biological hazards
• Waste treatment
• Other work determined to require an HWP by the Safety and Health Officer

The S&H Officer will determine when the HWP will be implemented based on the degree of
hazard. Generally, the oniy exceptions to requiring an HWP for the above conditions are:

• Surveys and sample collection in support of establishing and monitoring restricted work
areas

• Emergency responses when serious impacts could result if time were taken for HWP
preparation and approval.

6.3.3 SPECIFICATION OF CONTROL CONDITIONS

The S&H Officer will include the following information on the HWP form:

• The next sequential HWP number

• Hazardous conditions and maximum doses expected at the work location

• Recent chemical and/or biological surveys and their results

• Additional chemical and/or biological surveys, if needed

• Protective apparel and equipment required because of chemical, biological, or physical
hazards (e.g., confined space with lack of oxygen)

• Special instructions requiied, such as watchmen for confined space entry

• Expiration date

• Names and signatures of workers involved in work activity covered by an HWP.

6.4 CONTROLLED AREA DESIGNATION AND ACCESS

Typically, site activities use a barrier (e.g., fence or tape) to delineate the
construction/contaminated area from other parts of the site. The entire site is remote and is not
frequented by the public. These zones also include a small decontamination corridor. A separate
vehicle entrance may be established if necessary. A decontamination station for personnel will
be established at the entrance of each contamination reduction zone. Additional stations may be
established at each access-control point.

6.4.1 ACCESS CONTROLS/CONTAMINATION

Access to controlled areas where exposure to hazardous materials above guidelines is possible
will be accomplished through a program that controls the activities and movements of people and
equipment at the project site. Included in this program are controls for chemical, biological, and
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construction safety hazards. Tf contaminants are encountered, the following procedures may be
used:

• Maintain an authorized personnel list

• Maintain an access-control register at the controlled area boundary to record the number and
identity of individuals in the area

• Require personnel to sign the access-control log before they enter and leave the controlled
areas

• Require personnel and equipment to enter the site through the access-control point.

• Require personnel decontamination stations to be provided and maintained where contact
with removable contamination is possible.

High concentrations of airborne contaminants (lead and arsenic in dust) are anticipated at this
site. Due to the remoteness of the site and the protective vegetation (heavy woods between the
site and off-site areas), it is aifticipated that the public will not be effected by this dust. Workers
will, however, be warned to protect food and water from dust in the immediate vicinity of the
work area. Additionally, workers will be required to wear protective clothing (tyvek suits and
respirators), until area and personnel air monitoring has shown that the concentrations of
airborne contaminants (lead and arsenic) are below OSHA Permissible Exposure Limits (PELs).

6.4.2 ACCESS CONTROL/CONSTRUCTION HAZARDS

An exclusion zone will be established around each work area before intrusive work begins. The
exclusion zone will be posted and physically barricaded, if the S&H Supervisor so requires,
based on site conditions. The site access control points are typically posted as follow:

DANGER
Controlled Area
Authorized Personnel Only
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7.0 SITE COMMUNICATION

The buddy system will be used during work in exclusion zones and remote locations. The
primary means of communication for workers out of visual range will be two-way radios.
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8.0 DECONTAMINATION

8.1 PERSONNEL DECONTAMINATION

A two-station decontamination system will typically be established for personnel exiting
exclusion zones. Personnel will always wash hands and exposed skin areas upon removing

protective clothing or leaving controlled work areas.

8.2 EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION

Small equipment will be decontaminated at the site using the three-wash system. Large

equipment will be wrapped before transport to the decontamination area.

8.3 APPAREL DECONTAMINATION

Specific procedures for apparel decontamination may be established in the
Constructor/Subcontractor S&H Plan. The following standard practices will be followed:

• The S&H Supervisor will establish a minimum of one safety apparel decontamination station
at the site.

• Soap/detergent, rinse water, towels, wash pans, and brushes for scrubbing boots will be
available.

• Wastes generated from decontamination will be properly disposed in accordance with EPT
procedures.

• Outer protective clothing will be removed and placed in plastic bags for disposal or retained
for future use, depending on the contamination potential.

8.4 PERSONNEL DECONTAMINATION AND PERSONAL HYGIENE

Site personnel may be subject to potential skin or eye irritation. An eye wash station and an
appropriate method for decontaminating the skin will be available in areas where eye and skin
contamination may result from contact with corrosive or toxic chemicals. Portable eye wash
bottles will be available at each location where corrosive chemicals may be present.

Water from portable showers, hoses, or other sources for washing/rinsing will be available at
locations near where skin contamination may occur. Toilet and hand washing facilities will also
be available onsite but away from the contaminated areas for sanitary and hygienic purposes.
Whenever the work area has been determined to be chemically or biologically contaminated,
each employee will be required to wash prior to eating, drinking, smoking, or chewing. These
activities will only be permitted in designated areas outside the work area.

A temporary decontamination station will be set up at the edge of the restricted zone. A
contamination reduction corridor will lead from the station to the exclusion zone. Entrance to
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the exclusion zone will be controlled so that all foot traffic enters and exits through the
decontamination station. The station will be stocked with needed personnel protective
equipment.

Personnel leaving the exclusion zone will remove gross contamination before exiting by scraping
mud off boot.s, etc. At the head of the contamination reduction corridor, personnel will wash
boots and gloves. Three tubs will be provided: one with soapy water and two with rinse water.
Contaminated water will be transferred to the on-site storage/treatment area.

Entering the decontamination station, personnel will remove outer boots, outer gloves, and
protective coveralls. Soiled coveralls will be deposited in a trash container lined with a plastic
garbage bag. The trash container will be emptied daily or as required. If respirators are worn,
they will be removed. Finally, inner gloves will be removed and discarded in the trash container.
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9.0 VISITOR REQUIREMENTS

Visitors will follow the directions of the S&H Supervisor regarding decontamination of
personnel and equipment brought inside controlled areas. Equipment will be wrapped and taped
to the maximum practicable extent, as directed by the S&H Supervisor, to minimize the need for
decontamination.
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10.0 FIRST AID AND MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

10.1 GENERAL

Emergency planning and notification is discussed in Appendix A. A 5-gal supply of emergency
deluge water will be available and reserved for emergency use. Each contractor shall maintain at
each work location standby first-aid kits and at least two eyewash bottles (l-qt capacity each)
available for immediate use. The S&H Supervisor will verify weekly that the first-aid supplies
are available.

10.2 FIRST AID

Qualified personnel may use the first-aid kits to administer first aid to any workers who are
injured. When responding to serious personnel injuries, the emergency coordinator or the S&H
Supervisor will achieve contact by land line or cell phone for activation of emergency response
by local fire, medical, or police services.

Severely injured personnel will be transported to the hospital by ambulance service. Life-saving
care will be provided immediately, without consideration of decontamination requirements. In
the presence of strong acid or caustics, caregivers will don appropriate protection.

A full medical examination shall be required should exposure symptoms be exhibited..

10.3 EXPOSURE CONTROL FOR BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS

All site personnel shall follow OSHA’s “Blood borne Pathogens” standards. All personnel
should be aware of the potential for transmission of disease from contact with body fluids.
Assume all body fluids are potentially infectious and use appropriate precautions. Controls to be
considered are:

• Use the victim’s hand to control initial bleeding
• Use available protective gear (gloves, etc.) to prevent contact with body fluids
• Promptly wash after contact with body fluids
• Use rescue breather for CPR.

10.4 MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

Contractor and subcontractor personnel shall follow the BSII Core Process “Medical
Surveillance” and requirements found in OSHA standards 29 CFR 1910.120. A qualified
physician will examine personnel. The physician will perform medical examinations specified in
this section and review the medical examination results to determine whether each worker is
medically qualified to perform the proposed hazardous work. If the contractor and subcontractor
personnel have up-to-date medical surveillance in accordance with OSHA Standard 29 CFR
1910.120, provided documentation of up-to-date medical surveillance is provided S&H
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Supervisor prior to personnel entering restricted areas. The S&H Supervisor or S&H

Representative will determine the need for subsequent medical examinations.

The purposes of the medical surveillance program are: (1) to assess the individual’s health prior

to handling hazardous materials, (2) to determine the individual’s suitability for work

assignments requiring the use of personal protection clothing and equipment, and (3) to monitor

for evidence of changes in the individual’s medical indicators that could be related to the work.

This assessment will address expected conditions that would predispose the employee to illness

upon exposure to hazardous substances or from the physical demands of using PPE, such as

respirators and protective clothing. A physician’s statement, certifying that the employee is

physiologically fit to work in a restricted area and wear a negative-pressure respirator, will be

received before the employee starts work.

10.4.1 BASELINE AND ANNUAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT

The baseline and annual health assessment will include the following:

• A complete medical and occupational history
• Physical examination
• Urinalysis
• Chemistry panel (SMAC)
• Pulmonary function testing (FEV and FVC)
• Audiometry and visual screening
• Chest x-ray (PA) andJor electrocardiogram when determined to be necessary by the physician

• Serum PCB

10.4.2 TERMINATION EXAMINATION

Upon termination of employiient, personnel who have worked continuously at the project site

for more than 6 months will be required to undergo an examination equivalent to the baseline

health assessment. All personnel who terminate employment within a 6-month period will

undergo an examination based upon their exposure at the site. Specific examination tests will be

determined by the physician and the Project Manager.

10.4.3 SUPPLEMENTAL EXA1flNATION

Any worker receiving a potentially harmful level of exposure to hazardous chemical/biological

material will undergo a supplemental examination if deemed appropriate by the examining or

consulting physician.
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10.4.4 PHYSiCIAN’S EVALUATION

The occupational medical physician will determine any medical limitations of site workers. The
provider will submit a physician’s statement to the S&H Supervisor for all site employees and to
the contractor for its employees.
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11.0 HAZARD MONITORING PROGRAM

11.1 GENERAL

Hazard monitoring will be performed at the site, as described in the following sections. The
S&H Supervisor will assure that hazards are monitored and assure the implementation of all
necessary controls to minimize the hazards.

11.2 MONITORING STRAGEGY

Personnel and area monitoring strategies have been devised to ensure the identification of areas
and work activities for which engineering controls andlor respiratory protection are required.
Monitoring will be conducted to confirm that the levels of protection provided by the respiratory
protection program and by engineering controls are adequate to protect the worker, the
environment, and the public.

Respiratory protection will be mandatory for tasks involving potential for significant airborne
exposure(s) unless monitoring results indicate that protection is not required. Breathing zone
samples will be analyzed by a method approved by the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH).

11.3 MONITORING EQUIPMENT

The S&H Supervisor will ensure that an adequate supply of monitoring equipment is available
before work begins. The S&H Supervisor will ensure that the instruments are used only by
persons with training and experience in the care, calibration, operation, and limitation of the
equipment. Work involving potential exposure to hazardous materials will not be performed
unless properly maintained aiid calibrated monitoring equipment is being used to monitor the
work area and the personnel in the work area.

To help evaluate potential health hazards at the site, the S&H Supervisor may use the following
monitoring equipment:

• High Volume Air Sampling Pump: The instrument will have a Rotometer to measure air
flow.

• Personnel Air Sampling Pump: The instrument will be calibrated to manufacturer’s
recommendations for air flow recommended by NIOSH.

A copy of instrument calibration records will be maintained on site for all instrument
calibrations. Calibration data will be recorded on field data collection forms. Air sampling
pumps flow rates will be recorded to ensure accuracy in determining sampled air volumes.
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rP 11.4 RESPONSES TO ABNORMAL CONDITIONS OBSERVED BY MONITORING

Li
The S&H Supervisor has the authority to investigate and implement protective measures

necessary to protect the health and wellbeing of site personnel and the community.

11.4.1 DUST CONTROL/FUGITIVE EMISSIONS

S&H Supervisor may require contractor/subcontractors to modify excavation and soil handling

procedures to reduce/minimize dust and fugitive emissions. This may include wetting soil or

modifying procedures.
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12.0 PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) PROGRAM

12.1 GENERAL

PPE consists of three components: standard safety equipment required on the site, special PPE
(e.g., fall protection, water safety), and respiratory protective equipment.

Standard safety equipment is described in 29 CFR 1910.120 Appendix A. In addition, all project
and contractor personnel entering the site will comply with all task-specific safety requirements.
The protective apparel and equipment requirements for personnel working in restricted areas will
be determined by the S&H Officer and will be based on four levels of protection (Levels A
through D). Equipment used will be listed in the “NIOSH Certified Equipment List.” The level
of protection will be based on the type of hazardous material, its concentration and toxicity, and
the potential for exposure through inhalation, ingestion, skin absorption, direct contact, splash, or
impact. The levels of protection are described below.

12.2 LEVELS OF PROTECTION

The Contractor and Subcontractor S&H Plans will establish the proposed initial PPE ensemble
for tasks with exposure potential. The various types of PPE and definitions of the standard
ensembles available are discussed in BSII Core Process. The levels of protection are:

• Level A: maximum available protection for the respiratory tract, skin, and eyes. Positive
pressure, pressure-demand SCBA and a totally encapsulating, chemically resistant suit is
required. Normally, the SCBA unit is worn in side the suit to decrease the chance of
contamination and possible damage to the unit. An intrinsically safe, two-way radio must be
worn in side the suit. Covington & Associates Corporation does not anticipate that this level
of protection will be required for this site.

• Level B: maximum respiratory protection but a lesser degree of skin protection. This is the
minimum level recommended when the contaminant(s) are unknown or when toxic airborne
concentrations of known contaminants exceed the protection factor of the full face piece, air
purifying respirator, or when there is an oxygen-deficient atmosphere. Positive pressure,
pressure-demand SCBA or supplied air respirator with escape capability will be worn.
Breathing air will at least meet the requirements for Grade D breathing air. Protective
clothing will include polyethylene or Saranex®, hooded, disposable coveralls; chemical
resistance boots; and nitrile or vinyl gloves. Covington & Associates Corporation does not
anticipate that this level of protection will be required at this site.

• Level C: for use when toxic substances and/or concentrations are known and criteria for
using air-purifying respirators can be met. This level of protection includes half- face piece,
air-purifying respirators and appropriate disposable coveralls. Chemical-resistant gloves and
boots, along with hard hats, will be required. Covington & Associates Corporation
anticipates that this level of protection will be initially required at this site, until air
monitoring results show that a lesser degree of PPE (Level D) can be substituted.
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• Level D: the minimum level recommended when a respirator is not required but skin
protection must be controlled. Typically this level will include chemical-resistant boots,
disposable Tyvek®, and gloves, along with hard hat and safety glasses. Covington &
Associates Corporation anticipates that this level of protection will be required once air
monitoring results show that Level C PPE is not required.

• Construction attire: is the minimal protection level when respiratory or skin protection is
not required. Normally, all that is needed is a basic work uniform (i.e., work clothes, work
boots, safety glasses, and hard bat). Optional equipment may include work gloves, rubber
boots, and a rain suit. Covington & Associates Corporation anticipates that this level of
protection may be allowed in areas other than restricted work areas.

PPE can reduce the possibility of contact with hazardous materials, but it should be used in
conjunction with proper site entry protocols and other safety considerations. No single
combination of protective apparel and equipment is capable of protecting against all hazards.
The use of protective apparel and equipment is not capable of protecting against all hazards. The
use of protective apparel and equipment can create significant work hazards (e.g., heat stress,
physical and psychological stress, and impaired vision, mobility, and communications). For any
given situation, apparel and equipment should be selected to provide a level of protection
commensurate with the degree of hazard. Overprotection, as well as under-protection, can be
hazardous and should be avoided.

Protective apparel and equipment should be selected using the following criteria:

• Permeability, degradability, and penetrability by specific agents expected on the site
• Heat/cold (thermal effects)
• Durability
• Flexibility
• Ease of decontamination
• Compatibility with other equipment
• Duration of use
• Special conditions (fire, explosion, electrical, solar radiation, and confined space)

NOTE: The S&H Officer may authorize downgrade or upgrade from the initial proposed level
of protection based on actual site conditions.

12.3 PROTECTIVE CLOTHING/EQUIPMENT

Typically, Level C protection will initially be worn in the restricted work areas. Level C
protection will generally include the following protective clothing and equipment unless
otherwise approved by the S&H Officer:

• Sturdy leather work shoes
• Hard hat
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• Eye protection (e.g., safety glasses, goggles, and/or face shield)

• Disposable Regular Tyvek® suit
• Nitrile or vinyl glove inside a more durable glove
• Half-face, negative pressure respirator, until ambient air monitoring indicates a respirator is

not needed
• Noise protection as required by monitoring.

Specific clothing will be identified based on the permeability of the contaminants and the

potential degradation of the clothing.

Note: Levels D, C and B prtection will require all connecting parts (e.g., wrist, ankles) to be

taped unless determined unnecessary by the S&H Supervisor.

12.4 HAND PROTECTION

To protect hands and arms from chemical contamination, chemically resistant gloves will be

used as integral, attached, or separate items from other protective clothing. Disposable gloves

should be used whenever possible, to reduce decontamination needs.

• Cotton inner liner gloves are used to absorb perspiration and are optional.

• Neoprene or rubber gloves are to be used whenever (1) aqueous conditions exist, (2) non-

permeable chemicals such as inorganic acids, caustics, and heavy metals are encountered,

and (3) heavy-duty wear is required.

12.5 BODY CLOTHING

Various types of protective clothing are designed to prevent contamination of the body. At the

Gulfport Fertilizer site, disposable Tyvek construction attire will be used for most work;

however, the following clothing typically will be available onsite:

• Rain suits for protection against the elements.

12.5.1 REGULAR TYVEK®

Tyvek® will be used on the Gulfport Fertilizer site.

12.5.2 POLYETHYLENE TYVEK®

Polyethylene-coated Tyvek® will be used where hydrocarbons are present in soil, liquid, or air.

It may be used for acids of a pH greater than or equal to 2 or bases of pH less than or equal to 9

(5 pH 9). These conditior are not anticipated to be encountered during this project.
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12.5.3 SARANEX® TYVEK®

Saranex® Tyvek® will be used when highly toxic chemicals, such as benzene, vinyl chloride, and

acrylonitrile, are encountered. These conditions are not anticipated to be encountered during this

project.

12.5.4 RAIN SUITS

Rain suits may be used outside of chemically contaminated areas.

12.6 FOOT PROTECTION

Sturdy work shoes or boots will be worn to protect feet from contact with chemicals,

compression, crushing, or puncture. Shoe covers, made of a variety of materials, protect boots

from contamination and protect feet from chemicals. Shoe covers may be disposable. Foot

covers must include one or more of the following:

• Sturdy work boots worn with protective rubber overshoes

• Sturdy chemically protectIve boots

• Disposable polyvinyl chloride booty over sturdy work shoes.

Over boots shall be worn where hydrocarbon contaminated water may come into contact with

shoes. These conditions are not anticipated to be encountered during this project.

12.7 EYE AND FACE PROTECTION

Employees will wear approved eye protection (e.g., glasses, goggles, face shield) whenever there

is potential for exposure to the following:

• Flying objects
• Dust
• Chemicals
• Harmful rays (e.g., welding, ultra-violet radiation).

Face shield and chemical splash-proof goggles will be worn when face and eyes are vulnerable

to acidic or caustic material, or as directed by the S&H Supervisor. This protection is mandatory

when working with acids and caustics (5 pH 9). Contact lenses will not be worn in restricted

areas.

12.8 HEAD PROTECTION

Safety helmets (hard hats) protect the head from impact. Helmet liners, hoods, and protective

hair coverings protect the head from chemical splashes and entanglement of hair in machinery or
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13.0 RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

13.1 GENERAL

Use of respiratory protection, if necessary, will be in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.134.
Respirators will be selected from program-approved devices based on an assessment of the
nature and extent of hazardous atmospheres that are anticipated during field activity. The initial
respirator assignment for each operation is provided in the S&H Plans and Activity Hazards
Analysis and on the HWP. Respiratory protection is anticipated to be required during the initial
stages of the project, until and unless air monitoring sampling shows that respiratory protection
is not required.

13.2 MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

Workers who are required to use respiratory protection will be fully qualified in accordance with
29 CFR 1910.134 before beginning work.

13.3 FIT TESTING

All respiratory protection program participants will receive an annual fit test in accordance with
29 CFR 1910.134.

13.4 RESPIRATOR CLEANING, MAINTENANCE, SANITATION, AND STORAGE

Routine cleaning during fieldwork will be accomplished at the respirator cleaning station located
adjacent to the access-control point or other designated areas. All necessary supplies will be
provided for workers to clean and sanitize their respirators. (Note: Decontamination does not
constitute respirator cleaning but is always performed before cleaning). Supplies provided by the
Contractor and Subcontractors for its employees will include:

• Moist treated wipes
• Cleaning/sanitizing solution
• Cleaning solution basins
• Soft-bristle scrub brushes
• Rinse basins
• Drying area
• Clean storage bags (zip-lock type).

Respirators that are used either occasionally or daily will be cleaned, sanitized, inspected,
assembled, and maintained ready for use daily. Each respirator will be stored in a clean and
sanitary container. Parts that require inspection include the valves, valve covers, nosepiece,
straps, eyepiece, face-piece and its snaps, cylinders, and canisters. The individual responsible for
the cleaning, inspection, maintenance, sanitation, and storage of respirators will be trained in the
proper methods and procedures.
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Each respirator user will store his/her respirator in a clean, sealed plastic bag when it is not in

use, unless it has been determined that the respirator is contaminated or is returned at the end of

its use. If a respirator becomes chemically contaminated, it will be replaced with a clean and

sanitized respirator. The respirator wearer will inspect the replacement respirator for defective

parts and leaks.

13.5 SPECIAL TRAINING

Special training is required for the use of Type C (airline supplied) respirator and SCBA.

Personnel will demonstrate training as evidenced by a copy of the training certificate or a letter

or certificate from their employer stating that they are trained in the use of this equipment.

Each respirator user will be issued a respirator for exclusive personal use and will be trained in

its use, care, and maintenance in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.134. Each respirator user will be

instructed to inspect his/her respirator before each use, after each use, and after cleaning.

13.6 RESPIRATOR SELECTION

The S&H Supervisor will select respiratory protection based on whether:

• The estimated contaminant concentration is in the range requiring respiratory protection as

determined by monitoring information.

• The PEL, threshold limit value, short-term exposure limit, or ceiling value may be exceeded.

• The contaminant is a gas, vapor, mist, dust, or fume.

• The contaminant concentration could be termed immediately dangerous to life or health.

• The warning properties (e.g., irritation, odor) of the chemical contaminants are not

detectable.

NIOSH approves respirators using test certification numbers; only NIOSH-approved equipment,

components, and replacement parts will be accepted. In addition, respirators are approved as a

system. Cartridges, canisters, filters, air lines, corrective lens holders, adapters, and regulators

cannot be interchanged among different brands of equipment or even among equipment of a

given manufacturer unless specifically approved. No disposable respirators will be used.

The various types of respirators and their specific uses are described in the following sections.

13.7 HALF-FACE, NEGATIVE-PRESSURE RESPIRATOR

A HALF-face, negative-press”re respirator will be used under the following conditions.

• Ambient air concentrations of known contaminants in the breathing zone exceed the PEL but

are less than 10 times the PEL (a new PEL will be calculated for multiple contaminants based

on synergistic effects).
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• Specific tasks where this respirator has been approved by the S&H Supervisor.

13.8 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR RESPIRATOR USE

The following criteria will be followed.

• Oxygen deficient atmospheres: Atmosphere-supplying respirators will be used in

environments immediately dangerous to life or health (atmospheres containing less than

19.5% oxygen at sea level). These conditions are not anticipated to be encountered during

this project.

• Eye irritation: When working in contaminated environments or where there is potential for

eye irritation, a full-face unit will be used.

• Nuisance dust: Any approved filter respirator can be used for nuisance dusts.

• Warning properties of contaminant: Chemical cartridge respirators will not be used for

exposures to air contaminants that cannot be easily detected by odor or irritations. For

example, cartridge respirators will not be used to protect against methyl chloride or hydrogen

sulfide. The former is odorless, and the latter, while foul smelling at low concentrations, will

paralyze the olfactory nerve system at high concentrations, thereby rendering odor detection

unreliable.

• Chemical cartridge respirators will not be used for protection against gases or vapors that are

not effectively stopped (i.e., carbon monoxide). Do not use chemical cartridge respirators in

the presence of the following materials:
- Arsine Phosphorus
- Carbon monoxide
- Hydrogen cyanide
- Hydrogen fluoride
- Hydrogen sulfide
- Methanol

• Airline or supplied-air, positive-pressure, pressure-demand respirators or special-use

respirators will be used for protection against materials in the above list.

• Chemical cartridges will be used only for those contaminants and concentrations for which

they are certified.
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14.0 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

14.1 GENERAL

Personnel working at a site must recognize and understand the potential risks to safety and health

associated with the work at that site. Workers involved in remedial action must be thoroughly

familiar with programs and procedures and must be trained to work safely in controlled areas

14.2 GENERAL SITE WORKERS

All site workers that may be exposed to hazardous conditions will be trained to work in

compliance with 29 CFR 1910.120. Each site worker conducting activities inside a chemically

restricted area will receive 40 hours of hazardous waste site training and 3 days of supervised

on-the-job training. Site workers who do not enter restricted work areas and who have minimal

exposure potential will receive a minimum of 24 hours of hazardous waste site training.

Employees will not engage in field activities associated with hazardous materials until they have

been trained to a level commensurate with their job function and responsibilities and with the

degree of anticipated hazard, including site-specific hazards.

General laborers, technicians, and other personnel will attend training sessions that apply to their

individual jobs and responsibilities, as well as training sessions that provide an overview of the

site hazards and the means to control those hazards. Their training will include classroom

instruction in the following subject areas, depending upon their individual jobs:

• Hazardous chemical notification
• Details of the safety and health plan
• Employee rights and responsibilities
• Safe work practices
• Nature of anticipated hazards
• Handling emergencies and accidents
• Rules and regulations for vehicle use
• Safe use of field equipment
• Handling, storage, and transportation of hazardous materials

• Use, care, and limitations of personal protective clothing and equipment

• Safe sampling techniques.

Retraining will be required annually, or more frequently if significant changes occur in

conditions affecting the safety and health of the workers. As a minimum, retraining will consist

of 8 hours of discussion about the same topics discussed in the 40-hour or 24-hour training

course.
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14.3 ORIENTATION

Orientation attendees shall include all Contractor and Subcontractor employees. No work may
be performed prior to attending an orientation by the S&H Supervisor.

The S&H Supervisor shall present the orientation. The orientation shall be specific for the
project location and may be in the form of overheads, videos, or other prepared material.
Information on S&H aspects of the job or task, Site Conditions, emergency procedures, permit
requirements, traffic patterns, adjacent operating production equipment, and waste disposal shall
all be included in the orientation.

14.4 SAFETY MEETINGS

Safety meetings will be conducted to reemphasize the salient points of the S&H program and
existing site conditions and to inform team members of changing site conditions. These
meetings will be conducted weekly by each on-site employer, or more frequently if needed, to
ensure proper safety and health of personnel in the performance of regular work activities and in
emergency situations. Contractors, if they choose, may attend meetings conducted by Covington
& Associates Corporation. Safety meetings will be documented on the appropriate training
form.

14.5 VISITORS

All visitors to the site, even if escorted, must receive a briefing on safety. These visitors will not
be permitted in the restricted work areas unless they have been respirator-trained, fit-tested, and
medically approved. Visitors not complying with the above requirements will not enter the
restricted work areas; however, they may observe site conditions from a safe distance.
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15.0 HAZARD COMMUNICATION

The S&H Supervisor will provide all personnel with site specific training and documentation
advising them of the potential hazardous materials in the workplace. A list of such materials will
be posted at the work site and copies of appropriate material safety data sheets will be available

to site workers upon request. The project will comply with 29 CFR1 910.1200.
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16.0 FORBIDDEN PRACTICES

The forbidden practices listed below are applicable to all restricted areas. In addition, no worker
may engage in any activity for which the consequences of his actions are unclear without the
approval of the S&H Supervisor. If such activities become necessary to complete any phase of
the work, the necessary safety and health requirements and an approved HWP will be prepared
by the S&H Supervisor.

The following practices will be strictly forbidden during any work in restricted access areas.

• Horseplay

• Fighting

• Eating

• Drinking

• Smoking

• Chewing gum, tobacco, or any other substances

• Use of facial cosmetics

• Wearing contact lenses

• Unnecessary sitting or kneeling on contaminated surfaces

• Placing equipment on contaminated surfaces (when practicable)

• Climbing on or over obstacles

• Starting or maintaining an open flame of any type unless authorized by the H&S Supervisor

• Entering the work site with safety equipment that has not been determined to be in proper
working condition immediately prior to entry

• Entry of the work site, under any circumstances, by any employee or visitor without prior
approval.

In addition to the forbidden practices, the S&H Supervisor may impose other prohibitions that
may be required for safe operations.
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17.0 AS LOW AS REASONABLY ACHIEVABLE POLICY

Covington & Associates Corporation’s policy is to maintain exposures to hazardous chemical at
levels that are as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). ALARA is achieved through proper
training of employees, adequate work procedures, adequate engineering controls, good personal
hygiene practices, and, when required, use of protective equipment. Each individual working in
a restricted area is required to adhere to established ALARA rules, regulations, and concepts.
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18.0 THE BUDDY SYSTEM

The buddy system is a safety practice in which each individual is concerned with the health and

well-being of co-workers. The buddy system will be implemented during all onsite activities and

will be incorporated whenever workers may be isolated or as determined by the S&H Supervisor.

Two-way radio communication should be established when deemed necessary by the S&H

Supervisor. The following standard hand signals will be used in case of failure of other

communication.

Hand Si2naI Meaning

Hand gripping throat
Grip partner’s wrist or both hands around waist
Hands on top of head
Thumbs up
Thumbs down

Former Gulfjort Fertilizer Site
Rev 0

Out of air, can’t breathe
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19.0 GENERAL SITE SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Frequent and regular S&H inspections will be conducted at each work site. The S&H Supervisor
and contractor and subcontractor supervisors will conduct a daily inspection of the workplace,
document on standard forms, and track deficiencies until corrected. The contractor and
subcontractor supervisors should also participate in a weekly inspection. In addition to the daily
inspections performed by the field team, the program S&H mangers or designees will perform
audits to ensure compliance with program requirements. Audits will be similarly documented
and deficiencies tracked until documented closure.

Hazards, due to normal site activities, can be reduced by using common sense and following the
safe practices listed below.

• All equipment and tools will be used only by authorized personnel familiar with its use.

• Safety devices on equipment will be left intact and used as designed.

• Equipment and tools will be kept clean and in good repair and used only for their intended
purpose.

• Good housekeeping practices will be followed.

• Use of chemicals will be limited to authorized personnel familiar with their use and
associated hazards.

19.1 LADDERS

Ladders and scaffolds, if needed to conduct the work required for this project, will be used in
accordance with the following.

• Manufactured ladders will be constructed of heavy-duty grade; Type II minimum,
conforming to applicable ANSI standards.

• Ladders will not be spliced together to make a longer ladder.

• Straight ladders for access will extend at least 3 ft above the landing.

• The base of straight ladders will be set back a safe distance from the vertical; approximately
one-fourth the working height of the ladder.

• Stepladders will be fully opened to permit the spreader to lock. Stepladders will not be
closed and leaned against an object for access.

• Metal ladders or other conductive ladders will not be used for electrical work or in areas
where they could contact energized wiring.

• “Job-made” ladders will be constructed in accordance with OSHA 1926.450(b) (DOL
19890.
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19.2 HOUSEKEEPING

Housekeeping procedures contained herein pertain to uncontaminated trash, debris, and rubbish.
Drilling waste or chemically contaminated materials must be handled in accordance with
applicable regulatory requirements.

The following housekeeping rules will apply at the jobsite, as applicable.

• Have a daily clean-up plan.

• Work areas must be kept clean and free from trash and debris. Trash containers must be
located throughout the jobsite.

• Excess scrap material and rubbish must be removed from the work area.

• Maintain unobstructed passageways.

• Obtain Covington & Associates Corporation approval of storage areas.

• Immediately remove or bend over any protruding nails.

• Remove loose overhead materials.

• Maintain hoses and cords so not to create tripping hazards.

• All surplus materials must be returned to a designated area of the site at the completion of a
job.

• Tools and materials must be put in tool boxes or returned to the tool room after use to avoid
creation of a hazard for others.

• Oily rags must be placed in approved non-combustible metal containers.

• Toilets, wash-up facilities, and drinking fountains must be kept clean and sanitary; problems
must be reported to the supervisor.

• PPE will be returned to the designated area at the end of the work period and will be placed
in designated receptacles.

• Eating, drinking, use of tobacco products, chewing gum, etc., is permitted only in designated
break areas. These activities are not permitted in change or shower areas, toilet facilities, etc.

19.3 FIRE PREVENTION AND PROTECTION

Fire Prevention
The following rules will be enforced to prevent fires:

• Smoking will be prohibited at or in the vicinity of operations that may present a fire hazard.
“No Smoking” or “Open Flame” markings will be conspicuously posted.
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• Flammable andJor combustible liquids must be handled only in approved; properly labeled
metal safety cans equipped with flash arrestors and self-closing lids.

• Transfer of flammable liquids from one container to another will be done only when the
containers are electrically interconnected (bonded).

• The motors of all equipment being fueled will be shut off during the fueling operations.

• Flammable/combustible liquids stored in metal drums will be equipped with self-closing
safety faucets, vent bung fittings, and drip pans. Such containers will be stored outside
buildings in an area approved by the SSHR and the Plant Fire Marshall whenever working
within an operating facility. Such metal drums will be properly grounded.

Fire Protection
The following measures will be used to protect against fires:

• All construction equipment (cranes, bulldozers, track hoes, etc.) will be equipped with a fire
extinguisher of 10 ABC units or higher.

• All vehicles will be equipped with a fire extinguisher of 5 ABC units or higher.

• Temporary offices will be equipped with a fire extinguisher of 10 ABC units or higher.

At least one portable fire extinguisher of 20 ABC units will be located not less than 25 ft or more
than 75 ft from any flammable liquid storage area.
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EMERGENCY CONTACTS

Covington & Associates Corporation

Project Manager: John Szabo (228) 396-0486
(228) 216-1158

S&H Supervisors:
Anthony Damiano (228) 396-0486

(228) 861-2402

Wendell Larson (228) 396-0486
(228) 216-7981

Todd Hairston (228) 396-0486
(228) 216-7983

Response Teams

US EPA Environmental Response Team 908/548-8730
US Coast Guard Environmental Response Team 800/424-8802

Site Emergency Numbers
Ambulance 911
Fire Department 911

Offsite Emergency Numbers
Gulfjort Police Department 228-868-5959

or 911

Gulfj,ort Fire Department 228-863-5953
or 911

Mississippi State Police 228-539-4881
or 911

Harrison County Sheriff 228-89-3000
or9ll

Medical Emergency
Memorial Hospital GulThort, MS 228-867-4000

Health Emergency
Poison Control Center (800) 222-1222
ToxLine (301)496-1131
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ATTACHMENT 1

Job Safety Analysis

Work Activity HAZARD Reason

Site Preparation Heavy Equipment; This phase will require the
slip, trip, fall hazards utilization of equipment that can

pose risks.
Soil Excavation Cave in and falling Follow required excavation safety

underground utilities; procedure under guidance of
excessive noise; competent person obtain utility
pinch points, airborne clearance before breaking ground;
objects, and overhead wear appropriate PPE and hearing
hazards; contact with protection; perform equipment and
contaminated soil and personnel protective equipment
groundwater;
spreading of site
contaminants;
inhalation of site
contaminants.

Backfill and Compaction excessive noise; Heavy equipment
pinch points,
overhead hazards
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0
1.0 INTRODUCTION

Hancock Bank owns an approximately 145 acre, unimproved, vacant property in

Gulfport, MS bounded on the south by 331 Street, on the west by 34th Avenue, on the

north by North Gulfport Subdivision and on the east by the railroad. The property is

located in Section 33, Township 7 South, Range 11 West, City of Gulfport, Harrison

County, Mississippi. The property consists of an approximately 33-acre tract (Former

Gu1fort Fertilizer Site) owned by Hancock Bank since the late 1970s on which the

Gulfport Fertilizer Company operated a super-phosphate fertilizer operation from about

1914 — 1920. The remaining approximately 112 acre tract was acquired by Hancock

Bank in late March 2005 from the Harreld Family Trust and is a vacant, undeveloped,

heavily wooded property. Since Hurricane Katrina in August 2005, the southern portion

of the Harreld Family Trust property has been cleared (along 33r1 Street and partially

along 34th Avenue). The remainder of the propertv has remr’ avy woods,

although the woods were heavily damaged by Hurr

-ç )‘-\

The Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site r - 1 and
N

groundwater, probably as a result te.

Beginning in September 1998, Butler Se.

behalf of Hancock Bank, began a site ch

nature and extent of contamination on the site. .pIes
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0
0 on the site from O’-2’ and 2’-4’ below the ground surface (BGS). The collected soil

[J samples were analyzed for arsenic and lead.

The results of the Butler Services investigation were presented in the Site

Characterization Report for the site dated October 25, 1999. The report concluded that

there were four (4) major source areas on the site where the arsenic andlor lead regulatory

limits were exceeded in the site soils from O’-4’ BGS. The report recommended that

additional soil samples be collected to determine the vertical extent of the arsenic andlor

lead soil contamination. Installation of monitoring wells and collecting groundwater

samples was also recommended in order to evaluate the extent of groundwater

contamination at the site, if any.

After reviewing the Site Characterization Report for the subject site, the Mississippi

Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) required that:

• the horizontal and vertical extent of soil contamination along the western

boundary of the Former Gulfort Fertilizer site be determined;

• a minimum of six (6) monitoring wells be installed on the site; and

• all borings be advanced to a “laterally extensive low permeability confining layer

underlying the surficial water bearing zone”.

Butler Services prepared a work plan for this supplemental investigation — Work Plan

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gu(fpori Fertilizer Site, Gz4fport, Mississippi______________________________Page 2
Revisions/Resubmittal to MDEQ— September 14, 2007
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0
OfJSite/Source Area Soils and Groundwater Sampling — addressing MDEQ’s

requirements.

Hancock Bank hired Covington and Associates Corporation (CAC) in late October 2001

to replace Butler Services in implementing the Work Plan for the supplemental site

investigation. CAC advanced forty-three (43) on-site geoprobe borings and twenty-two

(22) off-site geoprobe borings. Soil samples were collected at 2’ intervals from 0’ — 8’

below the ground surface (BGS) and at 4’ intervals from 8’ BGS to 8’-16’ BGS or the

low permeability confining clay layer, whichever was less. The soil samples collected

from the 0’-2’ BGS and 2’-4’ BGS soil intervals were analyzed to determine the arsenic

and lead concentration in each soil interval. At those locations where the arsenic and/or

lead concentration exceeded the site’s regulatory limits (7.18 mg/kg for arsenic and 400

mg/kg for lead, assuming the site would be used for unrestricted — residential - purposes

in the future), samples from subsequent soil intervals were analyzed until the arsenic

and/or lead concentration were below the site’s regulatory limits. Two-foot (2’) stream

sediment samples were taken from four (4) locations along the stream located west of the

western boundary of the Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site. Each stream sediment sample

was analyzed for arsenic and lead. Groundwater samples were taken from twelve (12) of

the boring locations. “Unfiltered” and “filtered” groundwater samples were collected and

analyzed for arsenic and lead.

interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gujfport Fertilizer Site, Gujfport, Mississippi Page 3
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0
[i The supplemental site investigation findings were presented in the Supplemental Site

Characterization Report prepared by CAC and submitted to MDEQ on November 8,

2002. The supplemental site investigation detennined:

• The low permeability confining clay layer is 20’-26.5’ BGS.

[] . The horizontal and vertical extent of the arsenic soil concentrations exceeding the

site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in soil (7.18 mg/kg) has been adequately defined,

except in a small area on the off-site property (the Harreld Family Trust property)

at 0’-2’ BGS and 2’-4’ BGS. It is felt that the horizontal and vertical extent in

these off-site areas is within 100’ of the last boring location advanced.

• The majority of the soil exceeding the site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in soil

occurs in the 0’-6’ BGS soil interval.

• The total arsenic concentrations found in soil samples at the site do not exceed

arsenic’s TCLP regulatory limit (5.0 mg/l). Therefore, the site soils are not

considered to be hazardous for arsenic.

• The horizontal and vertical extent of the lead soil concentrations exceeding the

site’s regulatory limit for lead in soil at unrestricted (residential) sites (400 mg/kg)

has been adequately defined, except in a small area on the off-site property f

Harreld Family Trust Property) at 0’-2’ BGS. It is felt that the horizontal and

vertical extent in these off-site areas is within 100’ of the last boring location

advanced.

• The majority of the soil exceeding the regulatory limit for lead in soil at restricted

0

__
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U (residential) sites occurs in the 0’-2’ BGS soil interval.

.

Sub-surface soils exceeding 3,800 mg/kg total lead concentration will be

considered hazardous for lead (TCLP lead> 5.0 mg/i).

• All collected stream sediment samples were below the site’s regulatory limit for

arsenic in soil (7.18 mg/kg) and below the regulatory limit for lead in soil at

fl
unrestricted (residential) sites (400 mg/kg). It is concluded that the stream has not

been impacted by previous site operations.

U . All of the “unfiltered” (Total) groundwater samples collected exceeded MDEQ’s

Tier 1 TRG for arsenic in groundwater (0.010 mg/i) and for lead in groundwater

(0.015 mg/i). It is felt that this is due to the presence of soil particles in the

groundwater samples.

• Arsenic and lead analytical results for “filtered” (Dissolved) groundwater samples

exceeded MDEQ’s Tier 1 TRG in the northwest and west area of the site.

A naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM) survey was performed on the site by

CAC. The survey included identifying “hot spot” areas (areas where field radioactive

readings exceeded 20 uRlhr) on the site. Following NORM survey procedures, soil

samples were collected in a 100-meter sampling area east of the fertilizer production

concrete slab. The soil samples were collected from 0”-6” BGS and from 6”-12” BGS.

The collected soil samples were analyzed to determine the concentration of Radium-226

and Radium-228 in the soil samples in pico-curies per gram (pCi/gm).

0
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0
ü The NO4 suey determined the following:

• The horizontal and vertical extent of two (2) areas of the site where NORM

concentrations exceeded the NORM regulatory limit for transfer of property for

unrestricted (residential) uses were identified and adequately defined.

In order to determine the extent of soil contamination off-site, on the adjacent Harreld

Family Trust property, which is now part of the overall site, CAC proposed to perform a

supplemental off-site soil investigation. MDEQ approved CAC’s plan for collecting

additional off-site soil borings on April 21, 2003. From April 2003 to November 2003,

CAC advanced seventy (70) additional borings on the Harreld Family Trust property. On

July 29, 2003, CAC submitted a Supplemental OfJSite Characterization Report. The

report was revised and re-submitted on December 1, 2003.

The supplemental off-site soil investigation determined the following:

• The horizontal and vertical extent of the arsenic soil concentrations exceeding the

site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in off-site soil (7.18 mg/kg) has been defined.

• The majority of the off-site soil exceeding the site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in

soil occurs in the 0’-4’ BGS soil intervals.

• The horizontal and vertical extent of the off-site lead soil concentrations

exceeding the site’s regulatory limit for lead in soil at unrestricted (residential)

sites (400 mg/kg) has been defined.

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gujfport Fertilizer Site, Gujfport, Mississippi _Page 6
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ü . The off-site soil exceeding the regulato limit for lead in soil at unrestricted

[] (residential) sites occurs in the 0’-2’ BGS soil interval, only.

• Off-site soils exceeding 3,800 mg/kg total lead concentration occurred at one

location, only — OS-6, 0’-2’ BGS — and will be considered hazardous for lead

(TCLP lead> 5.0 mg/l), if excavated.

U
Figure 1 shows the horizontal extent of arsenic and lead contaminated soil identified on

the site.

CAC collected groundwater samples from seven (7) monitoring wells located on the

Former Gulfport Fertilizer site for eight consecutive quarters from June 19, 2002 (First

Sampling Round) to March 4, 2004 (Eighth Sampling Round). Each groundwater sample

was analyzed for lead and arsenic concentrations. pH readings of each groundwater

sample were also collected. CAC presented conclusions about the groundwater on the

Former Gulfort Fertilizer site in a letter report entitled “Historical Groundwater

Monitoring Report” dated August 10, 2004.

The data presented in this “Historical Groundwater Monitoring Report” for the GulfjDort

Fertilizer site demonstrated the following:

• The groundwater flow direction at this site has consistently followed a north to

northwesterly path.

• Total Arsenic concentrations in the groundwater consistently exceeded the Tier 1

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gu(fport Fertilizer Site, Gu(fport, Mississippi Page 7
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ü TRG of 0.0 10 mg/L at MW-2, MW-4 and MW-6, with minor excursions reported

[] at MW-i, MW-3 and MW-7.

• Arsenic-contaminated groundwater potentially migrated onto the adjacent Harreld

Family Trust (off-site) property, which, at the time, was not owned by Hancock

Bank.

fl
• Total Lead concentrations in the groundwater consistently exceeded the Tier 1

TRG of 0.015 mg/L at MW-i.

• Lead-contaminated groundwater is confined to the Former Gulfport Fertilizer site.

• Total metals data generally suggests that arsenic and lead concentrations in the

groundwater are influenced most by the associated metals concentrations in the

soils, as opposed to the pH levels in the soil or groundwater.

• Soil analytical information presented in the November 8, 2002 Supplemental Site

Characterization Report demonstrates that the arsenic in the soil is not highly

mobile and does not leach into the groundwater.

• The soil TCLP data presented in the Supplemental Site Characterization Report

does, however, support that lead may be leachable at high concentrations (above

3,800 mg/kg).

In order to estimate the extent of groundwater contamination on the Harreld Family Trust

Property (off-site property), CAC advanced twelve (12) borings on the Harreld Family

Trust Property on October 20 and 21, 2004. Groundwater samples were collected from

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gi4fport Fertilizer Site, Gu(fport, Mississippi__ Page 8
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each boring and analyzed for arsenic and lead. CAC estimated the extent of groundwater

contamination based on the samples collected from the twelve (12) borings.

Figure 2 shows the extent of groundwater contamination on Hancock Bank property

based on previous groundwater studies performed by CAC.

Hancock Bank is seeking to market the property to potential purchasers. It is anticzated

that the.purchaser of the property will use the property for industrial purposes, only. In

order to entice potential purchasers to the property, Hancock Bank is proposing to

implement part of the anticzpated Corrective Action Plan (CAP) activities. This Interim

Corrective Action Plan presents the CAP activities and rationale for those activities

Hancock Bank proposes to implement. As part of the purchase agreement with the

potential purchaser, the potential purchaser will prepare and submit a Final Corrective

Action Plan addressing the remaining CAP activities the potential purchaser will be

responsible to implement. It is anticzated that the potential purchaser will submit the

Final Corrective Action Plan to MDEQ for approval prior to purchasing the property.

1.1 Objectives and Rationale

Since it is anticzpated that the property will be utilized for industrial purposes and that

there will be controlled access to the property, this Interim Corrective Action Plan will

present engineering and institutional controls, which will be implemented by Hancock

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gu(fport Fertilizer Site, Gu(fport, Mississippi Page 9
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________

Banic in preparation ofselling the property.

The engineering and institutional controls presented in this Interim Corrective Action

Plan will protect human health and the environment since the soil contamination is

confined to the site and has been shown not to be mobile - arsenic is not leachable at soil

concentrations found on the site and concentrations of lead, which are leachable (above

3,800 mg/kg), will be removed from the site under this Interim Corrective Action Plan.

Additionally, a large portion of the soil contamination is located in a wetlands area, which

will remain. The wetlands minimize the potential for contaminated soil migrating from

the site.

The groundwater contamination is also confined to the site. Groundwater data collected

during the site characterization investigations shows the groundwater concentrations to be

stable, indicating that the soil is not a continuing source of contamination to the

groundwater. It is anticipated that the engineering and institutional controls that will be

presented in the Final Corrective Action Plan by a future purchaser of the property will

provide long-term monitoring of the groundwater. Source removal presented in this

Interim Corrective Action Plan and the anticipated capping of portions of the site by the

future purchaser of the property that will be presented in the Final Corrective Action

Plan will further insure that the groundwater contamination does not increase or mi.rate.

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gu(fport Fertilizer Site, Gulfport, Mississippi Page 1 0
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2.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The following engineering and institutional controls will be implemented in accordance

with the Schedule presented in Section 4.0 of this Interim Corrective Action Plan.

2.1 Use Restrictions

It is anticipated that Use Restrictions will be placed on the property through a property

deed resfriction executed between the purchaser of the property and MDEQ. The

proposed Use Restrictions will be presented in the Final Corrective Action Plan prepared

by the potential purchaser and will be negotiated with MDEO by the potentialpurchaser.

2.2 Security Fencing

It is anticipated that the future purchaser of the property, under the Final Corrective

Action Plan, will place security fencing around the perimeter of the property. The Final

Corrective Action Plan will present the specifications for the security fencing around the

perimeter of the property.

If Hancock Bank does not have the property under contract to sell the property within

thirty-six (36) months of approval of this Interim Corrective Action Plan, Hancock Bank

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gu(fport Fertilizer Site, Gu(fport, Mississippi Page 11
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will constnict a 6-foot chthn link fence around the contaminated portion of the prope.

Figure 3 shows an anticipated layout of both fences — the perimeter security fence by the

future purchaser and the “interim” security fence installed by Hancock Bank within

thirty-six (36) months of approval of this Interim Corrective Action Plan, if the property

has not been placed under contract to sell.

In order to prevent/limit access to the portion of the site where Naturally Occurring

Radioactive Material (NORM) is present, a 6’ security fencing with warning signs will be

installed under this Interim Corrective Action Plan. This is being done to protect any

future workers who might be on site. Figure 4 shows the anticipated layout of the

security fence around the NORM-contaminated area.

2.3 Monitoring Well Installation

Seven (7) monitoring wells will be installed to monitor the groundwater contamination at

the site. Figure 5 shows the proposed location of the seven (7) additional monitoring

wells. Each well will be installed in accordance with the Work Plan OffiSite/Source Area

Soils and Groundwater Sampling (the Work Plan) prepared by Butler Services of

Mississippi, Inc. approved by MDEQ on January 31, 2002. Each well will be installed to

a depth of 15’ below ground surface (BGS) to conform to the depths of the existing

monitoring wells installed on the site. Figure 6 is a Well Construction Diagram showing

0

___
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the construction of the proposed monitoring wells.

It is anticipated that the Final Corrective Action Plan submitted by the potential

purchaser of the property will include a log-term groundwater monitoring plan that will

include the frequency ofsampling the monitoring wells, the analysis to be conducted and

contingencies to address migration of .roundwater should the groundwater

contamination move beyond the network ofmonitoring wells installed on the site or move

offsite.

2.4 Excavation of Lead Contaminated Soil above 3,800 mgIkg

In order to eliminate a potential source of soil that could be contributing to the lead-

contaminated groundwater at the site, all soil on the Former Gullport Fertilizer Site

having a lead concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg, except those soils located within

the wetlands, will be excavated and properly disposed at a permitted landfill. Any soil

having a lead concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg, that is located in identified

wetlands areas on the previously designated Harreld Family Trust Property, will remain in

place. Analysis of soil samples collected by CAC in 2002 and a statistical analysis of

those results presented in CAC’s Supplemental Site Characterization Report showed that

lead contaminated soil having a concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg exceeded 5.0

mg/i lead under the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedures (TCLP) analysis.
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MDEQ, in its review of CAC’s Supplemental Site Characterization Report, concurred

with CAC’s assessment.

Figure 7 shows the limits of soils exceeding 3,800 mg/kg. Section 7.0 of this Interim

Corrective Action Plan presents sampling and monitoring procedures that will be

followed to insure that all lead-contaminated soil above 3,800 mg/kg has been excavated.

2.5 On-Site NORM Contamination

Two areas of Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material (NORM) contaminated soil have

been identified on the site (See Figure 4). Although the NORM contamination at this site

is not regulated by the Mississippi State Department of Health (MSDH), Hancock Bank

will take measures to identify the areas ofNORM contamination and warn site personnel

and contractors not to enter these areas. As shown on Figure 4, a 6-foot security fence

will be installed around these areas. Signs will be placed on the fence warning persons

about the presence of NORM contamination and telling site personnel and contractors to

keep out. It is anticipated that the development plans prepared by the future purchaser of

the property will include capping the area with pavement. The capping of this area will

be addressed in the Final Corrective Action Plan.

It is anticipated that the Use Restriction that will be filed on the site will designate the
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0 locations of the NO-contaminated soil as shown on Figure 4. This will be addressed

in the Final Corrective Action Plan.

2.6 Capping of Arsenic/Lead Contaminated Soil

It is anticipated that the majority of the arsenic- and lead-contaminated soil will be capped

with pavement or a building under the future purchaser ‘s development plans. This

capping will be addressed in the Final Corrective Action Plan. It is anticzated that the

Mississippi Department ofEnvironmental Quality will require the final cap, ifpavement,

to be fairly impermeable and resistant to damae and degradation. Additionally, it is

anticipated that the Final Corrective Action Plan will include long-term monitoring of

the final cap to insure that the final cap meets the minimum performance requirements

agreed to by MDEQ. Until the Final Corrective Action Plan is implemented or the future

purchaser is ready to develop the areas where these soils are located, the soils will remain

in place and will remain undisturbed, except in the area of the lead-contaminated soil

exceeding 3,800 mg/kg, which will be excavated under this Interim Corrective Action

Plan. Existing vegetative cover will remain in place.

2.7 Protection of Existing Wetlands

Wetlands are located on the portion of the site designated the Harreld Family Trust

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gu(j,ort Fertilizer Site, Gu(fport, Mississippi___________________________ Page 1 5
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U Property, as well as a small wetlands area on the site designated the Former Gulort

[) Fertilizer property. It is anticipated that the limits of the wetlands will be marked during

the implementation of the Final Corrective Action Plan. It is anticipated, under the Final

Corrective Action Plan, that these areas will remain as wetlands. Additionally, it is

U anticzated that the Final Corrective Action Plan will include an Ecological Risk

Assessment to determine ifecological receptors located in the on-site wetlands areas will

be adversely impacted by allowing the soil and groundwater contamination to remain in

place. The scope of the Ecological Risk Assessment will be the on-site wetlands areas,

only.

Under the Interim Corrective Action Plan, paths sufficient for gaining access to

monitoring well sites will be cleared. There will be no filling of the wetlands and,

therefore, a permit is not required. The paths will be cleared to cause minimum damage

to the wetlands.

2.8 Stormwater Run-off Controls

It is anticipated under the Final Corrective Action Plan, that the future purchaser will

provide detention basins and other stormwater control measures in accordance with the

City of Gulfport requirements and that the future purchaser will also be required to

address the quality of the stormwater runoff leaving the site in accordance with the

Interim Corrective Action Plan, Former Gufport Fertilizer Site, Gu(fport, Mississippi _Page 1 6
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______

MDEQ Water Quali Criteria. This will be addressed in the Final Corrective Action

U Plan.

2.9 Health and Safety Issues

A Health and Safety Plan has been developed for construction workers and future

workers on the site. Personnel implementing the Interim Corrective Action Plan will

follow the Health and Safety Plan. The Health and Safety Plan is attached as Appendix

A, and includes air monitoring during excavation and construction activities and dermal

protection of workers during excavation and construction activities and normal site

activities.
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Li 3.0 SYSTEM COMPONENTS

None of the proposed Corrective Action Measures include system components.
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4.0 SCHEDULE

The schedule for implementing the Interim Corrective Action Plan is shown below. The

anticipated date for implementing each step of the Interim Corrective Action Plan is from

the date the Interim Corrective Action Plan is approved by the MDEQ, unless otherwise

noted

Interim Correction Group Responsible Completion after
Action Measure for Interim MDEQ Approval of

Corrective Action Interim Corrective Action Plan
Measure (Calendar Days)

Use Restriction Future Purchaser To be included in
Final_Corrective Action_Plan

Perimeter Security Fence Future Purchaser To be included in

Final Corrective Action Plan

6-foot Security Fence Hancock Bank 36 months, ifproperty not

under contract

6-foot Security Fence Hancock Bank 45 days
around NORM-

contaminated_areas

Monitoring Well Hancock Bank November 1, 2007

Installations

Excavation of Lead Hancock Bank 120 days

Contaminated Soil

above_3,800_mg/kg

Capping of Future Purchaser To be included in
Arsenic/Lead Final Corrective Action Plan

Contaminated_Soil

Protection of Existing Future Purchaser To be included in
Wetlands Final Corrective Action Plan

Stormwater Run-off Future Purchaser To be included in
Controls Final Corrective Action Plan

Health and Safety Plan Hancock Bank Completed

See Appendix A
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U 5.0 REMEDIAL GOALS (RGs)

The remedial goals for this Interim Corrective Action Plan are background levels of

arsenic naturally occurring in the soil in the area of the site and the Tier I Target

Remedial Goals (TRGs) established by the MDEQ for lead in soil and arsenic and lead in

groundwater. For soils the remedial goals (RG5) are:

Arsenic in soil —7.18 mg/kg (background), and

Lead in soil — 1,700 mg/kg (restricted use).

Additionally, testing performed under the Site Characterization Study has shown that

soils having a lead concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg are potentially hazardous

(TCLP > 5.0 mg/i). Under Section 2.4 of the Conceptual Design of this Interim

Corrective Action Plan, soils having a concentration of 3,800 mg/kg of lead or greater

and being located on the portion of the site designated Former Gulfort Fertilizer Site will

be removed and disposed at a permitted landfill, except for soils located in the wetlands.

It is anticipated that the Conceptual Design of the Final Corrective Action Plan yJLl

institute engineering and institutional controls for soils on the site.

The RGs for groundwater are:

Arsenic in groundwater — 0.010 mg/I and
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Lead in groundwater — 0.015 mg/i.

A groundwater study conducted during the Site Characterization investigation concluded

that the contaminated groundwater is confined to the site and is not significantly

increasing in concentration or horizontal extent. Additionally, there are no potable water

supply wells on the site or the surrounding area. It is anticipated that, when the future

purchaser develops the site, city water will be supplied to the site. Therefore, it is

anticipated that the Conceptual Design of the Final Corrective Action Plan will propose

long-term monitoring of the contaminated groundwater.
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0 6.0 OPERATION AND MONITORING PLAN

Given the Interim Corrective Action Plan summarized in Section 2.0, an operation and

monitoring plan (O&M) is not required since no operating systems are proposed. A

Performance Monitoring Plan for corrective activities proposed under this Interim

Corrective Action Plan is presented in Section 7.0. It is anticipated that under the Final

Corrective Action Plan, a Compliance Monitoring Plan and a Contingency Plan will be

presented.
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LI 7.0 PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN

In order to insure that the engineering and institutional controls proposed under this

Interim Corrective Action Plan are effective in meeting the Remedial Goals (RGs)

presented in Section 5.0, the following Performance Monitoring Plan will be

implemented:

Monitoring Wells: All on-site monitoring wells will be sampled within fifteen (15) days

of completing the installation of the seven (7) new monitoring wells presented under

Section 2.3 of this Interim Corrective Action Plan, following sampling procedures

established under the Work Plan OffSite/Source Area Soils and Groundwater Sampling,

approved by MDEQ. Within thirty (30) days after receipt of analytical data, a

groundwater samplirig report will be prepared and submitted to MDEO.

Excavation ofLead-Contaminated Soil above 3,800 mg/kg:

Li
. The area of soil with a Lead concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg has been

identified during previous investigations. The area to be excavated is primarily

inhabited by grass and shrub vegetation. There will be little site preparation

reguired except re-establishing the limits of excavation as established during

pjevious investigations. Any removed vegetation will be placed in the

containment area where excavated soils will be stored.
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Li . The area to be excavated is in an area of the site where no utilities are located.

Li
Previous soil borings advanced in the area during the characterization process

have confirmed that no utilities are located in this area. As a precaution,

Li Mississzpi One Call will be contacted prior to implementing this task of the

Interim Corrective Action Plan.

LI • The work area will be marked to notify unauthorized personnel not to enter the

area. If these measures are not sufficient, additional measures, such as

employing a security guard during non-working hours, may be undertaken.

• Storm water control measures will be implemented to prevent storm water from

entering the area to be excavated. These measures will include berming and

diversion ditches. Once excavation begins, any storm water collecting in the

excavation will be pumped out by a vacuum truck, added to collected

decontamination water and properly disposed.

• A bermed soil storage area, approximately 75’ by 100’ will be constructed,

adjacent to, but outside the area to be excavated The area within the berm and

the berms shall be overlaid with three (3) layers of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting.

The joints in each layer ofsheeting shall be lapped, at least 12” and secured with

duct tape. The joints on each successive layer of polyethylene sheeting shall be

offset at least 3’. The berms will either be constructed ofsoil, at least 2’ high or

hay bales.

• Excavation of the identified area will begin at the furthest “limit of excavation”

from the bermed soil storage area and proceed toward the bermed soil storage

area. The excavation eguzment will stay within the area of contamination so as

not to re-contaminate a previously excavated area. The excavated soil will be

Li placed within the bermed soil storage area in 100 cubic yard stockpiles.

Excavation will continue all lead contaminated soil suspected to be above 3,800

mg/kg of lead within the “limits of excavation” as identified during previous

investigations has been excavated andplaced within the bermed soil storage area.
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U • Area air monitoring (background, both upwind and downwind) will be performed

U during initial excavation activities. In addition, the construction workers most

exposed to the soil during excavation will wear personnel monitoring pumps. in

[J accordance with the Health and Safety Plan (Appendix A). Dust control measures

during excavation will be implemented to keep the soil damp to prevent dust. The

appropriate level ofpersonnel protection for site workers will be chosen based on

the area andpersonnel air monitoring data from the initial monitoring.

Pro/lie sampling and analysis will be performed on stockpiled excavated

material. Each profile sample from the stockpiled excavated soil will consist of

ten (10) discrete grab samples collected from each of the soil stockpiles. The

discrete samples collected will be placed in a properly decontaminated mixing

bowl and then thoroughly mixed using EPA ‘s “Quarter Method” to form one

representative composite sample for each stockpile. The composite soil sample

will be placed in an appropriate container. The container label will be marked

with all of the necessary information regarding the sample, as prescribed in SW-

846, Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Test Methods,

3rd Edition (USEPA 1986). Collection of a sample initiates the Chain-of-

Custody process. The completed chain-of custody form will include information

regarding the sample type, sampling location, date and time ofcollection, type of

container, preservative, and the name of the person collecting the sample. All

samples collected and labeled will then be transferred to a cooler, with ice to

maintain 4° C. The samples will be shzpped via Federal Express for next morning

delivery to Environmental Science Corporation (ESC) in Mt. Juliet, Tennessee,

for Total Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) analysis of the sample for

lead.

• Analytical results of the composite sample collected from each stockpile will

dictate whether the soils in the stockpile are “hazardous” (TCLP> 5.0 mg/i) or

:0
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“non-hazardous” (TCLP < 5.0 mg/l). It is anticipated that the analytical results

will show that the soils are “non-hazardous” (TCLP < 5.0 mg/l) and can be

disposed at a permitted “non-hazardous” landfill. If the analytical results show

the soils to be “hazardous” (TCLP> 5.0 mg/l), the soil will either be disposed at

a permitted hazardous landfill or the soil will be treated to render the soil non

fl
hazardous by mixing a sufficient quantity of Portland cement with the soil to

result in a TCLP analysis less than 5.0 mg/l for lead. The stockpiled material will

not be delivered to the properly permitted landfill (hazardous or non-hazardous)

until the sample results for each stockpile is received Waste manifests of each

shipment to the permitted landfill will be maintained The excavated material will

L be placed in lined, dump trucks for delivery to the non-hazardous landfill. If the

excavated material is found to be hazardous and is delivered to a hazardous

landfill, the material will be stored in a hazardous container and transported to

the hazardous landfill.

• Once the initial “limits of excavation” have been excavated confirmatory soil

U
samples will be collected from the bottom and sidewalls of the excavation. These

samples will be analyzed for total lead concentration to determine if the

Li remaining, unexcavated soil is above or below 3,800 mg/kg. One composite soil

E
sample will be collected from every 1,000 square feet ofarea in the bottom ofthe

excavation and one composite soil sample will be collected for every 100 linear

1 feet ofsidewall excavation. Each sample will be a composite sample consisting of
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Jo[ soil collected from ten (10) locations within the sampling area. Each soil sample

will be collected from the upper 0” 6” of the unexcavated soil. The soil

collected from the ten (10) sampling locations within a sampling area will be

mixed into a composite sample utilizing EPA c “Quarters Method” of mixing. If

an analyzed sample shows a sampling area to be above 3,800 mg/kg, that area

will be excavated and re-sampled until the remaining. unexcavated soil is less

than 3,800 mg/kg.

• Once confirmatory sampling has shown all lead contaminated soil greater than

3,800 mg/kg has been excavated and once all excavated stockpiled material has

been shzpped to the proper landfill for disposal, the bermed soil storage area will

be removed. Each layer of polyethylene sheeting will be folded in, so as to

pçyent any soil or water from falling on the “clean” soil below the sheeting. The

polyethylene sheeting will be placed in a lined, dump truck for delivery to a

permitted non-hazardous landfill. Confirmatory samples shall be taken ofthe soil

under the polyethylene sheeting following the procedures and frequency presented

above. Any remaining, unexcavated soil found to be above 3,800 mg/kg of lead

shall be excavated and disposed following procedures presented above.

• A decontamination area will be constructed using on-site soils with a three layers

of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting, following procedures presented above, so that

contaminated water generated during the decontamination procedure can be

collected for disposal. The decontamination water will be collected and pumped

into an aboveground storage tank. The stored decontamination water will be

:0

__
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characterized (e.g. sampled and analyzed) for total lead and total arsenic before

disposal

• All equipment used during the procedures listed above that has come in contact

with lead-contaminated soil, will be decontaminated before leavin2 the site. The

equipment will be steamed and washed and the rinseate will be collected and

disposed at an appropriate treatment and/or disposal facility.

• The excavated area and confirmation sampling points will be surveyed.

• The excavated area will be backfilled with clean, on-site soil (soil with lead

concentration less than 3,800 mWkz). Twelve-inch (12 “) layers ofbaclcfIll will be

placed in the excavation and compacted to density ofadjacent, unexcavated soils.

The excavated area will be graded to prevent ponding of rainwater and to

promote drainage.

• After the excavation area(s) are backfihled, the surface will be seeded with a

drought resistant local native grass. Straw will be placed over exposed soils to

prevent erosion, until the vegetation is re-established.

• Within sixty (60) days after completion of the corrective action plan activities, a

report documenting the activities will be prepared and submitted to MDEO.

Health and Safety Plan: Hancock Bank will hire an independent, third-party to insure

that the Health and Safety Plan is being properly implemented during the Interim

Corrective Action Plan activities. Documentation showing that the Health and Safety

Plan has been properly implemented will be provided MDEO, upon completion of the

project and will be included with the final report.
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COVINGTON AND ASSOCIATES

____________________________________________________________________________Environmental

Engineers and Consultants

8.0 COMPLIANCE MONITORING PLAN

A Compliance Monitoring Plan will be submitted under the Final Corrective Action

Plan.
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COVINGTON ANT) ASSOCIATES
Environmental Engineers and Consultants

9.0 CONTINGENCY PLAN

A Contingency Plan will be submitted under the Final Corrective Action Plan.
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ACRONYMS AND INITIALISMS

ALARA as low as reasonably achievable

ASESHP area-specific environmental, safety, and health plan
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability

Act

CRZ contamination reduction zone

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ES&H Officer Environmental, Safety, and Health Officer

FM Factory Mutual Engineering Corp.

GFCI ground fault circuit interrupters

HEPA high-efficiency particulate air

HWP hazardous work permits

IHS industrial hygiene supervisor

LEL lower explosive limit

NEC National Electric Code

NESC National Electric Safety Code

NIOSH National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health

NPL National Priorities List

NYDEC New York Department of Environmental Conservation

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration

PAPR powered air-purifying respirator

PEL permissible exposure limit

PEHP program environmental, safety, and health plan

PT project instruction

PM project manager

PP project procedure

QA quality assurance

QC quality control

RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

S&H safety and health

SARA Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act

SCBA self-contained breathing apparatus

SSHR Contractor’s Safety and Health Representative

STEL short-term exposure limit

TLV® threshold limit value

UL Underwriters Laboratories

VOC volatile organic compound



UNTTS OF MEASURE

jig microgram

f/cc fibers per cubic centimeter

ft foot

gal gallon

in. inch

kg kilogram

m meter

ppm parts per million
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE SAFETY AND HEALTH PLAN

The purpose of this document is to describe the mandatory requirements for the safety and health
(S&H) process with which each entity must comply to meet the intent of Covington &
Associates Corporation’s requirements.

This S&H plan has been developed to provide the safety and health framework for all potential
field activities. This plan will be revised as necessary as conditions change.

This plan complies with OSHA’s 29 CFR 1910.120 standards for Hazardous Waste Operations
and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER). All other applicable OSHA standards and Covington
& Associates Corporation requirements will apply as necessary.

1.2 PROGRAM OVERVIEW

In support of the S&H Policy, the following principles have been developed to provide
additional direction on accountability and on specific issues. These principles are:

• Everyone is accountable for conforming to the S&H Policy.

• All accidents are preventable; everyone will work diligently to prevent all incidents.

• The project will practice sound environmental, safety and health management.

• The project will comply with all applicable laws, regulations, and permits and will develop
and employ more restrictive internal standards where necessary to conform to the S&H
Policy.

• The project will report on activities.

• The project will audit operations and report findings.

• The project will sponsor activities to improve the environmental, safety, and health
protection.

Covington & Associates Corporation’s (CAC’s) commitment to zero accidents shall be adopted
by CAC’s employees, contractors, subcontractors, and contracted service vendors utilized on
project. The “Zero Accident Philosophy” includes the following criteria:

• Safety and health of the employee, contractors, subcontractors, visitor, and the public are first
priority

• All accidents are preventable

• No unsafe act is tolerated or accepted

Former Gu1fjort Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
Rev 0
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• Site management requires total compliance with safety and health regulations and
requirements and enforces such requirements

• Managers, contractors, subcontractors and supervisors are proactive in safety and health

• Management of contractors and subcontractors are held responsible for safety and health and
shall coach employees in the safety and health philosophy

• Safety and health are planned into all activities prior to execution

• Employees of contractors and subcontractors are trained and qualified commensurate with
their responsibilities

• Resources are adequate to protect employees, contractors, subcontractors and the public

• Accidents are immediately reported, investigated, and followed by timely corrective actions

CAC, contractors and subcontractors will comply with the following standards and regulations
and shall be fully and solely responsible for conducting all operations under the contract at all
times in such a manner as to avoid the risk of bodily harm to persons and damage to property or
the environment. CAC, contractors and subcontractors shall continually and diligently inspect
all work, materials, and equipment to discover any conditions that might involve such risks and
shall be solely responsible for discovery and correction of any such conditions.

• 29CFRPart1910
• 29CFRPart1926
• 4OCFRPart5O
• 40 CFR Part 264
• 40 CFR Part 270
• 46CFRPart197
• 49 CFR Part 172.700 series
• National Environmental Policy Act
• Resource Conservation and Recovery Requirements
• Safe Drinking Water Requirements
• Other relevant federal, state, or local laws or regulations

1.3 FIELD OPERATIONS

Field activities shall be done in accordance with this plan and any applicable safety procedures.

Field Activities
The following activities will be conducted under this plan:

• Mobilization/Staging of Equipment
• Site Preparation, including work areas, decontamination areas and soil storage areas
• Excavation, Stockpiling, Transportation, and Disposal of Lead Contaminated Soil
• Backfill and Compaction

Former GuIfort Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
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• Demobilization, including decontamination of equipment

1.4 ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1.4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL, SAFETY, AND HEALTH ORGANIZATION AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

Safety and health personnel and their responsibilities are defined in the following subsections.

PROJECT MANAGER
John Szabo will be designated as the Project Manager (PM). The PM is responsible for all work
activities and is responsible for ensuring a safe and healthy work environment. The PM will also
ensure that adequate budget; manpower, equipment, and procedures are provided to implement
onsite work. The PM will ensure that the S&H Supervisor or designee reviews and approves
work pians, contractor and subcontractor packages, budgets, and project instructions.

SITE SUPERVISOR
Anthony Damiano, Wendell Larson or Todd Hairston will be designated as the Safety and Health
(S&H) Supervisors. The S&H Supervisors will ensure that all work is carried out according to
the S&H requirements. These individuals are responsible for coordination, guidance, and
motivation of the onsite field staff (CAC), contractors, subcontractors and site visitors. These
individuals will coordinate with the PM.

The S&H Supervisors will:

• Perform the appropriate Safety Hazard Assessment(s) for all phases of its work, including
any work conducted by contractors or subcontractors.

• Enforce the necessary level of hazard control.

• Ensure that the project meets the mandatory iequirements of this document.

• Ensure that contractual and regulatory S&H obligations applicable to the work are met.

• Conduct appropriate self-assessments to confirm on-going compliance with contractual S&H
obligations.

• Provide a general S&H Orientation and policies, principles, and standards.

• Monitor the field activities for compliance.

• Perform self-audits during execution of the work. Copies of self-audits and implemented
corrective actions shall be provided upon request.

• Provide necessary personnel monitoring, as required.

• Require specific S&H precautions prior to site entry by personnel and visitors.

• Require any personnel to obtain immediate medical attention, if warranted.

• Restrict access to the site or to a portion thereof based on hazard.

Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
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• Order the immediate evacuation of personnel from any area.

• Stop work when the safety, health, and well being of site personnel or the public is
jeopardized.

1.5 SAFETY AND HEALTH EXPECTATIONS

1.5.1 CONDUCT OF PERSONNEL

While on the site (Former Gulfport Fertilizer property), employees, contractors, subcontractors
and visitors shall not engage in any dangerous, illegal, or outrageous conduct, including but not
limited to the following:

• Violating safety rules or common safety practices, or causing a safety threat to anyone else.

• Creating or contributing to any unsafe or unsanitary condition.

• Unnecessarily distracting the attention of anyone who is working or participating in a non-
work related activity that interferes with job.

• Using abusive language.

• Threatening, intimidating, harassing, coercing, or interfering with others.

• Discriminating by talk or action agalnst groups or individuals on the basis of race, color, sex,
age, religion, disability, veteran’s status, pregnancy, or national origin.

• Immoral conduct or indecency, sexual harassment, or possessing or displaying offensive
verbal, visual, or physical material or objects of any kind.

• Fighting or instigating a fight.

• Theft, abuse, or deliberate destruction of property, tools, or equipment of anyone else.

• Gambling of any type.

• Possessing or consuming any intoxicating beverage or illegal substance on the premises.

• Reporting for work in an unfit condition, including being under the influence of intoxicants
or controlled substances, or misuse of any prescription drug.

• Refusing to submit to drug andlor alcohol testing when properly directed by Site Supervisor
or supervisor of contractor or subcontractor. Test results showing the presence of alcohol or
illegal drugs in any amount will be grounds for dismissal.

• Possessing firearms or other weapons on premises.

• Making false or malicious statements concerning anyone else, CAC, any contractor or
subcontractor, or any products of CAC, contractor or subcontractor.

• Falsifying records or making untrue statements that may result in the falsification of records.

• Misusing or removing from premises, without permission, employee lists, blueprints,
records, or confidential information of any nature, in any form.
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• Soliciting, collecting contributions, or distributing written or printed matter without
permission Site Supervisor or Project Manager.

• Posting or removing notices, signs or writing in any form on bulletin boards or property
without specific permission of Site Supervisor or Project Manager.

• Possessing or using televisions, radios, VCRs, or cameras for personal use on premises
without permission.

• Horseplay or throwing materials on premises or not giving attention to job during working
hours.

• Failure to obey Site Supervisor or supervisor or contractor or subcontractor or other forms of
insubordination.

• Frequent tardiness or absences from work.

• Leaving job or work area during working hours without permission.

• Any action or behavior illegal under local, state, or federal law.

• Smoking in areas not designated for smoking.

1.5.2 SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Covington & Associates Corporation, contractors and subcontractors will monitor their
respective employees prior to their entry to the job site and also in the course of their work.
Those found to be under the influence of alcohol or drugs will be removed from the premises and
will be denied future admittance. Employees may be required to submit to drug and/or alcohol
testing in compliance with Covington & Associates Corporation policy and governmental
regulations. Test results showing the presence of alcohol or illegal drugs in any amount will be
grounds for dismissal.

Former Gulfort Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
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2.0 SITE DESCRIPTION AND ifiSTORY

The site is located one 33’ Street, Gulfport, Mississippi. Site investigations have revealed areas
of lead and arsenic contaminated soil on the site. The approved Interim Corrective Action Plan
is to excavate lead-contaminated soils above 3,800 mg/kg lead and backfill with clean soil.
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3.0 HAZARD ANALYSIS

The physical hazards associated with the project include eye injury, cuts, noise, falling, slipping,
tripping, back injury and heat stress. Specific physical hazards are discussed in the following
sections.

3.1 NOISE

Working can subject workers to noise exposures in excess of allowable limits. Non-essential
personnel who do not need to be next to loud equipment will remain away from such sources to
lower the risk of noise-induced hearing loss. Additionally, considerations will be taken to keep
the noise level to a minimum. The S&H Supervisor will ensure noise levels remain below those
specified in 29 CFR 1910.95.

Personnel who operate or must work next to noisy equipment will be required to wear hearing
protection (earplugs or muffs) to reduce their exposure to excessive noise. Specifically, persons
who enter areas with noise in excess of 85-dB (A) will use protection. Workers exposed to noise
levels at or above 85 dB (A) will be enrolled in a hearing conservation program.

3.2 FALLING, SLIPPING, AND TRIPPING

Work zone surfaces will be maintained in a neat and orderly state. The Project Manager and
S&H Supervisor and contractor or subcontractor supervisor will inspect and ensure that the work
areas are neat and orderly. Pedestrian traffic will avoid areas where materials are stored on the
ground. Tools and materials will not be left randomly on surfaces when not in direct use. Hoses
and cables will be grouped, routed to minimize hazards or clearly marked with hazard flags if
those hoses and cables will remain in place for more than one shift.

3.3 MANUAL LIFTING TECHNIQUES

Before any manual material handling tasks, personnel will be tralned to lift with the force of the
load suspended on their legs and not on their backs. An adequate number of personnel or an
appropriate mechanical device will be used to safely lift or handle heavy equipment. When
heavy objects must be lifted manually, workers will keep the load close to their bodies and will
avoid any twisting or turning motions to minimize stress on the lower back. The S&H
Supervisor or contractor or subcontractor supervisor may provide lifting orientation and specific
back stretching and warm-up exercises to help minimize the potential for back injuries. The
S&H Supervisor or contractor or subcontractor supervisor will encourage use of these exercises
by all field personnel at the start of each shift.

3.4 HEAT STRESS

Heat stress is known to become a significant risk factor for personnel wearing protective clothing
and equipment, especially when ambient temperatures and humidity are elevated. Personnel will

Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site Health & Safety Plan
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be made aware of the symptoms of heat stress so they can recognize it and seek treatment
immediately.

3.5 EQUIPMENT GUARD

Engineering controls, administrative procedures, and equipment-guarding techniques will be
implemented to prevent injuries from excavation hazards. Additionally, PPE will be issued
when engineering controls alone cannot reduce exposure hazards to acceptable levels.

The overall risks presented by construction equipment associated with treatment, cleaning,
decontamination, excavation, and vehicle operation are normally greater than those presented by
potential exposure to chemicals. Compliance with all safety rules and procedures will be of
paramount importance.

3.6. ELECTRICAL HAZARDS.

For general electrical safety, the S&H Supervisor and the contractor and subcontractor

supervisors will ensure that all on-site personnel comply with OSHA requirements for electrical

branch circuits. Use of electrical extension cords will not be expected throughout the work.

3.7 CHEMICAL HANDLING

The S&H Supervisor will evaluate the need for special chemical handling procedures during the
chemical use review process (i.e., review of material safety data sheets). Engineering controls

and/or PPE will be required to protect against exposure. Chemical handling is not anticipated

during this project.

3.8 EXCAVATION

Any excavation over 4 foot deep will require sloping, trench box or trench shields if any
personnel are required to enter the space. Open trenches or excavations will be surrounded with

orange construction barricade fencing and multi strands of barricade tape. No excavation will be
conducted on site unless approval from the Project Manager is obtained prior to commencement.
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4.0 CHEMICAL HAZARDS

Li This section describes the toxicological (health) hazards associated with exposure to organic and
inorganic chemicals that may be encountered. Detailed information on chemicals potentially
expected to be present at the site is provided in the S&H Plan or Activity Hazards Analysis. The
chemicals that may be encountered on this project include, but is not limited to, the following:

> Lead in soil
> Arsenic in soil

Diesel

Specific chemicals commonly encountered at the site area are discussed in the following

sections. Without proper controls, exposures can occur principally by dust inhalation, skin
contact, or ingestion.

4.1 FLAMMABILITY

Fire or explosion can occur from working with flammable tanks, drums, or pipes without proper
safeguards. Accordingly, monitoring will be conducted to identify locations where sparks
generated by equipment could trigger fires or explosions.

4.2 CARCINOGENS

Additional information on the above chemicals is found on the following Table 4.1 Chemical
Hazards. Carcinogens are any chemicals or products capable of causing or inducing cancer or
leukemia in humans. Carcinogens are classified, for program purposes, based on OSI-IA,
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH), the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA), International Agency for Research on Cancer, Cancer Disease Center,

or National Toxic Pollutant classifications into the following recognized or confirmed human
carcinogens:

Class I — known human carcinogens
Class II — suspected carcinogens (causes cancer in animals)
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Table 4.1

CHEMICAL HAZARDS

Chemical OSHA Concentration Present Health Hazards/ Symptoms Of

Name PEL Soil Water Target Organs Overexposure

Lead 0.5 mg/rn3 <20,000 <0.042 mg/i Inhalation & IITitaflt Headache, Nausea,
mg/kg Eye Contact Irritant

Dizziness
& Blurred Vision

Arsenic 10 ug/m3 <1,400 <0.100 mg/i Eye & Throat Irntaflt Headache, Nausea,
mg/kg Acute Exposure

Dizziness
& Blurred Vision

Gasoline 300 ppm N/A N/A Eye & Throat Irritant Headache, Nausea,

Dizziness

& Blurred Vision

Diesel None N/A N/A Skin Irritant & Headache, Nausea,

Central Nervous System Dizziness, Un

Depressant coordination

& Vomiting
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5.0 BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS

Dangerous wildlife that may be encountered at the site includes insects, poisonous snakes, and

rodents. Before work begins, the S&H Supervisor and supervisor for contractor and

subcontractor will inspect the work area for dangerous wildlife and instruct workers on the best

strategy to avoid contact. Workers will be trained to identify dangerous wildlife and in the

general precautions to be followed. The S&H Supervisor will screen the area for biological

hazards during the initial site visit and will discuss any problems with field personnel during the

pre-work review. The most common hazards anticipated are discussed below.

5.1 INSECTS

Stinging insects may be found where work will be performed. CAC, the contractor and

subcontractors will provide an appropriate repellent against mosquitoes and other nuisance

insects for their workers. Workers will be instructed to report the presence of large numbers of

bees or other stinging insects at the work site. The S&H Supervisor, contractor and/or

subcontractors will determine whether removal of the insect nests is required for work to

proceed.

Bees present a potential hazard, especially for those individuals sensitized to bites or stings.

Before initial assignment on this project, personnel with known allergic responses to insect stings

or bites will be identified, and field supervisors will be made aware of this condition. These

personnel will also carry an antidote kit, if so advised by their physician. The S&H Supervisor

or contractor or subcontractor will confirm that the antidote kit is accessible for their workers

and will notify the emergency medical service providers in the event of any incident.

Protection against insects may be employed, such as protective clothing, repellents,

extermination, and training in recognition and identification of harmful insects.

5.2 TICKS

Ticks transmit many diverse etiologic agents. Diseases transmitted by ticks include Lyme

disease, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, and other viral and rickettsial diseases.

Ticks are normally found in wooded and bushy areas. When walking through tall brush areas,

coworkers should periodically check themselves and each other for the presence of ticks. It is

essential to remove the entire tick as soon as it is found. Ticks burrow into the skin; if the head

of the tick cannot be removed, medical treatment will be obtained. If severe signs of infection or

fever develop, the patience should seek prompt medical care. Follow-up surveillance may

continue at the discretion of the examining physician.
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5.3 VERMIN AND POISONOUS SNAKES

Rats, mice, squirrel, non-poisonous snakes and rabbits are carriers of disease. Where vermin are

identified in the work area, the S&H Supervisor will be immediately notified. Bites will be

reported immediately and medical care obtained. Disease can be transmitted through broken

skin, contact with conjunctivae, ingestion of contaminated food or water, or inhalation of

aerosols. Prevention is through environmental hygiene practices that deter rodents from

colonizing the work environment.

Workers will be advised of the hazard if vermin are present in the work area and will be required

to immediately report any bite to the S&H Supervisor.

Poisonous snakes (timber rattlesnakes, water moccasins, coral snakes, copperheads, etc.) may be

present in the work area, particularly in brush and debris. Workers will approach these areas

with caution and, if a snake is identified, will not approach.

Workers will be advised of the hazard of poisonous snakes and will be required to immediately

report any bite to the S&H Supervisor or contractor or subcontractor supervisor. CAC, the

contractor and subcontractor shall have a snake bite kit on-site at all times.

5.4 INFECTIOUS BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS

First aid and other emergency response personnel will be informed of preventative measures for

protection in compliance with OSHA’S “Blood borne Pathogens.”
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6.0 SITE CONTROL

6.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The S&H Supervisor and Project Manager will implement a Site Control Program in accordance
with CACs requirements and OSHA’s standards found in 29 CFR 1910.120.

6.2 SITE WORK AUTHORIZATION

No work will proceed without authority from CAC’s Project Manager.

6.3 HAZARDOUS WORK PERMITS

6.3.1 GENERAL

Hazardous work permits (HWPs) are required for site tasks that present an unusual safety and
health problem (e.g., entry into confined spaces, work in high airborne contamination, and work
in flammable atmospheres). A careful review of the potential hazard is to be completed by the
Safety and Health Officer.

Normally, the HWP will address:

• Medical surveillance
• Personnel exposure monitoring program
• Respiratory protection
• Personnel protective equipment and clothing
• Compliance with rules regarding prohibited activities
• Hygiene facilities and practices
• Employee information and training
• Documentation.

6.3.2 APPLICABILITY

An approved and active HWP will be required prior to any work activity that could result in
serious injury, illness, or death. HWPs shall be required whenever the following conditions may
be present:

• Chemical exposures
• Oxygen deficiency
• Electrical hazards
• Fire and explosion
• Physical hazards
• Extreme temperatures
• Excessive noise
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• Biological hazards
• Waste treatment
• Other work determined to require an HWP by the Safety and Health Officer

The S&H Officer will determine when the HWP will be implemented based on the degree of
hazard. Generally, the only exceptions to requiring an HWP for the above conditions are:

• Surveys and sample collection in support of establishing and monitoring restricted work
areas

• Emergency responses when serious impacts could result if time were taken for HWP
preparation and approval.

6.3.3 SPECIFICATION OF CONTROL CONDITIONS

The S&H Officer will include the following information on the HWP form:

• The next sequential HWP number

• Hazardous conditions and maximum doses expected at the work location

• Recent chemical and/or biological surveys and their results

• Additional chemical and/or biological surveys, if needed

• Protective apparel and equipment required because of chemical, biological, or physical
hazards (e.g., confined space with lack of oxygen)

• Special instructions required, such as watchmen for confined space entry

• Expiration date

• Names and signatures of workers involved in work activity covered by an HWP.

6.4 CONTROLLED AREA DESIGNATION AND ACCESS

Typically, site activities use a barrier (e.g., fence or tape) to delineate the
construction/contaminated area from other parts of the site. The entire site is remote and is not
frequented by the public. These zones also include a small decontamination corridor. A separate
vehicle entrance may be established if necessary. A decontamination station for personnel will
be established at the entrance of each contamination reduction zone. Additional stations may be
established at each access-control point.

6.4.1 ACCESS CONTROLS/CONTAMINATION

Access to controlled areas where exposure to hazardous materials above guidelines is possible
will be accomplished through a program that controls the activities and movements of people and
equipment at the project site. Included in this program are controls for chemical, biological, and
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construction safety hazards. If contaminants are encountered, the following procedures may be
used:

• Maintain an authorized personnel list

• Maintain an access-control register at the controlled area boundary to record the number and
identity of individuals in the area

• Require personnel to sign the access-control log before they enter and leave the controlled
areas

• Require personnel and equipment to enter the site through the access-control point.

• Require personnel decontamination stations to be provided and maintained where contact
with removable contamination is possible.

High concentrations of airborne contaminants (lead and arsenic in dust) are anticipated at this
site. Due to the remoteness of the site and the protective vegetation (heavy woods between the
site and off-site areas), it is anticipated that the public will not be effected by this dust. Workers
will, however, be warned to protect food and water from dust in the immediate vicinity of the
work area. Additionally, workers will be required to wear protective clothing (tyvek suits and
respirators), until area and personnel air monitoring has shoWn that the concentrations of
airborne contaminants (lead and arsenic) are below OSHA Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL5).

6.4.2 ACCESS CONTROL/CONSTRUCTION HAZARDS

An exclusion zone will be established around each work area before intrusive work begins. The
exclusion zone will be posted and physically barricaded, if the S&H Supervisor so requires,
based on site conditions. The site access control points are typically posted as follow:

DANGER
Controlled Area
Authorized Personnel Only
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7.0 SITE COMMUNICATION

The buddy system will be used during work in exclusion zones and remote locations. The

primary means of communication for workers out of visual range will be two-way radios.
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8.0 DECONTAMINATION

8.1 PERSONNEL DECONTAMINATION

A two-station decontamination system will typically be established for personnel exiting
exclusion zones. Personnel will always wash hands and exposed skin areas upon removing
protective clothing or leaving controlled work areas.

8.2 EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION

Small equipment will be decontaminated at the site using the three-wash system. Large
equipment will be wrapped before transport to the decontamination area.

8.3 APPAREL DECONTAMINATION

Specific procedures for apparel decontamination may be established in the
Constructor/Subcontractor S&H Plan. The following standard practices will be followed:

• The S&H Supervisor will establish a minimum of one safety apparel decontamination station
at the site.

• Soap/detergent, rinse water, towels, wash pans, and brushes for scrubbing boots will be
available.

• Wastes generated from decontamination will be properly disposed in accordance with EPT
procedures.

• Outer protective clothing will be removed and placed in plastic bags for disposal or retained
for future use, depending on the contamination potential.

8.4 PERSONNEL DECONTAMINATION AND PERSONAL HYGIENE

Site personnel may be subject to potential skin or eye irritation. An eye wash station and an
appropriate method for decontaminating the skin will be available in areas where eye and skin
contamination may result from contact with corrosive or toxic chemicals. Portable eye wash
bottles will be available at each location where corrosive chemicals may be present.

Water from portable showers, hoses, or other sources for washing/rinsing will be available at
locations near where skin contamination may occur. Toilet and hand washing facilities will also
be available onsite but away from the contaminated areas for sanitary and hygienic purposes.
Whenever the work area has been determined to be chemically or biologically contaminated,
each employee will be required to wash prior to eating, drinking, smoking, or chewing. These
activities will only be permitted in designated areas outside the work area.

A temporary decontamination station will be set up at the edge of the restricted zone. A
contamination reduction corridor will lead from the station to the exclusion zone. Entrance to
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the exclusion zone will be controlled so that all foot traffic enters and exits through the
decontamination station. The station will be stocked with needed personnel protective
equipment.

Personnel leaving the exclusion zone will remove gross contamination before exiting by scraping
mud off boots, etc. At the head of the contamination reduction corridor, personnel will wash
boots and gloves. Three tubs will be provided: one with soapy water and two with rinse water.
Contaminated water will be transferred to the on-site storage/treatment area.

Entering the decontamination station, personnel will remove outer boots, outer gloves, and
protective coveralls. Soiled coveralls will be deposited in a trash container lined with a plastic
garbage bag. The trash container will be emptied daily or as required. If respirators are worn,
they will be removed. Finally, inner gloves will be removed and discarded in the trash container.
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9.0 VISITOR REQUIREMENTS

Visitors will follow the directions of the S&H Supervisor regarding decontamination of
personnel and equipment brought inside controlled areas. Equipment will be wrapped and taped
to the maximum practicable extent, as directed by the S&H Supervisor, to minimize the need for
decontamination.
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10.0 FIRST AID AND MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

10.1 GENERAL

Emergency planning and notification is discussed in Appendix A. A 5-gal supply of emergency

deluge water will be available and reserved for emergency use. Each contractor shall maintain at

each work location standby first-aid kits and at least two eyewash bottles (1-qt capacity each)

available for immediate use. The S&H Supervisor will verify weekly that the first-aid supplies

are available.

10.2 FIRST AID

Qualified personnel may use the first-aid kits to administer first aid to any workers who are

injured. When responding to serious personnel injuries, the emergency coordinator or the S&H

Supervisor will achieve contact by land line or cell phone for activation of emergency response

by local fire, medical, or police services.

Severely injured personnel will be transported to the hospital by ambulance service. Life-saving

care will be provided immediately, without consideration of decontamination requirements. In

the presence of strong acid or caustics, caregivers will don appropriate protection.

A full medical examination shall be required should exposure symptoms be exhibited..

10.3 EXPOSURE CONTROL FOR BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS

All site personnel shall follow OSHA’s “Blood borne Pathogens” standards. All personnel

should be aware of the potential for transmission of disease from contact with body fluids.

Assume all body fluids are potentially infectious and use appropriate precautions. Controls to be

considered are:

• Use the victim’s hand to control initial bleeding

• Use available protective gear (gloves, etc.) to prevent contact with body fluids

• Promptly wash after contact with body fluids
• Use rescue breather for CPR.

10.4 MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

Contractor and subcontractor personnel shall follow the• BSII Core Process “Medical

Surveillance” and requirements found in OSHA standards 29 CFR 1910.120. A qualified

physician will examine personnel. The physician will perform medical examinations specified in

this section and review the medical examination results to determine whether each worker is

medically qualified to perform the proposed hazardous work. If the contractor and subcontractor

personnel have up-to-date medical surveillance in accordance with OSHA Standard 29 CFR

1910.120, provided documentation of up-to-date medical surveillance is provided S&H
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Supervisor prior to personnel entering restricted areas. The S&H Supervisor or S&H

Representative will determine the need for subsequent medical examinations.

The purposes of the medical surveillance program are: (1) to assess the individual’s health prior

to handling hazardous materials, (2) to determine the individual’s suitability for work

assignments requiring the use of personal protection clothing and equipment, and (3) to monitor

for evidence of changes in the individual’s medical indicators that could be related to the work.

This assessment will address expected conditions that would predispose the employee to illness

upon exposure to hazardous substances or from the physical demands of using PPE, such as

respirators and protective clothing. A physician’s statement, certifying that the employee is

physiologically fit to work in a restricted area and wear a negative-pressure respirator, will be

received before the employee starts work.

10.4.1 BASELINE AND ANNUAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT

The baseline and annual health assessment will include the following:

• A complete medical and occupational history
• Physical examination
• Urinalysis
• Chemistry panel (SMAC)
• Pulmonary function testing (FEV and FVC)
• Audiometry and visual screening
• Chest x-ray (PA) andlor electrocardiogram when determined to be necessary by the physician

• Serum PCB

10.4.2 TERMINATION EXAMINATION

Upon termination of employment, personnel who have worked continuously at the project site

for more than 6 months will be required to undergo an examination equivalent to the baseline

health assessment. All personnel who terminate employment within a 6-month period will

undergo an examination based upon their exposure at the site. Specific examination tests will be

determined by the physician and the Project Manager.

10.4.3 SUPPLEMENTAL EXAMINATION

Any worker receiving a potentially harmful level of exposure to hazardous chemical/biological

material will undergo a supplemental examination if deemed appropriate by the examining or

consulting physician.
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10.4.4 PHYSICIAN’S EVALUATION

The occupational medical physician will determine any medical limitations of site workers. The

provider will submit a physician’s statement to the S&H Supervisor for all site employees and to

the contractor for its employees.
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11.0 HAZARD MONITORING PROGRAM

11.1 GENERAL

Hazard monitoring will be performed at the site, as described in the following sections. The

S&H Supervisor will assure that hazards are monitored and assure the implementation of all

necessary controls to minimize the hazards.

11.2 MONITORING STRAGEGY

Personnel and area monitoring strategies have been devised to ensure the identification of areas

and work activities for which engineering controls andlor respiratory protection are required.

Monitoring will be conducted to confirm that the levels of protection provided by the respiratory

protection program and by engineering controls are adequate to protect the worker, the

environment, and the public.

Respiratory protection will be mandatory for tasks involving potential for significant airborne

exposure(s) unless monitoring results indicate that protection is not required. Breathing zone

samples will be analyzed by a method approved by the National Institute of Occupational Safety

and Health (NIOSH).

11.3 MONITORING EQUIPMENT

The S&H Supervisor will ensure that an adequate supply of monitoring equipment is available

before work begins. The S&H Supervisor will ensure that the instruments are used only by

persons with training and experience in the care, calibration, operation, and limitation of the

equipment. Work involving potential exposure to hazardous materials will not be performed

unless properly maintained and calibrated monitoring equipment is being used to monitor the

work area and the personnel in the work area.

To help evaluate potential health hazards at the site, the S&H Supervisor may use the following

monitoring equipment:

• High Volume Air Sampling Pump: The instrument will have a Rotometer to measure air

flow.

• Personnel Air Sampling Pump: The instrument will be calibrated to manufacturer’s

recommendations for air flow recommended by NIOSH.

A copy of instrument calibration records will be maintained on site for all instrument

calibrations. Calibration data will be recorded on field data collection forms. Air sampling

pumps flow rates will be recorded to ensure accuracy in determining sampled air volumes.
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U

11.4 RESPONSES TO ABNORMAL CONDITIONS OBSERVED BY MONITORING

L The S&H Supervisor has the authority to investigate and implement protective measures

necessary to protect the health and wellbeing of site personnel and the community.

11.4.1 DUST CONTROL/FUGITIVE EMISSIONS

[1 S&H Supervisor may require contractor/subcontractors to modify excavation and soil handling

procedures to reduce/minimize dust and fugitive emissions. This may include wetting soil or

modifying procedures.

Li
U
Li
U

Li
U
U
U
U.
U
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11
jJ) 12.0 PERSONAL PROTECTWE EQUIPMENT (PPE) PROGRAM

Li 12.1 GENERAL

PPE consists of three components: standard safety equipment required on the site, special PPE
(e.g., fall protection, water safety), and respiratory protective equipment.

Standard safety equipment is described in 29 CFR 1910.120 Appendix A. In addition, all project
and contractor personnel entering the site will comply with all task-specific safety requirements.
The protective apparel and equipment requirements for personnel working in restricted areas will
be determined by the S&H Officer and will be based on four levels of protection (Levels A
through D). Equipment used will be listed in the “NIOSH Certified Equipment List.” The level
of protection will be based on the type of hazardous material, its concentration and toxicity, and
the potential for exposure through inhalation, ingestion, skin absorption, direct contact, splash, or
impact. The levels of protection are described below.

12.2 LEVELS OF PROTECTION

The Contractor and Subcontractor S&H Plans will establish the proposed initial PPE ensemble
for tasks with exposure potential. The various types of PPE and definitions of the standard
ensembles available are discussed in BSII Core Process. The levels of protection are:

• Level A: maximum available protection for the respiratory tract, skin, and eyes. Positive
pressure, pressure-demand SCBA and a totally encapsulating, chemically resistant suit is
required. Normally, the SCBA unit is worn in side the suit to decrease the chance of
contamination and possible damage to the unit. An intrinsically safe, two-way radio must be
worn in side the suit. Covington & Associates Corporation does not anticipate that this level
of protection will be required for this site.

• Level B: maximum respiratory protection but a lesser degree of skin protection. This is the
minimum level recommended when the contaminant(s) are unknown or when toxic airborne
concentrations of known contaminants exceed the protection factor of the full face piece, air
purifying respirator, or when there is an oxygen-deficient atmosphere. Positive pressure,
pressure-demand SCBA or supplied air respirator with escape capability will be worn.
Breathing air will at least meet the requirements for Grade D breathing air. Protective
clothing will include polyethylene or Saranex®, hooded, disposable coveralls; chemical
resistance boots; and nitrile or vinyl gloves. Covington & Associates Corporation does not
anticipate that this level of protection will be required at this site.

• Level C: for use when toxic substances and/or concentrations are known and criteria for
using air-purifying respirators can be met. This level of protection includes half- face piece,
air-purifying respirators and appropriate disposable coveralls. Chemical-resistant gloves and
boots, along with hard hats, will be required. Covington & Associates Corporation
anticipates that this level of protection will be initially required at this site, until air
monitoring results show that a lesser degree of PPE (Level D) can be substituted.
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• Level D: the minimum level recommended when a respirator is not required but skin

protection must be controlled. Typically this level will include chemical-resistant boots,

disposable Tyvek®, and gloves, along with hard hat and safety glasses. Covington &

Associates Corporation anticipates that this level of protection will be required once air

monitoring results show that Level C PPE is not required.

• Construction attire: is the minimal protection level when respiratory or skin protection is

not required. Normally, all that is needed is a basic work uniform (i.e., work clothes, work

boots, safety glasses, and hard hat). Optional equipment may include work gloves, rubber

boots, and a rain suit. Covington & Associates Corporation anticipates that this level of

protection may be allowed in areas other than restricted work areas.

PPE can reduce the possibility of contact with hazardous materials, but it should be used in

conjunction with proper site entry protocols and other safety considerations. No single

combination of protective apparel and equipment is capable of protecting against all hazards.

The use of protective apparel and equipment is not capable of protecting against all hazards. The

use of protective apparel and equipment can create significant work hazards (e.g., heat stress,

physical and psychological stress, and impaired vision, mobility, and communications). For any

given situation, apparel and equipment should be selected to provide a level of protection

commensurate with the degree of hazard. Overprotection, as well as under-protection, can be

hazardous and should be avoided.

Protective apparel and equipment should be selected using the following criteria:

• Permeability, degradability, and penetrability by specific agents expected on the site

• Heat/cold (thermal effects)
• Durability
• Flexibility
• Ease of decontamination
• Compatibility with other equipment
• Duration of use
• Special conditions (fire, explosion, electrical, solar radiation, and confined space)

NOTE: The S&H Officer may authorize downgrade or upgrade from the initial proposed level

of protection based on actual site conditions.

12.3 PROTECTIVE CLOTHING/EQUIPMENT

Typically, Level C protection will initially be worn in the restricted work areas. Level C

protection will generally include the following protective clothing and equipment unless

otherwise approved by the S&H Officer:

• Sturdy leather work shoes
• Hard hat
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• Eye protection (e.g., safety glasses, goggles, and/or face shield)

• Disposable Regular Tyvek® suit
• Nitrile or vinyl glove inside a more durable glove

• Half-face, negative pressure respirator, until ambient air monitoring indicates a respirator is

not needed
• Noise protection as required by monitoring.

Specific clothing will be identified based on the permeability of the contaminants and the

potential degradation of the clothing.

Note: Levels D, C and B protection will require all connecting parts (e.g., wrist, ankles) to be

taped unless determined unnecessary by the S&H Supervisor.

12.4 HAND PROTECTION

To protect hands and arms from chemical contamination, chemically resistant gloves will be

used as integral, attached, or separate items from other protective clothing. Disposable gloves

should be used whenever possible, to reduce decontamination needs.

• Cotton inner liner gloves are used to absorb perspiration and are optional.

• Neoprene or rubber gloves are to be used whenever (1) aqueous conditions exist, (2) non-

permeable chemicals such as inorganic acids, caustics, and heavy metals are encountered,

and (3) heavy-duty wear is required.

12.5 BODY CLOTHING

Various types of protective clothing are designed to prevent contamination of the body. At the

Gulfport Fertilizer site, disposable Tyvek construction attire will be used for most work;

however, the following clothing typically will be available onsite:

• Rain suits for protection against the elements.

12.5.1 REGULAR TYVEK®

Tyvek® will be used on the Gulfport Fertilizer site.

12.5.2 POLYETHYLENE TYVEK®

Polyethylene-coated Tyvek® will be used where hydrocarbons are present in soil, liquid, or air.

It may be used for acids of a pH greater than or equal to 2 or bases of pH less than or equal to 9

(5 pH 9). These conditions are not anticipated to be encountered during this project.
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12.5.3 SARANEX® TYVEK®

Saranex® Tyvek® will be used when highly toxic chemicals, such as benzene, vinyl chloride, and
acrylonitrile, are encountered. These conditions are not anticipated to be encountered during this
project.

12.5.4 RAIN SUITS

Rain suits may be used outside of chemically contaminated areas.

12.6 FOOT PROTECTION

Sturdy work shoes or boots will be worn to protect feet from contact with chemicals,
compression, crushing, or puncture. Shoe covers, made of a variety of materials, protect boots
from contamination and protect feet from chemicals. Shoe covers may be disposable. Foot
covers must include one or more of the following:

• Sturdy work boots worn with protective rubber overshoes
• Sturdy chemically protective boots
• Disposable polyvinyl chloride booty over sturdy work shoes.

Over boots shall be worn where hydrocarbon contaminated water may come into contact with
shoes. These conditions are not anticipated to be encountered during this project.

12.7 EYE AND FACE PROTECTION

Employees will wear approved eye protection (e.g., glasses, goggles, face shield) whenever there
is potential for exposure to the following:

• Flying objects
• Dust
• Chemicals
• Harmful rays (e.g., welding, ultra-violet radiation).

Face shield and chemical splash-proof goggles will be worn when face and eyes are vulnerable
to acidic or caustic material, or as directed by the S&H Supervisor. This protection is mandatory
when working with acids and caustics (5 pH 9). Contact lenses will not be worn in restricted
areas.

12.8 HEAD PROTECTION

Safety helmets (hard hats) protect the head from impact. Helmet liners, hoods, and protective
hair coverings protect the head from chemical splashes and entanglement of hair in machinery or
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[1
IZLI
(J equipment. Industrial safety hard hats will be worn by all workers at all times while onsite,

except in designated areas.

LI
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13.0 RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

13.1 GENERAL

Use of respiratory protection, if necessary, will be in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.134.
Respirators will be selected from program-approved devices based on an assessment of the
nature and extent of hazardous atmospheres that are anticipated during field activity. The initial
respirator assignment for each operation is provided in the S&H Plans and Activity Hazards
Analysis and on the HWP. Respiratory protection is anticipated to be required during the initial
stages of the project, until and unless air monitoring sampling shows that respiratory protection
is not required.

13.2 MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

Workers who are required to use respiratory protection will be fully qualified in accordance with
29 CFR 1910.134 before beginning work.

133 FIT TESTING

All respiratory protection program participants will receive an annual fit test in accordance with
29 CFR 1910.134.

13.4 RESPIRATOR CLEANING, MAINTENANCE, SANITATION, AND STORAGE

Routine cleaning during fieldwork will be accomplished at the respirator cleaning station located
adjacent to the access-control point or other designated areas. All necessary supplies will be
provided for workers to clean and sanitize their respirators. (Note: Decontamination does not
constitute respirator cleaning but is always performed before cleaning). Supplies provided by the
Contractor and Subcontractors for its employees will include:

• Moist treated wipes
• Cleaning/sanitizing solution
• Cleaning solution basins
• Soft-bristle scrub brushes
• Rinse basins
• Drying area
• Clean storage bags (zip-lock type).

Respirators that are used either occasionally or daily will be cleaned, sanitized, inspected,
assembled, and maintained ready for use daily. Each respirator will be stored in a clean and
sanitary container. Parts that require inspection include the valves, valve covers, nosepiece,
straps, eyepiece, face-piece and its snaps, cylinders, and canisters. The individual responsible for
the cleaning, inspection, maintenance, sanitation, and storage of respirators will be trained in the
proper methods and procedures.
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Each respirator user will store his/her respirator in a clean, sealed plastic bag when it is not in

use, unless it has been determined that the respirator is contaminated or is returned at the end of

its use. If a respirator becomes chemically contaminated, it will be replaced with a clean and

sanitized respirator. The respirator wearer will inspect the replacement respirator for defective

parts and leaks.

13.5 SPECIAL TRAINING

Special training is required for the use of Type C (airline supplied) respirator and SCBA.

Personnel will demonstrate training as evidenced by a copy of the training certificate or a letter

or certificate from their employer stating that they are trained in the use of this equipment.

Each respirator user will be issued a respirator for exclusive personal use and will be trained in

its use, care, and maintenance in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.134. Each respirator user will be

instructed to inspect his/her respirator before each use, after each use, and after cleaning.

13.6 RESPIRATOR SELECTION

The S&H Supervisor will select respiratory protection based on whether:

• The estimated contaminant concentration is in the range requiring respiratory protection as
determined by monitoring information.

• The PEL, threshold limit value, short-term exposure limit, or ceiling value may be exceeded.

• The contaminant is a gas, vapor, mist, dust, or fume.

• The contaminant concentration could be termed immediately dangerous to life or health.

• The warning properties (e.g., irritation, odor) of the chemical contaminants are not

detectable.

NIOSH approves respirators using test certification numbers; only NIOSH-approved equipment,

components, and replacement parts will be accepted. In addition, respirators are approved as a

system. Cartridges, canisters, filters, air lines, corrective lens holders, adapters, and regulators

cannot be interchanged among different brands of equipment or even among equipment of a
given manufacturer unless specifically approved. No disposable respirators will be used.

The various types of respirators and their specific uses are described in the following sections.

13.7 HALF-FACE, NEGATIVE-PRESSURE RESPIRATOR

A HALF-face, negative-pressure respirator will be used under the following conditions.

• Ambient air concentrations of known contaminants in the breathing zone exceed the PEL but

are less than 10 times the PEL (a new PEL will be calculated for multiple contaminants based

on synergistic effects).
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• Specific tasks where this respirator has been approved by the S&H Supervisor.

13.8 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR RESPIRATOR USE

The following criteria will be followed.

• Oxygen deficient atmospheres: Atmosphere-supplying respirators will be used in

environments immediately dangerous to life or health (atmospheres containing less than

19.5% oxygen at sea level). These conditions are not anticipated to be encountered during

this project.

• Eye irritation: When working in contaminated environments or where there is potential for

eye irritation, a full-face unit will be used.

• Nuisance dust: Any approved filter respirator can be used for nuisance dusts.

• Warning properties of contaminant: Chemical cartridge respirators will not be used for

exposures to air contaminants that cannot be easily detected by odor or irritations. For

example, cartridge respirators will not be used to protect against methyl chloride or hydrogen

sulfide. The former is odorless, and the latter, while foul smelling at low concentrations, will

paralyze the olfactory nerve system at high concentrations, thereby rendering odor detection

unreliable.

• Chemical cartridge respirators will not be used for protection against gases or vapors that are

not effectively stopped (i.e., carbon monoxide). Do not use chemical cartridge respirators in

the presence of the following materials:
- Arsine Phosphorus
- Carbon monoxide
- Hydrogen cyanide
- Hydrogen fluoride
- Hydrogen sulfide
- Methanol

• Airline or supplied-air, positive-pressure, pressure-demand respirators or special-use

respirators will be used for protection against materials in the above list.

• Chemical cartridges will be used only for those contaminants and concentrations for which

they are certified.
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14.0 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

Li 14.1 GENERAL

Personnel working at a site must recognize and understand the potential risks to safety and health

associated with the work at that site. Workers involved in remedial action must be thoroughly

familiar with programs and procedures and must be trained to work safely in controlled areas

14.2 GENERAL SITE WORKERS

All site workers that may be exposed to hazardous conditions will be trained to work in
compliance with 29 CFR 1910.120. Each site worker conducting activities inside a chemically

restricted area will receive 40 hours of hazardous waste site training and 3 days of supervised

on-the-job training. Site workers who do not enter restricted work areas and who have minimal

exposure potential will receive a minimum of 24 hours of hazardous waste site training.

Employees will not engage in field activities associated with hazardous materials until they have
been trained to a level commensurate with their job function and responsibilities and with the

degree of anticipated hazard, including site-specific hazards.

General laborers, technicians, and other personnel will attend training sessions that apply to their
individual jobs and responsibilities, as well as training sessions that provide an overview of the

site hazards and the means to control those hazards. Their training will include classroom

instruction in the following subject areas, depending upon their individual jobs:

• Hazardous chemical notification
• Details of the safety and health plan
• Employee rights and responsibilities
• Safe work practices
• Nature of anticipated hazards
• Handling emergencies and accidents
• Rules and regulations for vehicle use
• Safe use of field equipment
• Handling, storage, and transportation of hazardous materials
• Use, care, and limitations of personal protective clothing and equipment
• Safe sampling techniques.

Retraining will be required annually, or more frequently if significant changes occur in
conditions affecting the safety and health of the workers. As a minimum, retraining will consist

of 8 hours of discussion about the same topics discussed in the 40-hour or 24-hour training

course.
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14.3 ORIENTATION

Li Orientation attendees shall include all Contractor and Subcontractor employees. No work may
be performed prior to attending an orientation by the S&H Supervisor.

The S&H Supervisor shall present the orientation. The orientation shall be specific for the
project location and may be in the form of overheads, videos, or other prepared material.
Information on S&H aspects of the job or task, Site Conditions, emergency procedures, permit
requirements, traffic patterns, adjacent operating production equipment, and waste disposal shall
all be included in the orientation.

14.4 SAFETY MEETINGS

Safety meetings will be conducted to reemphasize the salient points of the S&H program and
existing site conditions and to inform team members of changing site conditions. These
meetings will be conducted weekly by each on-site employer, or more frequently if needed, to
ensure proper safety and health of personnel in the performance of regular work activities and in
emergency situations. Contractors, if they choose, may attend meetings conducted by Covinglon
& Associates Corporation. Safety meetings will be documented on the appropriate training
form.

14.5 VISITORS

All visitors to the site, even if escorted, must receive a briefing on safety. These visitors will not
be permitted in the restricted work areas unless they have been respirator-trained, fit-tested, and
medically approved. Visitors not complying with the above requirements will not enter the
restricted work areas; however, they may observe site conditions from a safe distance.
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15.0 HAZARD COMMUNICATION

The S&H Supervisor will provide all personnel with site specific training and documentation

advising them of the potential hazardous materials in the workplace. A list of such materials will

be posted at the work site and copies of appropriate material safety data sheets will be available

to site workers upon request. The project will comply with 29 CFR191O.1200.
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16.0 FORBIDDEN PRACTICES

The forbidden practices listed below are applicable to all restricted areas. In addition, no worker

may engage in any activity for which the consequences of his actions are unclear without the

approval of the S&H Supervisor. If such activities become necessary to complete any phase of

the work, the necessary safety and health requirements and an approved HWP will be prepared

by the S&H Supervisor.

The following practices will be strictly forbidden during any work in restricted access areas.

• Horseplay

• Fighting

• Eating

• Drinking

• Smoking

• Chewing gum, tobacco, or any other substances

• Use of facial cosmetics

• Wearing contact lenses

• Unnecessary sitting or kneeling on contaminated surfaces

• Placing equipment on contaminated surfaces (when practicable)

• Climbing on or over obstacles

• Starting or maintaining an open flame of any type unless authorized by the H&S Supervisor

• Entering the work site with safety equipment that has not been determined to be in proper

working condition immediately prior to entry

• Entry of the work site, under any circumstances, by any employee or visitor without prior

approval.

In addition to the forbidden practices, the S&H Supervisor may impose other prohibitions that

may be required for safe operations.
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17.0 AS LOW AS REASONABLY ACifiEVABLE POLICY

Covington & Associates Corporation’s policy is to maintain exposures to hazardous chemical at
levels that are as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). ALARA is achieved through proper
training of employees, adequate work procedures, adequate engineering controls, good personal

hygiene practices, and, when required, use of protective equipment. Each individual working in
a restricted area is required to adhere to established ALARA rules, regulations, and concepts.
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11
18.0 THE BUDDY SYSTEM

The buddy system is a safety practice in which each individual is concerned with the health and
well-being of co-workers. The buddy system will be implemented during all onsite activities and
will be incorporated whenever workers may be isolated or as determined by the S&H Supervisor.
Two-way radio communication should be established when deemed necessary by the S&H
Supervisor. The following standard hand signals will be used in case of failure of other
communication.

Hand Signal Meaning

Hand gripping throat Out of air, can’t breathe
Grip partner’s wrist or both hands around waist Leave area immediately
Hands on top of head Need assistance
Thumbs up OK, I am all right, I understand
Thumbs down No, Negative
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19.0 GENERAL SiTE SAFETY REQUiREMENTS

Frequent and regular S&H inspections will be conducted at each work site. The S&H Supervisor
and contractor and subcontractor supervisors will conduct a daily inspection of the workplace,
document on standard forms, and track deficiencies until corrected. The contractor and
subcontractor supervisors should also participate in a weekly inspection. In addition to the daily
inspections performed by the field team, the program S&H mangers or designees will perform
audits to ensure compliance with program requirements. Audits will be similarly documented
and deficiencies tracked until documented closure.

Hazards, due to normal site activities, can be reduced by using common sense and following the
safe practices listed below.

• All equipment and tools will be used only by authorized personnel familiar with its use.

• Safety devices on equipment will be left intact and used as designed.

• Equipment and tools will be kept clean and in good repair and used only for their intended
purpose.

• Good housekeeping practices will be followed.

• Use of chemicals will be limited to authorized personnel familiar with their use and
associated hazards.

19.1 LADDERS

Ladders and scaffolds, if needed to conduct the work required for this project, will be used in
accordance with the following.

• Manufactured ladders will be constructed of heavy-duty grade; Type II minimum,
conforming to applicable ANSI standards.

• Ladders will not be spliced together to make a longer ladder.

• Straight ladders for access will extend at least 3 ft above the landing.

• The base of straight ladders will be set back a safe distance from the vertical; approximately
one-fourth the working height of the ladder.

• Stepladders will be fully opened to permit the spreader to lock. Stepladders will not be
closed and leaned against an object for access.

• Metal ladders or other conductive ladders will not be used for electrical work or in areas
where they could contact energized wiring.

• “Job-made” ladders will be constructed in accordance with OSHA 1926.450(b) (DOL
1989f).
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19.2 HOUSEKEEPING

Housekeeping procedures contained herein pertain to uncontaminated trash, debris, and rubbish.
Drilling waste or chemically contaminated materials must be handled in accordance with
applicable regulatory requirements.

The following housekeeping rules will apply at the jobsite, as applicable.

• Have a daily clean-up plan.

• Work areas must be kept clean and free from trash and debris. Trash containers must be
located throughout the jobsite.

• Excess scrap material and rubbish must be removed from the work area.

• Maintain unobstructed passageways.

• Obtain Covington & Associates Corporation approval of storage areas.

• Immediately remove or bend over any protruding nails.

• Remove loose overhead materials.

• Maintain hoses and cords so not to create tripping hazards.

• All surplus materials must be returned to a designated area of the site at the completion of a
job.

• Tools and materials must be put in tool boxes or returned to the tool room after use to avoid
creation of a hazard for others.

• Oily rags must be placed in approved non-combustible metal containers.

• Toilets, wash-up facilities, and drinking fountains must be kept clean and sanitary; problems
must be reported to the supervisor.

• PPE will be returned to the designated area at the end of the work period and will be placed
in designated receptacles.

• Eating, drinking, use of tobacco products, chewing gum, etc., is permitted only in designated
break areas. These activities are not permitted in change or shower areas, toilet facilities, etc.

19.3 FIRE PREVENTION AND PROTECTION

Fire Prevention
The following rules will be enforced to prevent fires:

• Smoking will be prohibited at or in the vicinity of operations that may present a fire hazard.
“No Smoking” or “Open Flame” markings will be conspicuously posted.
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• Flammable and/or combustible liquids must be handled only in approved; properly labeled
metal safety cans equipped with flash arrestors and self-closing lids.

• Transfer of flammable lIquids from one container to another will be done only when the
containers are electrically interconnected (bonded).

• The motors of all equipment being fueled will be shut off during the fueling operations.

• Flammable/combustible liquids stored in metal drums will be equipped with self-closing
safety faucets, vent bung fittings, and drip pans. Such containers will be stored outside
buildings in an area approved by the SSHR and the Plant Fire Marshall whenever working
within an operating facility. Such metal drums will be properly grounded.

Fire Protection
The following measures will be used to protect against fires:

• All construction equipment (cranes, bulldozers, track hoes, etc.) will be equipped with a fire
extinguisher of 10 ABC units or higher.

• All vehicles will be equipped with a fire extinguisher of 5 ABC units or higher.

• Temporary offices will be equipped with a fire extinguisher of 10 ABC units or higher.

At least one portable fire extinguisher of 20 ABC units will be located not less than 25 ft or more
than 75 ft from any flammable liquid storage area.
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EMERGENCY CONTACTS

Covington & Associates Corporation

Project Manager: John Szabo (228) 396-0486
(228) 216-1158

S&H Supervisors:
Anthony Damiano (228) 396-0486

(228) 861-2402

Wendell Larson (228) 396-0486
(228) 216-7981

Todd Hairston (228) 396-0486
(228) 216-7983

Response Teams

US EPA Environmental Response Team 908/548-8730
US Coast Guard Environmental Response Team 800/424-8802

Site Emergency Numbers
Ambulance 911
Fire Department 911

Offsite Emergency Numbers
Gu1fofl Police Department 911
Gulfport Fire Department 911
Mississippi State Police 911
Harrison County Sheriff 911

Medical Emergency 911

Health Emergency
Poison Control Center (800) 222-1222
ToxLine (301) 496-1131
CHEMTREC (24hr) 1-800-424-9300

0
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o(D
ATTACHMENT 1

Job Safety Analysis

Work Activity HAZARD Reason

Site Preparation Heavy Equipment; This phase will require the
slip, trip, fall hazards utilization of equipment that can

pose risks.
Soil Excavation Cave in and falling Follow required excavation safety

underground utilities; procedure under guidance of
excessive noise; competent person obtain utility
pinch points, airborne clearance before breaking ground;
objects, and overhead wear appropriate PPE and hearing
hazards; contact with protection; perform equipment and
contaminated soil and personnel protective equipment
groundwater;
spreading of site
contaminants;
inhalation of site
contaminants.

Backfill and Compaction excessive noise; Heavy equipment
pinch points,
overhead hazards
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Hancock Bank owns an approximately 145 acre, unimproved, vacant property in

Gulfport, MS bounded on the south by
335

Street, on the west by
34th

Avenue, on the

north by North Gulfport Subdivision and on the east by the railroad. The property is

located in Section 33, Township 7 South, Range Ii West, City of Gulfport, Harrison

County, Mississippi. The property consists of an approximately 33 acre tract (Former

Gulfport Fertilizer Site) owned by Hancock Bank since the late 1970s on which the

Gulfport Fertilizer Company had a super-phosphate fertilizer operation from about 1914 —

1920 The remaining approximately 112 acre tract was acquired by Hancock Bank in late

March 2005 from the Harreld Family Trust and is a vacant, undeveloped, heavily wooded

property

The Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site was found to have contamination in the soil and

groundwater. Beginning in September 1998, Butler Services of Mississippi, Inc. (Butler

Services), on behalf of Hancock Bank, began a site characterization investigation to

determine the nature nd extent of contamination on the site. Butler Services collected

260 soil samples from the site from 0’-2 and 2-4’ below the ground su:Eace (BGS). The

collected soil samples were ai’alyzed for arsenic and lead.

The results of thu Butler Services inestigation were presented in the Site

Charateri1ati9n Repor for the site dated Ocin:er .25 1999. The leport coicluded that
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there were four (4) major sorce areas on the site where the arsenic afld/or lead regulatory

U 1init. were exceeded in the site soil; from C’-i’ BGS. The report recommended that

additional s’i smptes he collected to deternuu the vertical extent of the arsenic and/or

0 iad ‘;oti cor1 nira ion lasLaflation or monior;ng wells and collecting groundwater

samples v’a, also :coninedded in o:dei to evaluate the extent oC groundwater

contamination at the site, it any.

0
After reviewing the Site Characterization Report for the subject site, the Mississippi

Department of Fnvimnrnertal Quality (MDEQ) required that:

the iioiizonial and vertical extent of soil contamination along the western

hc;.n:ary ) the Foinci Gulfncn t Fertilizer si:e be determined,

a minimum of six (6) monitoring wells he installed on the site; and

all borings be advanced to a “laterally extensive low permeability confining layer

unerJ’ing the ;urficial water bearing zone”.

Butler ServicDs prepared a woik p!an [or this supplemental invesdgation — Work Plan

O/f-Sit/Su;ce Area SoiL and (roundwarer Sampling — addrL ssing MDEQ’s

requirements.

Hancock Bank hired Cnington and Associates Corporation (CAC) in late October 2001

to replace Butler Services in mpIementing the Wo1k Plan for the supplemental site

0
lair rip Correct cc .4 ti 0 “Pin. F ‘fle r ufraoi-i F,,i/: ei Gitf1u -1 Is :ji —— ___._ Page 2
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investigation. CAC advanced forty-three (43) on-site geoprobe borings and twenty-two

(22) off-site geoprobe borings. Soil samples were collected at 2’ intervals from 0’ — 8’

below the ground surface (BGS) and at 4’ intervals from 8’ BGS to 8’-16’ BGS or the

low permeability confining clay layer. The soil samples collected from the 0’-2’ BGS

u and 2’-4’ BGS soil intervals were analyzed to determine the arsenic and lead

concentration in each soil interval. At those locations where the arsenic and/or lead

concentration exceeded the site’s regulatory limits (7.18 mg/kg for arsenic and 400 mg/kg

for lead, assuming the site would be used for unrestricted — residential - purposes in the

future), samples from subsequent soil intervals were analyzed until the arsenic and/or lead

concentration were below the site’s regulatory limits. Two-foot (2’) stream sediment

;amples were taken from four (4) locations along the stream located west of the western

boundary of the Former Gulfprt Fertilizer Site. Each stream sediment sample was

analyzed for arsenic and lead. Groundwater samples were taken from twelve (12) of the

boring locations “Unfiltered” and “filtered” groundwater samples were collected and

analyzed for arsenIc and lead.

The supplemental site investigation findings were presented in the Supplemental Site

Characterization Report prepared by CAC and submitted to MDEQ on November 8,

2002. The supplemental site investigation dctcrmined:

• The low permeability confining clay layer is 20’26. 5’ BGS.

• The horzontai arid vertical extent 0r the a senic soil concentrations exceeding the

Inerin (‘(n-cfTh-S ,‘. -lc,.l’r i/port F nItr -e, !f1o-r ‘s;s!pp___
-— Page 3
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00
fl site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in soil (7.18 mg/kg has been adequately defined,

n except in a small atea on the off-site property at 0’-Z’ BGS and 2’4’ BGS. It is

felt that the horizontal arid vertical extent !ri these off-site areas is within 100’ of

[1 the last boring location adnnceci.

U • The majority of the soil exceeding the site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in soil

occurs in the 0’-6’ BOS soil interval.

• The total arsenic concentrations found in soil samples at the site do not exceed

B arsenic’s TP regidatoty limit i5.0 mg/l). Therefore, the site soils are not

U
onsideied Jo be hazardous for arsenic.

* The lsodzoiital and vertical extent of the lead soil concentrations exceeding the

[j :t’s regulutay limit Inc lead in snil at unresujuci(ie1identfrl) shea (400 mg/kg)

has been adequately defined, except i1i a small area on the off-site property at 0’-

2’ BOS. It is felt that the horizontal an4 veitiçal extent in these off-site areas is

[I witbu’ LUG’ o7 the luilt boring location advaieec.

U • Ti’e niajoncy of the so%I exuceding th rcguisdury limit for read in soil at restricted

;a,sidcmeal) slrs iccur; in the O’-2’ BUS sol! inieiaI.

Li
• Sob-surface so!I excedi’ig i$(JU nlg/lQ Loii 1:v4 cinwentratiuII will be

LI considercit hiusadoi.s for lead (TCLP ln > 5 0mg/I)

a All coHected ‘eam sediment taniplcs were below the site’s regulatory limit for

arsepic in oil (7.18. mkg,’ aO below tflc reguia:o’y limit for lead in sell at

I !nres!riclrd (icshtential) sile (dOt) trig/kg). it i concluded that the stream has not

] mar; Ins Cc•,n•y,,c Atiguta rk’, banner i ‘ul4stns i rfli,sze: Site. Gufljmsifl 41k.i. .sppi ——
— -. Page 4
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been impacted bY p!’iOUS sjt.e operations.

fl . All of the “uniitered” (Total groundwater samples collected exceeded MDEQ’s

Tier I TRG for a:senic in groundwater (0.010 mg/i) and for lead in groundwater

0 (0.01 5 ngi1) 1 is felt thai ths is du to te presence ot soil particles in the

O groundwater ‘.:arnie.

Arsenic and lead analytical results for “filtered’ (Dissolved) groundwater samples

0 exceeced MDEQ’s Tier I TRG in the iiohwest an(l west area of the site.

A naturally occurring radioacive matenal (NORM) survey was performed on the site by

CAC. The survey included identifying “hot spot” areas (areas wnerc field radioactive

adiiigs exccecel 2ü u/hr or the site. t-o1lowing NORM survey procedures, soil

samples were collected n a 100-meter sampling area east of the fertilizer production

concrete slab. Ttie soil samples were collected from 0”-ô” BGS and from 6”-12” BGS.

The colIeced soil samples wee analyzed to determine the concentration of Radiurn-226

and Radium-228 n the soil samp’es in pico-curies ncr gram (pCi/gm).

The NORM survey determined We followirg:

• The horizontal and vertical extent of the two (2) areas of the site where NORM

concentrations exceeíiing the NORM regu!atory limit for transfer of property for

unrestricted (resiclenta) uses were identiqed and adequately defined.

0 Inttrj,n Crrecri i Av ian Han. Far-nr :!;pn;! fert,!ie’ S p (u!,,r,. ‘Wis. ipjri— Page 5
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U In order to determine the extent of soil contamination off-site, on the adjacent HaiTeld

U
Family Trust property, which is now part of the overall site, CAC proposed to perform a

supplemental off-site soil investigation. MDEQ approved CAC’s plan for collecting

U additional off-site soil borings on April 21, 2003. From April 2003 to November 2003,

U CAC advanceci seventy (70) additional borings on the Harreld Family Trust property. On

fl
July 29, 2003, CAC submitted a Supplemental OffiSile Characterization Report. The

report was revised and re-submitted on December 1,2003

U
The supplemental off-site soil investigation determined the foliowing:

The horizontal and vertical extent of the arsenic soil concentrations exceeding the

[I r site’s rcpui4torylimiL for arsenic in off-site soil (7.18 mg/kg) has been defined.

.-... The majo.ity of the off-site soil exceeding the site’s regulatory limit for arsenic in

soil occurs in the 0’-4’ BGS soil intervals.

[] • The horizontal and vertical extent of the off-site lead soil concentrations

U exceeding the site’s regulatory limit for lead in soil at unrestricted (residential)

n $ites (400 mg/kg) has been defined.

The otT-site soil exceedfrg the rugilatory limit for lead in soil at unrestricted

U (residential) &i.tes occurs in the 0-2 BOS soil interval, only.

U
. Oft-site soils exeediag 3,800 mg/kg total lead concentration occurred at one

loca,on, oily — OS-6, 0-2’ BGS — and will be considered hazardous for lead

] (TOY lead > 5.0 mg/i), if ehcavated.

ln..,si., torrcdr, •hv’lai F 1w:. 1 n.’. r ‘ru.$w’; i4nh v .tw. g.gfl. ,g• ifgcrgss:p,,i - . .. — . — - ——
_Page 6
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00

0 Figure 1 shows the horizontal extent of arsenic and lead contaminated soil identified on

o
CAC colleetei groundwacei sumplec from tven (7) morntoring wells located on the

)kwrir flulfport Fe:’1,Iu.tr site Ic’ eight cor’ccuhive quarters from June 19, 2002 (First

Sampling Round) to March 4, 2004 (Eighth Sampling Round). Each groundwater sample

wss analyzed icr lead and arsenic conceqtral,oos. pH readings of each groundwater

samp!e were also o1lected. CAC presc.uted concluswns about the groundwater on the

1’onxr Gulfporr Fertilizer site in a letter report entuled ‘Historical Groundwater

lh4ordtoing Report” date:: August10, 2004.

t
the data pmstntcd in this “Historical Groundwater Monitoring Report” for the Gulfport

Fertilizer site demonstrated the fnUowing:

[1 •. The groundwater flow direction at this site has consistently followed a north to

no&w.serly path.

. Tern: 4r.epic concentratioam in the groundwater consistently exceeded the Tier I

0 TRO ot (10 tO ‘ngIL at MW-S. MW-’ and MW6, with minor excursions reported

U at MW 1.MW-3 and

U
. Arsenic contaminated gioundwater potentially migrated onto the adjacent Harreld

Family Trust (off-site) property. which, at the time, was not owned by Hancock

Bank.

]
0

Cane,—kgAcfi,s i% I • gir (i.Th.sfl LenhI.wr Sift. Cke4jka.t i;.r.w,q:: . .. — —

_______
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uo

• Total Lead concentrations in the groundwater consistently exceeded the Tier I

L TRGofO.Ol5mg/LatMW-1.

• Lea&contaminated groundwater is confined to the Former Gulfport Fertilizer site.

• Total metals data geneuiiy suggests that arsenic and lead concentrations in the

groundwater are influenced iliost by the associated metals concentrations in the

soils, as opposed to the pH levels in the soil or groundwater.

• Soil analica1 information presented in the November 8, 2002 Supplemental Site

Characterization Report demonstrates that the arsenic in the soil is not highly

mobile and does not Ieaci into the groundwatei.

The 501! Tc2LP data presented in the Supplemental Site Charaeterization Report

dues, howeei, t:pport that bad is leachable at high concentrations (above 3,800

mg/kg).

In order to estimate the extent of groundwater contamination on the Harreld Family Trust

Property (off-site property), CAC advanced twelve (12) borings on the Harreld Family

Trust Property on Octohc 20 anJ 21, 2004. Gruundx,aei samples were collected from

each boring and analyzed (or arsenic and lead. CAC estimated the extent of groundwater

contamination based on the samples collected from the twelve (12) borings.

Figure 2 shows the extent of groundwater contamination on Hancock Bank property

based on pre’vious grourniwate.r studies performed by CAC.

Inie,,’n Corrcv ,-‘n F.’un I-,mi, ,u!r !(ri,li.,.cI.._ (n:,i:t. 4d.: ‘pi
_ _____fcige 8
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0 Hancock Bank has a potential purchaser of the property — Mississippi State Port

Authority. The property will he used for industrial purposes, only — storage, marshalling

yard, loading and unloading cperntior-. in.l other acIvites wiich support the operation

of tle port.

As part of the puichase agreenent, Hancock. aiik agre’s to be responsible for

implementing part of the overall Corrective Action Plan (CAP) activities. This Interim

Co,-ictii’e Action Piaj presents the CAP activiries and rationale for those activities

Hanuoek Bank wi. he resiconsthlc. lJrm fi:iahing ttie purchase agreement, the Final

i A ii;ri Pn shwi i CAP . LtCS —- hs- !— reock Bank is resnonsibe

U tflU ts Uie Vi St ;[n Lit Pc t IIhOI!1 s responsible for — wi1. be submittcd to

1iEQ or tppioval. if the Mississippi State Port Authority does not purchase the subject

site. Hancock Bank will submit tile Finat Cc rrec ‘ic Action Plan.

1. nl Rathia]

SirL’.. the pi i -rv W be JtZCi I’ Si prrpe’ ‘A’ lb conti oiled access .o the

rrcpeity iht’ 1hi-cui Carr-rie ,‘.ti(-n Plan i ll -c’rsent engineering and institutional

conrois which wifl he i:rp in ned by 1-lw;coLk Bw:k.

The en:nr-ri i a n itUfl DOat:is ‘r’: Wc n ihs Inter:’.-: Corr:’i -c Atim Piwi

0
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[1 will protect human health and the environment since the soil contamination is confined to

O
the site and has bee;’ shovn riot a’ he molnk - arsenic is not leachable at soil

COUCCNs adorn found on the :;jce and cøncvtntraion tf lead, which are kac!ub!e (above

[1 3,800 mØg), will be removed from the site nndcr this Interim Cm rxtive Action Plan.

a Additior.aUy a large port!cn of the soil contamination Ic lot:at& in a wetlands area which

will ‘emazn. The weilancls minimize the potential for contaminated soil migrating from

0 the site.

The grcundware: contamnacior is also ecnlnd to the sue. GroLuidwater data collected

dqiirq1 the .dte chara.crcrization investigations shows the groundwaLer concentnttions to be

t,rabtc, i:idicaeiiig thai the soil is aol a continuing source :0f contamination to the

groundwaaer. The.. engineering• and instiluti,nal controls that will be presented in the

Final Corrective Action P’an will prc.widc long-turn monitoring of the groundwater.

Source removal presented in th:s Interim Corrertiie Action Plan and capping of portions

of the site tha, will be presented an the Final Co,recti”e Ar!in;a Plan will further insure

that the grcupdyater contamina,1w ioes not increase.

U
.

kwflm ComcnAtWrn, i’Ln. tur :k’$h.n FenU;sr54’.L QUjo:e. MLnt

____—
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[] 2.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The following engineering and institutional controls will be implemented in accordance

[I with the Schedule presented in Section 40 of this Interim Corrective Action Plan.

2.1 Use Restrictions

Use Restrictions will be placed on the property once the property is purchased by the

Mississippi State Port Authority The proposed Use Restrictions will be presented in the

Final Corre the Action Plan..

2.2 Security Fencing

It is anticipated, under the Final Corrective Action Plan, that security fencing will be

placed wound the perimeter of the property. since the Port Authority is required, under

Homeland Secnrity Requirements, to coistwcL a ery secure fence around its operation.

The Final Correctire Action Plan will present the requirements for the security fencing

around the perimeter of the property.

TI the Port Authority does j purchase the property or receive funding to install the

U security fencing within eighteen (18) lr1cnLhb froa the date of the property transfer,

] interim flni-,n;y. 4rtinq ?‘h;,; Frnww, f7i.i;rer’ FvtIflz,r3jw. 7i..jwng. A4is’i’.s4’pI._ _......___.Paget 11
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0
Hancock Bank will construct a 6-foot chain link fence around the contaminated portion of

U
the property. Figure ‘ shows an anlicipated layout of both fences — the Homeland

Security F’nce by the port Authority and ih “interim” security fence installed by

1-lancock Ban within eigriteeri (1 !nonth t :he anticipated sale of the property.

Tn order to prevent/limit. access to the portion of the site where Naturally Occurring

Rado;Hve Material NORM) is 1)rese1t, a 6’ security fencing with warning signs will he

instailed 7iii to any tctivites on the site. This is being done to protect any future

workets who 1ni2ht be on sire. Fgnre 4 saows the anticipated lavoat of the security fence

aroind the N()kN’{-c;nianiinated aica.

2.3 1Vlonutoring V all installation

Sevea nio:itoring ; Is w II h ir:.ialed In Ininior the groundwater contamination at

the site .ur icw the oroposen ueat of th se:n 7. additional monitoring

‘.veils. E vcI v.’ I te :saIcd ic iLcntuAiec with hc Won: Piun Off Si!e/S:urr;e Aret’.

)oiI; (!l,d (I o:uni’.i’.’er SetniIm c he WnrE P1 in prco od by 13t.itler Servcs of

M;ssisspi, by MDEQ on Januat y l , 2002, Each weli will be installed to

a rlepih ot 1 below iOcflIl surface (5CiS i to conlonc to the depths of the existing

rnoriitcr n’ ‘elis iisi aned on the tic i-;ure t Well C onstaiction Dllglam showing

the Consti uc nn ot Lfle p!0pi innoinruig

0 J’iii i, l5’o. “ir. (;fl;,ioH 1•viiIe .., r;1’n-., y,;r - ___.. Pace 12
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2.4 Excavation of Lead Contaminated Soil above 3,800 mg/kg

In order to eLiminate poenai source of -.oi1 that could he contributing to the lead

contaniinated groundwater t he sik. afl soil on t1e Fo met Gulfport Fertilizer Site

having a lead con enirat:on greater t hin t,M tO mg/kg will e excavated and properly

disposed at a permitted landfill. ny soil ha’ing a lead concentration greater than 3,800

mg/kg. that is locaed n identified wetlands areas on the previously designated Harreld

Family Trust Property, vJ! reman in place. Analysis of soil samples collected by CAC

in 2002 and a statistical analysis of those results presented in CAC’s Supplemental Site

Characte.riation Repot slowd that lead contaminated soil having a concentration

L’rcitcr (ha 3.SO0 rr:./kg xced-d 5.0 rn/ iead unde: the Toxicity Characteristic

Leaching Procedures TCLP) analysis. MDEQ, in its review of CAC’s Supplemental Site

Characterization Report, concurred with CAC’s assessment.

Figure 7 shows the jirnits of soils exceeding 3,800 mg/kg. Section 7.0 of this Interim

Cor e iive Action I’’mt msciii sampiin ai-’d moniLor1ng proccdures that will be

followed to insure that all lead-contaminated soil above 3,800 mg/kg has been excavated.

2.5 On.Site NORM Contamination

Two areas of Naturally Occurring Radiomctivc Material (NORM) contaminated soil has

C ?n:eriin C’n??c-L ‘l?c - Pt. cc, F,’er ‘uilpuc 1 1 c-iilizer dIe, (;riljn i iissc’sippi
— -—
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been identified on the site (See Figure 4). As shown on Figure 4, a 6-foot security fence

U
will be installed around these areas. Signs will be placed on the fence warning persons

about the presence of NORM :‘onlarnination arn telling them to keep out. It is

anicpated that ihe de’iopinent plans prepared hy the Port Authority in the future will

include capping tie area w.th pa’.’emcnt if sarea of the stt. is meluded in the Port’s

developmern plans. This will he addressdd ii the Final Correciii’e Action Plan.

II
It is anticipatea that the Use Restrction that will be filed on the site will designate the

locutions of 1[.e NORM-contaminated soil as shown on iigurc This will he addressed

in the Pira. CtiuIe( fite Acti. a

2.6 Capping of Arsenic/Lead Contaminated Soil

it is antic ipatec ‘hat the ma ity Cf the arsenic- and !ead-contarninated soil will he capped

th pLIL9ki or a hmidirw urde the Port AutioriIy’s dceloptnent plans. This capping

will he addre-sin n th Finn! C1r-rui e 4 f!li P/au dnil tht Fna! Correctzi’e Arln4

Pla,i is implemented or Lhe Port Autnority is reay to deeiop the areas where these soils

are located, the soils w:H remdin jO place and will remain undisturbed, except in the area

of ‘cad -cont;inii.i;ed SOl exceeding 3,80() ma/kg, v hich will be excavated under this

Intr’riu Cn?T’cnc A ct1in1 i-ic-:;!. Exist ng ative cover will remain in place.

0
.aa!! Ft,.. I. ,:,rSi! i’Ic) Page 14
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0C)
[] 2.7 Protection or F.dsting Wetlands

WeU.,ds are loea’eti on (ti. gnrt;on V the desi”uated Harreld Family ‘Trust Property,

as n.li as t 3:aa!l Lx.t iii’ wclatvi; i :;fl.Yi o: the site J4sgnaiec’ the Fanner (lulinort

Fcrilwer pr;:et-:f. It ü u’tin.i.ed thrn the l,mis of the vn.tlaLnd will he marked during

the unplen”cntauon of tix iTh:cU Cu,n’c’r!ve ,lesion Pic;ta. It k autticipated, wider the Final

Ccr.euri’ mu.:’ Plan. tät.L thcsc arta& will remain as u.tiamls. Under the Interim

tjvg’ .tC.hcsfl Hsu, ;‘Itis snffiei&t for atflii)g aess to Qitiflhtflring well sites will

I..: :h’ared ‘rh’:t. *111 tie no filling of the wetlaiit’c act, thwefore, a permit is 1101

tequ1c! 1. The :tb will h.D clcarcd to ctuse rIi!;liiuiq dairsee it) thC we:iiaid,,.

Smorm’water Run-ofl Contrnls

it is açteipated under the Final cot rective Action Plan, (hut the Port Authority will be

required to pit ‘vide deten!iou hash;s and ‘alter crnrmwater coitiol measures iti anx’r&nce

with tie City of’Juifpuit wqu.rairie i5 ant: tAut the Pert Autho;.iy will also be required to

address the quality of the stomnt:uer turioff cavinj the site. This will be a&resed in the

Final Corrective 4chtm P!a’z.

11
U

Thie4n Co.Tm lilY Adios Pin. flr..wr G;gQpnn F3,:ilfrerS’,e. t,..qwsr Mis;:nn____._.___Page 15
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2.9 Health and Safety Issues

A Health and Safety Plan will be developed for construction workers and future

empioyees of the Port Authority, if the Port Authorily purchases the site, working on the

site. The Health and Safety Plan will inc!ude personnel implementing the Interim

Corrective Action Plan. The Health and Safety Plan will include air monitoring during

excavation and construction activities and dermal protection of workers during

excavation and construction activities and normal site activities.

0 Jnteriai Ccryct’n ?Ia :‘urv e,t,;zc cit’, 6 i. — -— __Page 16
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0
3.0 SYSTEM COMPONENTS

None of the proposed Corrective Action Measures include system components.

0
Hi r)e -(!l.P! 1’1U, F n (in!!;? 1 ?j;. j,? i
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4.0 SCHEDULE

The s;:[ieduie fo iiircncrtrng rw. 1e-im C:; Iet1.’e 4 lion P!on s -wn below. The

:ucttci ae (!Ui . c:i. t: - an Co: :e:Iivt ‘Vtion Plan is from

:he (lute !‘ ‘,O’ii: ;‘;;
j); j, .1 cr j.’’ t’- vi)F(

t;—iocr Se;.Li’v leñcc.

6-foot Secutity Fence
around NORM

contaminated areas
Moivtoring \Vell

______

In sEailations
Exca\ation of Lead
Containinaed Sal;

Capjing ut

Aisenic/Lead
Cofltaminated Sol

Sforniwater Run-off
Controls

Health ariu Safet’, P!ai

iJi.1Lc_Ui. .ja.I’, I

prpe-y nopuhaseu
by Port Authority

594

(45 days after 18 months
expires)

45

60

60

To be included in
Final Corrective Action

Plan

To he included in
Final Corie,tive Action

Plan

____

30

:h?icn ,c’rf; ci A.;1 1j. n: ;. ifcc-; 1: cer’v. -I;: in’

-r -j—
Interim Correction Group Responsible for Completion after

Action Measure Interim Corrective MDEQ Approval of
Action Mcasire I Interim Corrective

Action Plan

-----i---

(cpaL___.
Jse Retrictic-n anock Bu;k/Ik’t t ] o be incuded in

lillat Coriectie /ltttofl

Plan
uii St L1 it Feic Pert AWti i, F 550 1 ontis) aftcr

purchase ot property

Hancock B ank

Hancock Bank

Flancock Hank

—-

Protection of Exstin Port Authority 1
To be included in

Wetlacds I Final Corrective Action

—- -—-. -______

Plan
Port Authority

Hancock 3ank

____Page 18
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5.0 REMEDIAL GOALS (RGs)

The remedial goals foc thi Interim Correciii’e Action Plan are background levels of

arsenic naturalJ ocuring in the soil in area of the site and the Tier I Target

Remedial Goals (TRGs) ecah!i.ned by the MDEQ for lead in soil and arsenic and lead in

groundwater. For soils the remedial goals (RGs) are:

Arsenic in soil — 7.18 mg/kg (background), and

fl Lead in soil — 800 mg/kg (restricted use

Additionally, testing performea under the S t Characerizaton Study has shown that

soils having l’ad corn:entration greatel than 3,800 mg/kg are potentially hazardous

(TCLP > 5.0 mg/I). Under Section 2.4 of the Conceptual Design of this Interim

Corrective Action Plan, soils having a concrntration of 3,800 mg/kg of lead or greater

and being located on the portion of the site designated Former Gulfport Fertilizer Site will

be removed iid disosed at a permitted Iaiidfill,

ii is antcipateu that C.nc ptua! Desi o the Finci Corrective Action P/an

contemplates irkstituting engineering and instotional controls for soils on the site.

The ROs for groundwater are:

Arsenic in ro.ndwater
— 0 010 mg/I nd

a I F —
— __[i’ 19
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[] Lead in groundwater—O.0l5 mgll.

A gritndwavr si idy conductr! dunng the Sic (haracic’ i.ration investigation concluded

[1 ifrit Q’c c.)rnumjnate’j InLtnitwutir Is conhinn! to the sftc and is not significantly

a 1i:r.:aing ir cncen1rilion or hoñzontal extent. Additionaiiy, there are no potable water

supply wells on the she o the nearby surrounding area. It is imticipated that, when the

F] site I! developed by the Port Authority, city water will he supplied to the site. Therefore,

U ,t is nkic!pbced that i e Coracepual Design of the Final Crrrec,ivr .4ciion Plon will

pttlfK’%? lifl IttEn Wdfl%tZif:ig of t1wcc.niarnir iLed grouniwater

U

a ....

o ...

F]
ci
U
ci
1 6 Vr,M ,Irrlsn Pls.i. Ft,n&es tJs’Thn’; brg;!Itar Silt, fl.&!n&i —- Pare 20
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6M OPERATION AND MONITORING PLAN

Given the prposed [n’ri, Crrezivt Actio? Pkn presentedn Section 2.0, an operation

and monitormg plan (O&M) s iot reiuireu svc. no operating ssteris are proposed. A

Performance Monitoring Plan for corrective activitcs proposed under this Interim

Corretive Action Plan is presented in Section 7.0. It is anticipated that under the Final

Correciive Action Plan, a Compliance Monitoring Plan and a Contingency Plan will be

presented.

Interim (en-;-ecuve l i’m Ha., 1 ..s’ Gn 1pm? Ie,!th7e r e, Gulip rI. 1icc. cJ)pi_ — —
._ _Page 2 1
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0
0 7.0 PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN

In order to insure that the engineering and institutional controls proposed under this

Interim Corrective Action Plan are effecti’ve in meeting the Remedial Goals (RGs)

presented in Section 5.0, the following Peri’orniance Monitoring Plan will be

implemented:

• All on-site morlituring wells will e sampled within fifteen (15) days of

completing the Installation of the seven (7) new monitoring wells presented under

Sectio, 2.3 of this interim Corrective 4 ction P1an, following sampling procedures

established under the Work Plan OLt-Sile/Sourre Area Soils and Groundwater

Scuni’Ii’o,’, approved by MDEQ. Within thirty (30) days after receipt of analytical

data, a groundwater sampling report will he prepared and submitted to the Owner

and MDEQ.

Thc excavation cf soils having a lead concentration greater than 3,800 mg/kg will

h. monitored by an iniependent. third party. The initial limit of excavation will

he hasLd na dati c)llected daing Wv Sw i’harac’erizatiori investigation. Once

the initial limits o excavation are achieved, confirmatory soil samples will be

collected from the bottom and sidewalls of the excavation. These samples will be

anaI’ed iör oIai lead concentration o 1e1.errmne if the leninining, imexcavated

soil i afr.ov or below 38(X) rnJkg. One samnie wiil he collected l’orn every

I .000 quar iee of area in the bottoi: o Ihe excavation and one sample will he

0
I I C C 1 i ii I I (I II I t — J3ue 22
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[1 collected far every tOO linear feet of sidewall excavation. Each sample will be a

U
composite sample consisting of soJ co!lected from ten (10) locations within the

sarnipflag area. Thch soil sample witS he collected from the upper 0” — 6” of the

U uneccayjued .oi1. The soil collected from the ten (10) sampling locations within a

U sampling ann will b suikcu iran a cniipollt sample utiliiing EPKs Qua4ers

Method” of raixi1g. If an a’wlyf.ed sample show; a sampling area w be above

I] 3J40C mg/kg. that atea will be ccca”ated and re-samphd until the remaining,

fl iinexc naed soil hi lt’S ‘han 3.800 mg/kg Excavaatd rna;eria’ will he stockpiled

U
in a cotttainmenr :‘ma and tevupled to tktermine wbether it is a hazardous or non-

hazardous material O’tc: (I ) composite sample per 100 cubic yards of material

U s ill be colleclçd uia analzcd .utilieitg tk Toxicity C1itncttristic Leaching

q ..‘ ‘rocedaes (TCL .P). Bach composite stmple will consist of soil samples collected

‘e” from tea (10) different kcarions with,n die 100 cubic yard stockpile of material.

Otict the stature of the excavated niatenal is detenmved, it will be delivered to a

U Froporly permitted landfill kr dispostu. Waste manifests of cacti shipment to the

U
permitted landfill wilt be n:ainiained. Within ihiny(30) days after completion of

excavmk r, and ittitipt of all sampling results, at report documenting the

U excavadon activities wail be prepared and submitted to the Owner and MDEQ.

U
. The Owner will hire an independent, third-party to insure that the Health and

Safety Plan is being properly implemented during site activities. Documentation

[] sho ing that the Health and Safety Plan has been properly implemented will be

El bled.. Ctrn ,ylye AvlIp. P1cm. 1c’.mui (Wfln’.i FenllizerSai. (i:dftw.n. MlsstcsLcp.... —- ._ ......J’age 23
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El0

8.0 COMPLIANCE MONITORING PLAN

U
A Ccmpliance Moniterin2 Plan wil! he ihmitted 1II(1e the Final Corrective Action

[1 Plan

El

n
El

El

El

Li

U

El

El

El
El

(‘I’” I, r

__________
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El 9.0 CONTINGENCY PLAN

A Con.t1rge.1Lv Plan vvil tw submitted u’i t:e Final Corrective A ion Plan.

Cn-r ti v $c’-m Pla ;. F ‘rnr ,!!a’ I ,-.i-I
- r iIe ‘itijurl, ‘ vi .cJ pr_. - -
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2” Die. PVC Casing
Top of Casing

w/Locking Cover

OT TO S(’ALE

COVINGTON AND WELL
ASSOCIATES CORP. CONSTRUCTION DIAGRAM

Environmental Resource Consultants FORMER GULFPORT FIG. 6
Pass Christian, MS FERTILIZER SITE

GULFPORT, MS

Steel Posts

Top of Slotted PVC Screen
+1- 5’ BGS

2” Dia. Slotted PVC Screen
(0.01-inch slots)

________________

+1-5’ - 15’ BGS

Cement Grout Seal

Bentonite Pellet Seal
+1- 2’ to 3’ BGS

Sand Filter Pack (20/40)
+1- 3’ to 15’ BGS

12” Diameter Borehole

Bottom of Borehole
is’ ur;s Bottom of Screen

15’ BGS
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Gulfport Fertilizer Plant Site
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HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN

Subsurface Investigation
Gu(fport Fertilizer Plant Site
33rd Stree4 Gt4fpor4 MS

This Health and Safety Plan outlines the basic safety requirements for the site/assessment work to be
performed at the above site. The plan addresses the expected potential hazards that may be
encountered on this project. If changes in site or working conditions occur as the activities progress,
addenda to this plan will be provided.

The provisions set forth in this plan will apply to all employees and subcontractors of Butler Services
of Mississippi that will be working on this project. The subcontractors may request to increase the
safety requirements what is described herein with a written request to and approval from the Butler
Services Safety Officer.

AUTHORITY FOR SAFETY

The Butler Site Safety Officer (SSO) will be responsible for implementing the requirements of the
site safety plan. Mr. Denton Bates will be designated SSO for this project.

The SSO is responsible for addressing the following items:
• Implementing the provisions ofthe HASP.
• Dissemination of information contained in the plan to all on-site personnel involved in the

project through a daily safety meeting.
• Ensure all onsite workers have proof of OSIIA 40-Hour Health and Safety Training.

• Review on-site safety supplies and equipment inventory.

• Procedures for reporting accidents or incidents.

The SSO has the authority to suspend work at any time he finds nonconformance to the plan or

discovers that the provisions ofthe plan are inadequate for worker safety.

>EEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

Butler personnel and it’s subcontractors engaged in project activities must be participants in a
medical surveillance program and must be cleared by the examining physician to wear respiratory
protection and protective clothing, if necessary, for working with hazardous substances. All
applicable State and Federal occupational safety requirements are to be observed.

HAZARD ASSESSMENT

Chemical hazards

The constituents of concern that may be encountered on the site are lead and arsenic in the soil and

groundwater. These contaminants are the result of the manufkcture of phosphate fertilizer at the site.



When the fertilizer plant was in operation the type ofphosphate commonly manufactured at that time
was normal super-phosphate. Nonnal super-phosphate is manufactured by introducing suifuric acid
to phosphate rock (tn-calcium-phosphate). Typically, the phosphorous pentoxide, referred to as
P205, and calcium oxide content of the rock used in production at the time the plant was operating
was about 33% and 48%, respectively. The remainder of the constituents in the phosphate rock
consisted of lead and arsenic as well as a low percentage of other compounds such as aluminum, iron,
carbon dioxide, fluorine and miscellaneous trace elements.

The typical exposure pathways include inhalation, ingestion and dermal absorption. Ingestion is the
primary exposure pathways of concern. Level “I)” protection consisting of hard hats, steel toed
boots, long trousers, long sleeve shirts and protective gloves will be mandatory on site.

Table 1
Anticipated Contaminants

CONTAMINATE HIGHEST OBSERVED LIrLV IDLH
CONCENTRATION ppm or mg/rn3 ppm or mg/rn3

Lead Soil 11,000ppm
Arsenic Soil 702 ppm
See MSDA in attacbment A for SYSTEMJEFFECTS OF ACUTE EXPOSURE

Controls and procedures of this plan will be used to keep exposures below the lowest recommended
limit.

Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials (NORM)

During the initial Phase I and limited Phase II environmental assessment of the subject property by
Covington & Associates, Inc., elevated levels of naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM)
was recorded at the site. While the levels recorded are questionable given the location and existing
conditions at the site, an independent NORM survey will be conducted prior to Butler Services
initiating any further field activities.

The work plan for conducting the NORM survey have been submitted under separate cover for
MDEQ review and approval. Results of the NORM survey have been provided by the

4onsulant and are included in the Site health and Safety Plan as attachment C. The consultants
recommendation is “Delineated areas of the siteg which exceed re2ulatory limits will be marked
and fenced to preclude unauthorized investigation personnel from entenin the area. if
additional samplin2 results in a chan2e in the delineated area the markin2 and fencing will be
chan2ed to reflect the newly delineated area”.

Physical hazards

The work area shall be secured and the area restricted during the soil and groundwater subsurface
investigation.

The location ofunderground utilities shall be marked prior to the initiation of subsurface activities at
the site. Mississippi one-call (1-800-227-6477) has been contacted to cause to have the utility



companies mark utility locations at the site, Verification No. 99071214410706. Known utilities at
the site include a buried underground utility cable along the railroad right-of-way on the eastern
boundary ofthe site.
Cold Stress

It is anticipated this project wifi take place during the winter season and prevention of cold
stress is a concern. Butler Services would check the weather forecast several days prior to
starting field activities and cancel the scheduled project if weather conditions (
temperaturewiud chill factors and humidity) were in the range to be a threat to workers. To
prevent cold stress, workers should select dothing that is loose fitting and should wear several
layers of rather than one heavy garment. Clothing should be loose fitting, dry and snug
but not constricting. Use clothes that can easily be changed to match changes in exposure and
exercise conditions. Workers should be able to remove and adjust clothing to fit conditions and
be comfortable and provide ventilation so water vapor from sweat can escape. It is also
recommended to have periods of changing activity, work-rest, making frequent
adjustnients.The SSO Should also closely monitor all workers should changes in their condition
require further action.

Ifthere is a delay in proceeding with the work resulting in the extension of field activities into the
summer season, then the work should be scheduled during the cooler parts ofthe day. The following
protocols are to be used to counter summer heat stress:

• Water should be made available at the site to allow workers to replace body fluids. Liquids for
electrolyte replenishment will be available at the discretion of the SSO.

• Cool vests will be made available. Their use will be designated at the discretion ofthe SSO, if a
lack of shade in the work zones results in their need regardless ofthe temperature.

• Allow workers to obtain adequate shade from direct exposure to the sun during rest periods in the
tree-shaded area on the north end ofthe property.

• At the discretion ofthe SSO, workers’ vital signs will be monitored (i.e., body temperature, blood
pressure and heart rate). If deemed necessary by the SSO, workers will be fitted with be fitted
with heat stress monitors.

Field personnel are encouraged to maintain their physical fitness.

• Intake of diuretics (coffee or alcohol) should be minimized prior to field work

GENERAL PROJECT SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Project activities will be conducted in accordance with the minimum safety requirements:

• Eating, drinking and smoking will be restricted to designated areas. All personnel will be
required to wash hands and face before eating, drinking or smoking in designated areas.



• Gross decontamination and removal of all personal protective equipment will be performed prior
to leaving the site. Contaminated protective clothing will be removed and collected for disposal

• The SSO will be responsible for taking the necessary steps to protect on-site personnel from
physical hazards, including falling objects, falls from elevations, slip and trip hazards, and for
providing proper equipment and appropriate safety equipment.

• On-site personnel will be cautioned to observe each other for the effects of the presence of toxic
exposure such as headaches, dizziness, nausea, blurred vision, cramps, irritation of the eyes, skin
or respiratory tract, changes in skin complexion/color, changes in motor coordination, changes in
personality or changes in speech or pattern.

WORK ZONES

All areas within 15 feet of soil boring operations will be designated as Exclusion Zones. Cones or
yellow caution tape will be used, if necessary, to deny public access to these areas. Surveillance of
the areas will be performed by all on-site personnel to deny public access. Work will stop
immediately when unauthorized access to the Exclusion Zones occurs.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

On-site personnel are required to wear the following clothing and equipment, as a minimum while in
the work areas:

• Hard Hat
• Steel Toed Boots
• Long Trousers
• Long Sleeve Shirt
• Protective Gloves

Cool vests and heat stress monitors will be available on-site if the ambient temperature is above 900 F
and the SSO determines their use is appropriate. At the discretion of the SSO, a lack of shade may

.,esult in the need for cool vests regardless ofthe temperature.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROCEDURES

At a minimum, the following equipment will be present on-site and be readily accessible for use in
the event of emergency:

• Emergency eye-wash bottle
• FirstAidKit

10 Pound NEPA approved Class ABC Fire Extinguisher



If suspected hazardous waste comes into contact with the eyes, the victim’s eyelids must be held open
and the eyes rinsed with eyewash solution for a minimum of 15 minutes. The victim must then be
taken to a hospital for further treatment.

If suspected hazardous waste comes into contact with the skin, the affected areas must be held open
and the skin rinsed with water for a minimum of 15 minutes. if further irritation exists, the victim
must be taken to a hospital for further treatment.

If a fire starts, a Fire Department must be called inimediately. Attempts to put out a fire should be
considered only if there is little risk in doing so. Chemical fires will not be approached under any
circumstance. In the case of chemical fires, the site will be vacated immediately.

In the event of an accident resulting in physical injury, first aid will be administered and the injured
worker will be transported to the nearest hospital for emergency treatment.

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS

A list of emergency telephone numbers is attached to this site safety plan. Telephone numbers for the
utility companies with services in the area are also included in the list of emergency telephone
numbers.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

In the event of injury or illness requiring emergency medical care beyond on-site capabilities, the
following resources will be utilized as appropriate:

Local Emergency Hospital: Memorial Hospital at Gulfport
4500 13th Street
Emergency (228) 865-3420
Main (228) 867-4000

Ambulance Service: American Medical Response
897-1192 or Emergency 911

‘?he hospital is located approximately seven (7) minutes at a distance of 2.9 miles from the site

traveling east along 33r Street to US Highway No. 49, then south on US Highway No. 49 to US
Highway No. 90, then west along US Highway No. 90 to Broad Avenue, then north on Broad Avenue
to 13th Street. The hospital is located in the first block on the left side of 13th Street. A map is

attached to this plan with directions from the site to the hospital.

This site safety plan has been prepared to prescribe minimum procedural and equipment requirements

for worker protection in accordance with OSHA guidance for Hazardous Waste Site Activities.

This document was prepared by: ‘L) 0 DATE: l1’( t—()
WD BATES, Site Safety Officer
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The following personnel have read the above plan and are familiar with its requirements:

Name:

__________________________

Company:

_____________________________

Date:__________

Name:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:__________

Name:

_________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:___________

Name:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:__________

Name:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:__________

Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________

Date:___________

Name:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:___________

Name:

__________________________

Company:

_____________________________

Date:___________

Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________

Date:___________

L
Name:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:

‘Iame:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:___________

U Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________

Date:___________

El Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________

Date: -

p Name:

__________________________

Company:

_____________________________

L Date:__________

El



EMERGENCY CONTACTS:

National Response Center Hotline 800-424-8802

US EPA Region IV 800-424-8802

CMA Chemical Refeffal Center 800-262-8200

CHEMTREC 800-424-9300

Mississippi Department ofEnvironmental Quality 601-961-5171

Mississippi Emergency Management Agency 601-352-9100

City ofGu1fport Fire Department 868-5700 or 911

City of Gulfport Police Department 868-5959 or 911

Mississippi State Highway Department 601-833-7811

Mississippi State Health Department 601-894-2271

Poison Control Center 601-684-7361

MEDICAL EMERGENCY:

Local Emergency Hospital: Memorial Hospital at Gu11ort

4500 13th Street

Emergency (228) 865-3420

Main (228) 867-4000

Ambulance Service: American Medical Response, Inc.

897-1192 or

Emergency 911

I,

UTILiTY CONTRACTS:

City of Gullport Department ofPublic Works (Water and Sewer) 228-868-5765

Mississippi Power Company 800-487-3275

BellSouth 800-227-6477



Skirt from 2800 33rd Street to 4500 13th Street
Approimate frovel fime is 7 mInutes at o distance of 2.9 mfles

Skit out goln SOI.flH on US-49 towards 25Th STREET.
Turn RIGHT onto US-90 West.
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ATTACHMENT A

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS



ALDRICH CHEMICAL —— ARSENIC (III) OXIDE, 99.99%, 25548—3

NATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
NSN: 681000N057756
Manufacturer’s CAGE: 60928
Part No. Indicator: A
Part Number/Trade Name: ARSENIC (III) OXIDE, 99.99%, 25548-3

General Information

Company’ s Name: AlDRICH CHEMICAL CO INC

Company’s Street: 1001 W ST PAUL AVE[ Company’s P. 0. Box: 355
Company’ s City: MELWAUKEE
Company’s State: WI
Company’s Country: US
Company’s Zip Code: 53201

Li Company’s Emerg Ph #: 800—231—8327
Company’s Info Ph #: 414—273—3850
Record No. For Safety Entry: 001
Tot Safety Entries This Stk: 001
Status: SMJ
Date MSDS Prepared: 23NOV93

fl Safety Data Review Date: 25FEB97
MSDS Serial Number: CDMDC

Ingredients/Identity Information

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: ARSENIC TRIOXIDE (SARA 302/313) (CERCLA)
Ingredient Sequence Number: 01

L Percent: 99.99
NIOSH (RTEC) Number: CG3325000
CAS Number: 1327—53-3
OSHA PEL: SEE 1910.1018
ACGIH TLV: 0.01 MG/M3

Proprietary: NO

Ingredient: SUPP DATA: (SHOW LABEL WHERE POSSIBLE).
Li Ingredient Sequence Number: 02

NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ
OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Physical/Chemical Characteristics

Appearance And Odor: WHITE GP.ANUIAR POWDER.
Specific Gravity: 3.74

Fire and Explosion Hazard Data

Extinguishing Media: NONCOMBUSTIBLE. USE EXTINGUISHING MEDIA APPROPRIATE[ TO SURROUNDING FIRE CONDITIONS.
Special Fire Fighting Proc: USE NIOSH APPROVED SCBA & FULL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT (FP N).
Unusual Fire And Expi Hazrds: EMITS TOXIC FUMES UNDER FIRE CONDITIONS.

Reactivity Data

Stability: YES
Cond To Avoid (Stability): HEAT. NAY DECOMPOSE ON EXPOSURE TO MOIST AIR OR
WATER.
Materials To Avoid: ACIDS, OXIDIZING AGENTS, HALOGENS.

http : //msds.pdc. cornell. edulmsdslsirilq283/q45 5 .html 7/15/99



Hazardous Decon Products: TOXIC FUMES OF ARSENIC OXIDES.

Hazardous Poly Occur: NO
Conditions To Avoid (Poly): NOT RELEVANT

Health Hazard Data

LD5O-LC5O Mixture: IjD5O: (ORAL, RAT) 14, 600 UG/KG.

Route Of Entry - Inhalation: YES

fl Route Of Entry - Skin: YES

Li Route Of Entry - Ingestion: YES
Health flaz Acute Arid Chronic: ACUTE:MAY BE FATAL IF INHALED, SVLLOWED OR

ABSORBED THROUGH SKIN. MAY CAUSE IRRITATION. TOXIC EFFECTS. MAY ALTER

[fl GENETIC MATERIAL. TARGET ORGANS : SKIN, LUNGS. TARGET ORGAN DATA: BEHAVIORAL

L (SLEEP; MUSCLE WEA:KNESS), CARDIAC (AP..RYTHMIAS), LUNGS, THORAX/RESP (OTHER

CHANGES; TUMORS), GI (HYPERMOTILITY, (EFTS OF OVEREXP)

Carcinogenicity - NTP: YES

I I Carcinogenicity — IARC: YES
U Carcinogenicity - OSHA: YES

Explanation Carcinogenicity: ARSENIC TRIOXIDE:IARC MONOGRAPHS, SUPP, VOL

7, PG 100, 1987:GRP 1. NIP 7TH ANNUAL RPT ON CARCINS, 1994:KNOWN TO

(SUPDAT)
Signs/Syixtoms Of Overexp: ELTE HAS : DIARR), LIVER (LIVER FUNC TESTS

IMPAIRED), BLOOD (OTHER CHANGES), MtJSCUIO-SKELETAL (OTHER CHANGES), SKIN &

fl APPENDAGES (CORR), EFTS ON FERTILITY (LITTER SIZE), EFTS ON EMPRYO/FETUS

U (CYTOLOGICAL CHANGES; FETOTOXICITY), SPECIFIC DEVEL ABNORMS

(MtJSCUIOSKELETAL SYS), EFTS ON NEWBORN (APGAR SCORE; OTHER (SUPP DATA)[ Med Cond Aggravated By Exp: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

Emergency/First Aid Proc: EYES:IMI4EDIATELY FLUSH W/COPIOUS AMOUNTS OF

WATER FOR AT LEAPT 15 NTNUTES. SKIN:IMMPDIATELY FLUSH W/COPIOUS AMOUNTS OF

WATER FOR AT LEAPT 15 NTNEJTES WHILE REMOVING CONTAM CLTHG & SHOES. DISCARD

CONTAKtNATED CLOTHING & SHOES. INHAL:REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. IF NOT BREATHING

U GIVE ARTF RESp. IF BREATHING IS DIFFICTJI,T, GIVE OXYGEN. INGEST:WASH OUT

MOUTH w/WATER PROVIDED PERSON IS CONSCIOUS. CALL MD ThflD.

Precautions for Safe Handling and Use

Steps If Mati Released/Spill: EVACUATE AREA. WEAR NIOSH APPROVED SCBA,

RUBBER BOOTS & HEAVY RUBBER GLOVES. WEAR DISPOSABLE COVERALLS & DISCARD

THEM AFTER USE. SWEEP UP, PLACE IN A BAG & HOLD FOR WASTE DISPOSAL.

LI VENTILATE AREA & WASH SPILL SITE AFTER MATERIAL PICKEJP IS COMPLETE.

Neutralizing Agent: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

Waste Disposal Method: BURN IN A LANDFILL SITE APPROVED FOR THE DISPOSAL

OF CHELvI[CAL HAZARDOUS WASTES. OBSERVE ALL FEDERAL, STATE & LOCAL

ENVIRONMENTAL REGUlATIONS.
Pr’-autions-Handling/Storing: DO NOT BREATHE DUST. DO NOT GET IN EYES, ON

SHIN, ON CLOTHING. CARCINOGEN. MAY CAUSE CANCER. HIGHLY TOXIC. MEJTAGEN.

L TORE IN A COOL, DRY PLACE.
Other Precautions: KEEP AWAY FROM COMBUST MATLS, HEAT, SPKS & OPEN FLAME.

AVOID CONT W/ACID, METALS. MAY CAUSE HERITABLE GENETIC DMG. TOX BY INHAL,[ IN CONT w/sKmr & IF SWALLOWED. HARMFUL IF INHALED/SWALLOWED, USE ONLY Wi
ADEQ VENT/NIOSH APPRVD RESP (SUPDAT)

Control Measures

Respiratory Protection: WEAR APPROPRIATE NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATOR.

Ventilation: USE ONLY IN A CHEMICAL FUME HOOD.

r Protective Gloves: CHyttCAL-RESISTANT GLOVES.

L Eye Protection: ANSI APPROVED CHEM WORKERS GOGGS(SUPDAT)
Other Protective Equipment: EYE WASH FOUNTAIN & DELUGE SHOWER WHICH MEET

ANSI DESIGN CRITERIA (FP N). WEAR SUITABLE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING.

Work Hygienic Practices: WASH THOROUGHLY AFTER HANDLING.

Suppi. Safety & Health Data: EXPLAM OF CARCIN:BE CARCIN. CFR VOL 29, PG
NEONATAL MEASUREs/EFTS), CARCIN (NEOPLASTIC BY RTECS CRITERIA; EQUIVOCAL

http://msds.pdc.cornell.edu/msds/siri/q283/q455.htm1 7/15/99



TUMORIGENIC AGENT BY RTECS CRITERIA). EYE PROT: & FULL IGTH FCSBID (PP N).

OTHER PREC:PRQT. IF YOU FEEL UNWELL, SEEK D ADVICE (ING 2)

Transportation Data

Disposal Data

Label Data

Label Required: YES
Technical Review Date: 03APR97
Label Date: 25FEB97
Label Status: G
Cormnon Name: ARSENIC (III) OXIDE, 99.99%, 25548—3

[1 Chronic Hazard: YES

Li Signal Word: DANGER!
Acute Health Hazard—Severe: K
Contact Hazard-Slight: X

U Fire Hazard-None: X
Reactivity Hazard-None: X
Special Hazard Precautions: ACUTE:NAY BE FATAL IF INHALED, SWALLOWED OR

ABSORBED THROUGH SKIN. NAY CAUSE IRRITATION. TOXIC EFFECTS. NAY ALTER
GENETIC MATERIAL. TARGET ORGANS : SKIN, LUNGS. CHRONIC: CANCER HAZARD.
CONTAINS ARSENIC TRIOXIDE, WHICH IS LISTED AS A HUMAN LUNG CANCER

CARCINOGEN (PP N).[ Protect Eye: Y
Protect Skin: Y
Protect Respiratory: Y
Label Name: ALDRICH CH4ICAL CO INC
Label Street: 1001 W ST PAUl AVE

Label P.O. Box: 355
Label City: MILWAUKEE
Label State: WI

r Label Zip Code: 53201
Label Country: US
Label Emergency Number: 800-231—8327
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TR TALS -- LEAD
NATERIAL SAFETY DATA SKEET
NSN: 681000N084293
Manufacturer’s CAGE: 04NC9
Part No. Indicator: A
Part Number/Trade Name: LEAD

General Information

mpan’s
Company’s
Company’s
Company’s
Company’ s
Company’ a
Company’s
Company’ a
Record No.
Tot Safety
Status: SMJ
Date MSDS Prepared: 01JAN93
Safety Data Review Date: 25R98
MSDS Serial Number: CGSQQ

Ingredient: LEAD (SARA 313) (CERCLA)
Ingredient Sequence Number: 01
Percent: 99.99[ NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 0F7525000
CAS Number: 7439—92--i
QSHA PEL: N/K (FP N)
ACGIH TLV: 0.15 MG/M3 DUST

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: SUPDAT: NERVOUS SYS DAMaGE RESULTING IN SEVERE HDCHS,
CONVETLSIONS, COMA, DELIRIUM & DEATH. ALCOHOL & PHYSICAL (ING 3)

LI Ingredient Sequence Number: 02
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ
OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Proprietary: NO
L,4redient: ING 2: EXERTION CAN BRING ON SYMPTOMS. OTHER EFFECTS OF LONG

F1 TEEM EXPOSURE CAN REStTLT IN DECREASED FERTILITY, (ING 4)
Ingredient Sequence Number: 03
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ
OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Proprietary: NO

L Ingredient: ING 3: MISCARRIAGE & BIRTH DEFECTS.
Ingredient Sequence Number: 04
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ
OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: HYGIENE PRACTS: HYGIENE IE, WASH IIAB1DS & FACE BEFORE EATING,
DRINKING, PUTTING ON MAKE-UP OR SMOKING. SHOWERING (ING 6)
Ingredient Sequence Number: 05

Name: TR TALS
Street: 1 PAVILION AVE
City: RIVERSIDE
State: NJ
Country: US
Zip Code: 08075
Eaerg Ph #: 800—424—9300(CHEIREC)
Info Ph #: 609—461—9000
For Safety Entry: 001
Entries This Stk#: 001

Proprietary: NO

Ingredients/Identity Information
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NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ

OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: ING 5: Is REQUIRED BEFORE PIYI’TING ON STREET CLOTHES.

Ingredient Sequence Number: 06
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ

OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Physical/Chemical Characteristics

Appearance And Odor: HEAVY, DUCTILE, SOFT, BLUISH-GRAY METAI.

Boiling Point: 3164F,l740C
Melting Point: 621F,327C
Vapor Pressure (MM Hg/70 F) : 1 @ 9730

Vapor Density (Air=l): N/A
Specific Gravity: 11.34 (H2O=l)

Evaporation Rate And Ref: N/A
SolulDility In Water: INSOLUBLE

Percent Volatiles By Volume: N/A

Fire and Explosion Hazard Data

Flash Point: N/A
Lower Explosive Limit: N/A

fl Upper Explosive Limit: N/A

L Extinguishing Media: CLASS D EXTINGUISHERS: DRY POWDER TYPE.

Special Fire Fighting Proc: USE NIOSH APPROVED SCBA AND FULL PROTECTIVE

EQUIPNENT (FP N)

fl Unusual Fire And Expi Hazrds: NONCONEUSTIBLE IN SOLID NETAL FORM.

U FLAMMABLE IN THE FORM OF DUST WHEN EXPOSED TO HEAT OR FLAME.

Reactivity Data

Stability: YES
Cond To Avoid (Stability): EXCESSIVE HEAT (IE, ABOVE MELTING POINT). SEE

NATERIAIS TO AVOID.

Materials To Avoid: REACTS VIOLENTLY W/HYDP.OGEN PEROXIDE, CHLORINE

TRIFLUORIDE, AMMONIUM NITRATE, POTASSIUM. INCOMEAT WITH NAN43, (SUPDAT)

Hazardous Decomp Products: WHEN HEATED TO ABOVE MELTING POINT (IF,

LI DECOMEOSITION) TS HIGHLY TOXIC FUMES OF LEAD.

Hazardous Poly Occur: NO

Conditions To Avoid (Poly): NOT RELEVANT

Health Hazard Data

LD5O-LC5O Mixture: NONE SPECIFIED BY MENUFACTUEER.

p Route Of Entry - Inhalation: YES

Route Of Entry - Skin: YES -

Route Of Entry - Ingestion: YES

Health Haz Acute And Chronic: LEAD APPEARS ON THE NAVY LIST OF 000UI’ GERM

L REPRO MASS. SEEK CONSUlTATION FROM APPROP HEALTH PROFESSIONAlS CONCERNING

LATEST HAS LIST INFO & SAFE HANDLING & EXPOSURE INFO (FP N). SKIN: MAY

CAUSE IRR]ZT. EYES: MAY CAUSE IRRIT. NOPJ’@J HANDLING OR PROCESSING OF LEAD[ NAY RESUlT IN GENERATION OF LEAD DUST (EFTS OF OVEREXP)

Carcinogenicity — NTP: NO
Carcinoenicity - IARC: NO
Carcinoaenicity - OSMA: NO
E:-:planation Carcinogenicity: NOT RELEVANT

Signs/Symptoms Of Overexp: HLTH HAS: &/OR FUME. LEAD IS CUMUlATIVE TOXIN,

EETS OF PB EXPOS NAY NOT DEVELOP QUICKLY. SYMPS INCL DECREASED PHYSICAL
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FITNESS, LOSS OF APPETITE, ABDOMINAL PAINS, CONSTIPATION, FATIGUE, SLEEP

DISTURBS, HEADACHE, ANEMIA, IRRITABILITY, TREMORS, HALLUCINATIONS &

DISTORTED PERCEPTION, MUSCLE & JOfl PAIN, MUSCLE (StTPDAT)

Med Cond Aggravated By Exp: DISEASES OF THE BLOOD AND BLOOD FORMING

ORGANS, KIDNEYS, NERVOUS SYSTEM AND REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM.

Emergency/First Aid Proc: INHALATION: REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. GET ThThDIATE

MEDICAL ATTENTION. EYES: FLUSH WELL WITH TER FOR AT LEAST 15 KLNTJNES. IF

IRRITATION PERSISTS SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION. SKIN: SH AREA THOROUGREY WITH

SOAP AND WATER. INGESTION: GIVE WATER. SEEK IMMEDIATE MEDICAL ATTENTION.

Precautions for Safe Handling and Use

F Steps If Mati Released/Spill: LEAD IN DUST FORM; MINIMIZE EXPOSURE. WEAR

L FULL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING INCLUDING NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATORS. CLEAN UP

USING DUSTLESS METHODS (IE, VACUUM, DO NOT USE COMPRESSED AIR). PLACE IN

I, CLOSED LASELED CONTAINERS FOR RECYCLING OR PROPER DISPOSAL.

Neutralizing Agent: NONE SPECIFIED BY MENUFACTURER.

Li Waste Disposal Method: DISPOSE OF IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL FEDERAL, STATE

AND LOCAL REGUlATIONS. NAY HAVE VALUE ON A RECYCLED HAS IS.

fl Precautions-Handling/Storing: STRICT CONTROL OF ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATION

U IN PROCESSING AND WORE AREAS. KEEP MATERIAL DRY. AVOID STORAGE NEAR

INCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS.

Other Precautions: NOT APPLICABLE.

Control Measures

Respiratory Protection: NIOSH APPROVED HIGH EFFICIENCY RESPIRATOR FOR DUST

U AND LEAD FUME. USE AND PROCESS IN A WELL VENTILATED AREA.

Ventilation: LOCAL EXHAUST: AS REQUIRED FOR LEAD DUST & FUME. MECHANICAL

(GIN): AS REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN APPFOP OSHA PEL/TLV LEVELS.[ Protective Gloves: fl’ERVIOUS GLOVES (F? N).

Eye Protection: ANSI APPRVD CHIN WORKERS GOGGLES (FP N).

Other Protective Equipment: ANSI APPRVD EYE tSH & DELUGE SHOWER (PP N).

FULL PROT CLTHG & SHOES, INCLUDING HARD HATS, REQD FOR WORE W/MOLTEN METAL.

Work Hygienic Practices: NO EATING, DRINKING OR SMOKING WHILE PROCESSING

OR HANDLING LEAD OR IN LEAD AREAS. PRACTICE GOOD PERSONAL (ING 5)

Sut’ol. Safety & Health Data: NATL TO AVOID: ZR, DISODIUM ACETYLIDE &

OXID.ANTS. CAN REACT STRONGLY W/OXIDIZING MATLS. EFTS OF OVEREXP: WEAK.

INEAL OF LARGE ANTS OF LEAD MAY LEAD TO SEIZURES, COMA & PALE SKIN, BLtJE

U LINE AT GUM MARGIN, DECREASED HAND-GRIP & PARALYSIS OF WRIST JOINTS. PRLNGD

VERY HIGH EXPOS CAN ALSO RSLT IN KIDNEY DMG & (ING 2)

Transportation Data

I
Disposal Data

Label Data

abel Required: YES

Tech_nical Review Date: 25R98
Laoel Date: 23MAR98

Laoei Status: G
Corrmon Name: LEAD

Chronic Hazard: YES

Simal Word: NING!

Acute Health Hazard-Moderate: X

Contact Hazard-Slight: X

Fire Hazard-None: X

Reactivity Hazard-None: X

SDecial Hazard Precautions: ACUTE: EYES/SKIN: IRRITATION. CHRONIC: LEAD

APPEARS ON THE NAVY OCCUPATIONAL CHEMICAL REPRODUCTIVE HAZARDS LIST (F? N).
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SYTOMS OF LEAD OVEREXPOSURE INCLUDE DECREASED PEYSICAL FITNESS, LOSS OF

APPETITE, ABDOIINAL PAINS, CONSTIPATION, FATIGUE, SLEEP DISTURBANCES,

HEADACEE, ANEMIA, IRRITABILITY, TRORS, EALLUCflJIONS AND DISTORTED

PERCEPTION, MUSCLE AND JOINT PAIN, MUSCLE WEAKNESS, SEIZURES, CONA. & DEATH.

ANEMIA, PALE SKIN, BLUE LINE AT GUM NARGIN, DECREASED HAND-GRIP STRENGTH,

ABDOMINAL PAIN, NAUSEA, VOMITING, AND PARALYSIS OF WRIST JOINTS. KIDNEY AND

NERVOUS SYSTEM DAMAGE.

Protect Eye: Y
Protect Skin: Y
Protect Respiratory: Y
Label Name: TR METALS
Label Street: 1 PAVILION AVE

Label City: RIVERSIDE
Label State: NJ
Label Zip Code: 08075
Label Country: US
Label Emergency Number: 800-424—9300(CHEMTREC)
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ATTACHMENT B

EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES
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EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES

• The sampler and sample tubes will be cleaned using tap water and Liquinox. A brush will be

used, if necessary, to remove particulate matter and surface films during cleaning.

• The equipment will then triple rinsed thoroughly with tap water, analyte free water and pesticide-

grade isopropanol followed by a final rinse of analyte free water only. If analyte free water is not

available, the equipment will be allowed to air dry following the solvent rinse. A solvent rinse

will not be applied to PVC items or plastic items.

• Once the equipment has been cleaned it will be removed from the decontamination area and

covered with aluminum foil when not in use.

• Equipnent to be stored overnight will be wrapped in aluminum foil and covered with clean,

unused plastic.

• The rinsate will be containerized and transferred to drums for characterization and disposal off-

site in a permitted facility.



ATTACHMENT C

El
NORM SAMPLING INFORMATION & DRAWINGS
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Summary of Radionuclide Analysis
Gulfport Fertilizer Site

Gulfport, MS

Sample Sample Ra-226 Ra-228 Field Reading

Location Depth (pci/gm) (pci/gm) (uRlhr)

NORM-i 0-6” 4.73 0.30 10

NORM-2 0-6” 3.99 0.78 15

NORM-3 0-6” 13.74 0.77 12

NORM-3, 12’ N 0-6” 6.74 1.60 12

NORM-3, 10’ E 0”-6” 8 32 0 51 13

NORM-3, 25’ S 0-6” 6.62 0.47 13

NORM-3, 10 W 0-6” 10.23 0.48 15

NORM-4 0-6” 3.63 0.40 1 1

NORM-5 0-6’ 41.01 0.46 50

NORM-5, 30 N 0-6” 12.43 1.73 18

NORM-5, 15’ N 0-6” 20.48 0.44 25

NORM-5, 15’ E 0-6’ 11.28 0.60 15

NORM-5 15’ S 0-6” 65 93 0 75 52

NORM-5, 30’ S 0-6” 699 0.30 20

NORM-5, lOW 0-6” 5.44 0.78 23

Avg. 0”-6” 14.10 1.15

NORM-i 6-12” 0.54 0.31

NORM-2 6”-12” 14.29 <0.24
NORM-3 6-12” 8.05 0.35

NORM-4 6-12” 1.29 <0.11

NORM-5 6-12” 63.35 0.34
NORM-5, 30 N 6-12’ 6.36 0.79
NORM-5, 15’ N 6-12” 29.02 0.35
NORM-5, 15’ E 6-12” 10.51 0.51
NORM5, 15’S 6”12” :1,31 1.00
NORM-5, 30’ S 6-12” 10.71 0.33
NORM-5 10’ W 6-12” 14 62 0 52

Avg. 6-12” 17.28 0.20

Regulatory Limits:
5 pCi/gm for upper 15 cm (0-6”) of soil
15 pCi/gm for second 15cm (6-12”) of soil

- Indicates reading exceeds regulatory limit for Sample Depth.
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WORK PLAN
0FF-SiTE/SOuRCE AREA SOiLS

AND GROUNDWATER SAMPLING
FORMER GULPORT FERTILIZER PLANT

GtTLFPORT, MISSISSIPPI

This work plan outlines the activities to further characterize the subject property based on

the findings and recommendations contained in the Butler Services of Mississippi, Inc.

(Butler Services) Site Characterization Report, dated October 25, 1999. Further, the

work plan has been prepared with the intent of addressing the concerns and requirements

contained in the Mississippi Department of Enviromnental Quality (MDEQ) review letter

dated July 7, 2000.

Revisions to the original work plan document, submitted to the MDEO for review and

approval on August 21, 2000. are identified herein by underlined text. These revisions

address the comments/requirements contained in the MDEQ review letter dated

November 28. 2000.

1.0 BACKGROUND

The subject property is an approximate 33.06-acre parcel of land located on 33rd Street

approximately one block west of its intersection with State Highway 49 in Gulfport,

Mississippi. The Gulfport Fertilizer Company, which closed for business in circa 1960,

was formerly located on the subject property. The fertilizer company reportedly

manufactured superphosphate fertilizer. Improvements to the land once consisted of

concrete buildings, surfaced roads and railroad spurs, but the improvements have been

largely destroyed.

1.1 Previous Investigations.

A total of 260 soil samples were analyzed to define the horizontal and vertical extent of

arsenic and lead in the underlying soils on the 33.06-acre subject property. Of these 112

soil samples were collected during the first sampling event on September 30 and October



OFF-SiTE/SOURCE AREA SOILS AND
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1, 1998 and 148 soil samples were collected during the second sampling event on July 19

and July 23, 1999. Iso-concentration maps prepared from both sampling events for the

33.06-acre subject property revealed four identifiable source areas and one isolated area

with arsenic and lead contaminants on the northern portion of the property. Two of these

source areas are located along the western property boundary. The one isolated area with

elevated levels of arsenic and lead contaminants is located near the railroad tracks along

the eastern property boundary. The maximum level of contaminants in the apparent

source areas ranged from 348 mg/kg to 5982 mg/kg for lead and 113 mg/kg to 702 mg/kg

for arsenic.

Work plan references to sample numbers contained herein under investigative activities

are as identified in the two previous investigations.

1.2 Target Remediation Goal (TRG) Concentrations.

Random background soil samples were collected as apart of the previous site

characterization activities to establish background concentrations of arsenic in the native

soils resulting from naturally occurring or anthropogenic sources. This soil data was then

used to develop background concentrations based on guidance from USEPA Engineering

Forum Issue: “Determination ofBackground Concentrations of Inorganics in Soils and

Sediments at Hazardous Waste Sites “, December 1995.

The site specific arsenic (As) remediation concentration for surficial soils (defined as

soils at a depth of zero to six feet below ground surface (bgs) or zero to groundwater

depth, whichever is less) at the site is 7.18 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg). This agreed

to background concentration is based upon MDEQ’s calculation using all perimeter

sample data from zero to two feet bgs.

Butler Services ofMississippi, Inc.
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The unrestricted TRG concentration for lead (Pb) is 400 mg/kg as set forth in the

Mississippi Commission of Environmental Quality’s Final Regulations Governing

Brownfield Voluntary Cleanup and Redevelopment in Mississippi

2.0 OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this phase of the work is to (1) delineate the vertical extent of

subsurface contamination in the soils in the areas where target remediation goal (TRG)

concentrations are exceeded at the four feet below ground surface (bgs) termination depth

of the previous investigation; (2) delineate the off-site vertical and horizontal extent of

soil contamination encountered along the western property boundary, and (3) evaluate the

vertical and horizontal extent of site groundwater contamination, if any.

Discreet soil samples will be collected at depth in the source areas to better define the

vertical extent of contamination in the surflcial water bearing zone above the low

permeability confining layer. In addition to the installation of six groundwater

monitoring wells, conductivity probes and temporary monitoring wells will be used to

better define the underlying geological units, groundwater flow direction and water-

bearing zones.

During the initial Phase I and limited Phase II environmental assessment of the subject

property by Covington & Associates, Inc., elevated levels of naturally occurring

radioactive material (NORM) was recorded at the site. While the levels recorded are

questionable given the location and existing conditions at the site, an independent NORM

survey will be conducted prior to Butler Services initiating any further field activities. It

is our understanding, General Counsel for Hancock Bank and the Bank’s outside counsel,

Brunini, Grantham, Grower and Hewes, PLLC have arranged for a professional services

firm to conduct this survey in accordance with Mississippi Department of Health

regulations and requirements. The work plan for conducting this survey is being

submitted under separate cover for MDEQ review and approval. The report will be

Butler Services ofMississippi, Inc.
3
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incorporated into the appendix to this work plan. Recommendations from the NORM

survey and report will be included in the Site Health and Safety Plan.

The Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality (MI)EQ) will be notified a

minimum of two (2) weeks prior to conducting any field work or sampling event. The

MDEQ will be provided the opportunity to observe field work and collect split samples.

Butler Services will provide MI)EQ with the appropriate sample containers and

preservatives should MDEQ request split samples.

3.0 1NVESTIGATWE ACTW1TIES

The investigative activities to further characterize the subsurface soil contamination on

the subject property at depth and the vertical and horizontal extent of off-site subsurface

contamination along the western property boundary are outlined hereinafter. These work

plan investigative activities include the collection of subsurface soil samples to the

laterally extensive low permeability confining layer underlying the surficial water bearing

zone, advancing conductivity probes and the installation of groundwater monitoring

wells. An initial round of groundwater samples will be collected from monitoring wells

installed and existing monitoring well MWT will be re-sampled. Soil and groundwater

sampling will be in general accordance with the procedures outlined in USEPA, Region

1V’s “Environmental Investigations Standard Operating Procedures and Quality

Assurance Manual” (EISOPQAM).

3.1 Site Reconnaissance & Grid Markin2.

Prior to initiating, subsurface drilling activities Mississippi One Call System, Inc. will be

contacted to mark the location of any gas, water, and sewer or buried electrical lines at

the site. No permit requirements are anticipated for use of the direct-push equipment

during the investigation.

Butler Seriwes ofMisssssipp4 Inc.
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Property access and permission to clear underbrush and advance borings will be obtained

from adjoining property owners to delineate off-site subsurface contamination. The site

will be bush-hogged in the areas to be investigated on-site. Care shall be exercising

during the surface clearing operation to retain any remaining flags or grid markings from

previous investigations. Traffic cones and caution tape will be used, as necessary, to

restrict traffic into work areas.

The on-site grid system will be re-established in the source areas that require further

vertical soil delineation. Flags with appropriate sample location labeling will be placed at

the specific grid points to mark where soil borings and conductivity probes are to be

advanced.

In the areas on the western property boundary were contamination above the TRG for

arsenic and lead was encountered a 50-foot horizontal grid for sampling will be extended

from the western property boundary to the west 300 feet. The grid system described is a

westerly extension of the previously established on-site grid system and will extend 200

feet north and 600 feet south along the western property line from sample point RC1O.

The first set of off-site sampling points will be at the fifty-foot north-south interval line

that lies parallel to the property with the exception of two additional points on the

property boundary. Subsurface soil samples would continue to be collected at the fifty-

foot interval for a distance of 300 feet, field conditions permitting. The two additional

points to be sampled on the property boundary are located at the intersection of the

extension of the 200 foot north of and 600 foot south of the originally proposed radial

conveyor line (RCI - RC1O). These two sample locations are an extension of the

previously established on-site grid system and labeled N30 and S70.

Flags will be placed at the specific grid points to mark where off-site soil borings are to

be advanced. It may be necessary to offset grid sampling points in the field due to the

dense surface vegetation and trees located in the area of investigation.

Butler Services ofMississippi, Inc.
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3.2 Conductivity Survey.

Conductivity probing will be conducted using the model 540U Geoprobe® unit. The unit

uses a direct push-probing tool to directly measures the soil conductivity as the tool is

advanced into the subsurface. The soil conductivity tool is approximately 18 inches in

length and has a sensing area of approximately eight inches in length, which contains

four rings to provide electrical contact with the soil. The probe measures the ease with

which an electrical current can be made to flow through the surrounding soils. Barring

the influence of strong electrolyte solutions such as natural brines or strong acids and

bases, the electrical conductivity of most soil increases with clay content, moisture and

temperature.

As the probe is advanced both the soil conductivity and probe penetration rate are

continuously recorded and displayed on the real-time computer display. This data is

displayed in the form of an onscreen graph and shows depth versus soil conductivity and

penetration rate. The graphs can be used to supplement other geologic data once

sufficient geologic control is established through verification testing using standard soil

boring and logging techniques.

During verification testing at each site, conductivity logs are recorded adjacent to one or

more existing soil boring locations that have logs based on conventional drilling and

sampling techniques. Typically, the conductivity log exhibits a reasonable similarity to

the physical log; however, it is usually clear that the conductivity log detected

compositionalltextural changes that were not recorded during sample logging or at

slightly different depths. This is due to the lost samples, inaccurate sample depths, and

individual logging bias that commonly occurs in collecting and describing soil samples.

A total of at least 10 soil conductivity logs will be conducted along two east-west linear

transects, one to the north and one to the south ofthe main area of soil contamination. At

Butler Services ofMi£cicsippl, Inc.
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each location, once the tool has been extracted the borehole will be grouted to the surface

using a cement-bentonite grout mix. Each location will be surveyed to determine its

location with respect to the grid system established during previous investigations at this

site and the ground surface elevation will be determined. All downhole equipment will

be decontaminated prior to setting up at the next location.

Soil conductivity logs will be used to supplement geologic interpretation between

conventional soil boring locations and well locations. Depending on the verification test

results at this site, and acceptance by the MDEQ, this technique may also be used as a

logging technique for the placement of monitor wells.

3.3 Soil Sampling and Delineation.

Soil borings will be advanced using Geoprobe’s Macro-core soil sampler, a 48-inch long

by 2-inch diameter soil sampler capable of recovering a sample that measures up to 1300

nil in volume in the form of a 46-inch x 1.5-inch core. This tool is advanced to the

desired sampling depth with the retractable opening point sealed. The point is then

released, and the sample is allowed to enter as the sampling tube is advanced over a 48-

inch depth interval. This procedure is repeated as the boring is advanced in 4 feet

increments until the total depth ofthe boring is reached.

Soil samples will be collected using new clear PVC sample collection liners that are

approximately 46-inch long by 1.75-inches in diameter. Once the PVC liner is extracted

from the Macro-core sampler, the lithologic description of each core will be recorded on

a sample log form. Samples of the soil from the desired depth intervals will be placed

into laboratory supplied containers for analysis by Micro-Methods, Inc., located in Ocean

Springs, Mississippi.

Butler Services ofMississippz Inc.
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and approval prior to incorporating this figure as an addendum to this work plan. Sample

collection and equipment decontamination procedures shall be as outlined herein.

Soil samples will be collected at the 2-foot and 4-foot depth interval at all 56 locations on

the grid. At the fifty and one hundred foot projected off-site interval sampling point.

west of the property line and at the two locations on the property line (N30 and S70). the

soil probes will be advanced to the laterally extensive low permeability layer. Additional

samples wifi be collected at these twenty (20) locations at 6-foot and 8-foot bgs and

thereafter at the 4-foot depth interval. An additional soil sample will be collected at the

eight-foot termination depth at each of these four locations. It is estimated that a total of

233 soil samples (including 21 replicate samples) will be collected for independent

laboratory analysis.

As a part of the field Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QAIQC) program, replicate

samples at a rate of 10 percent for each matrix and a daily equipment field blank sample

will be prepared similarly for delivery to the laboratory. The samples will be transferred

to new laboratory fbrnished glass sample jars, sealed with a teflon-lined cap and labeled.

The samples will then be placed into plastic zip-lock bags and delivered to Micro

Methods Laboratory in Ocean Springs, Mississippi in a chilled condition for analyses. A

chain-of-custody will be maintained to trace sample custody.

The soil samples will be analyzed by the laboratory for lead (Pb) and arsenic (As) using

USEPA Methods SW 846, 7420 and SW 846, 7060A, respectively. The laboratory will

be instructed to analyze samples beginning at the fifty-foot grid interval nearest the

property line and continuing off-site until the constituent concentrations are below TRG

levels. The intent being to analyze only those samples necessary to define the limits of

the off-site soil contamination, if any. The remaining samples would be discarded after a

reasonable holding period to be established with the laboratory. The laboratory analytical

Butler Services ofMississippi, Inc.
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Soil samples will be collected and will be logged continuously for all soil boring

locations. Geologic cross-sections will be prepared from the data generated from the

boring logs and to confirm data obtained from the conductivity survey.

After samples have been collected from the soil cores, the remaining soil will be

drummed and characterized for disposal in a permitted facility. The boring will then be

sealed to the ground surface with cement-bentonite grout.

The sampler and sample tubes will be cleaned using tap water and Liquinox. A brush

will be used, if necessary, to remove particulate matter and surface films during cleaning.

The equipment wifi then be triple rinsed thoroughly with tap water, analyte free water

and pesticide-grade isopropanol, followed by a final rinse of analyte free water only. If

analyte free water is not available, the equipment will be allowed to air dry following the

solvent rinse. A solvent rinse will not be applied to PVC items or plastic items. Once the

equipment has been cleaned it will be removed from the decontamination area and

covered with aluminum foil when not in use. Equipment to be stored overnight wifi be

wrapped in aluminum foil and covered with clean, unused plastic. The rinsate will be

containerized and transferred to drums for characterization and disposal off-site in a

permitted facility.

3.3.1 Off-Site Subsurface Soil Delineation.

The off-site subsurface investigation in the projected area along the western property

boundary where contamination above the TRG for arsenic and lead was encountered on

the property line will include advancing 56 direct-push probes with the Geoprobe soil

sampling equipment. The direct-push probes will be advanced along the grid pattern as

described in Section 3.1. Once survey and topographic information of the projected off-

site area is completed a figure will be prepared as an addendum to this work plan. The

figure showing all proposed boring locations would be submitted to the MSEO for review

Butler Services ofMississippi, Inc.
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data sheets will state the minimum quantifiable level (MQL) for each constituent and the

dilution factor for each sample.

3.3.2 Source Area Subsurface Soil Delineation.

The subsurface investigation to further identify vertical contamination at depth will

include advancing 18 direct push probes in the previously identified source hot spots (see

Table 1). The extent of arsenic and lead contamination exceeding TRGs at the two-foot

and four-foot depth interval has been defined from the previous site characterization data.

The 18 soil borings that are the subject of this investigation will be advanced to the

laterally extensive low permeability-confining layer underlying the surficial water-

bearing zone. In addition, it is proposed that 23 intermediate soil borings (Table 2) be

advanced to the laterally extensive low permeabilitv-conlining layer in the zone between

the hot spots and adjoining sample location where identified constituents concentrations

are below TRGs. The purpose of these additional intermediate soil borings within the

established on-site 100-foot grid pattern is to further define the horizontal as well as the

vertical extent of contamination in the source areas. Sample collection and equipment

decontamination procedures shall be as outlined herein.

Soil samples will be collected at 2-foot intervals to a depth of eight feet bgs and at the 4-

foot depth interval thereafter in the 18 soil borings to be advanced to the laterally

extensive low permeability-confining layer (minimum thickness 6-inches) underlying the

surficial water-bearing zone (estimated not to exceed 20 feet in depth). The intermediate

borings will be advanced to the laterally extensive low permeability-confining layer and

samples collected at 2-foot intervals to a depth of eight feet and at the 4-foot depth

interval thereafter. It is estimated that a total of 316 soil samples will be collected

(including 29 replicate samples) for independent laboratory analysis.

As a part of the field Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QAIQC) program, replicate

samples at a rate of 10 percent for each matrix and a daily equipment field blank sample

Butler Services ofMississipp4 Inc.
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will be prepared similarly for delivery to the laboratory. The samples will be transferred

to new laboratory furnished glass sample jars, sealed with a teflon-lined cap and labeled.

The samples will then be placed into plastic zip-lock bags and delivered to Micro

Methods Laboratory in Ocean Springs, Mississippi in a chilled condition for analyses. A

chain-of-custody will be maintained to trace sample custody.

The soil samples will be analyzed by the laboratory for lead (Pb) and arsenic (As) using

USEPA Methods SW 846, 7420 and SW 846, 7060A, respectively. The laboratory will

be instructed to analyze samples beginning at the depth interval nearest the surface and

continuing at depth until the constituent concentrations are below TRG levels. To insure

that contamination above TRGs does not underlie a low level near surface sample, one

additional sample at depth may be analyzed based on field data and previous site

characterization delineation to four feet bgs. The intent being to analyze only those

samples necessary to define the limits of the vertical soil contamination as well as refine

the horizontal extent of soils exceeding TRGs in potential source areas. The remaining

samples would be discarded after a reasonable holding period to be established with the

laboratory. The laboratory analytical data sheets will state the minimum quantifiable

level (MQL) for each constituent and the dilution factor for each sample.

3.3.3 Soil Leachabiity.

The leachability of arsenic and lead contaminates in the soil underlying the site was

evaluated during the second sampling event for site characterization. Of the five (5) soil

samples analyzed using the Toxicity Characteristics Leachate Procedure (TCLP). the lead

leachate from two (2) of the samples (27.7 mg/I in soil sample S18 at 4-foot and 7.8 mg/I

in soil sample S19 at 2-foot) exceeded the regulatory limit of 5.0 mg/I. Arsenic leachates

from all five (5) samples were well below the regulatory limit of 5.0 mg/I for this

contaminate.

Butter Services ofMissi.csippi, Inc.
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Total lead in each ofthe samples collected from below the 4-foot level in sample location

S18 and at four (4 feet and below in the adjacent intermediate borings to S18 will be

evaluated to determine which samples are to be selected for further TCLP analysis. This

determination will be made after review and approval of MDEQ. A portion of all

samples collected in these five (5) boring locations will be held in the laboratory pending

a review of totals a determination is made if additional TCLP analyses is required. It is

estimated that up to six (6) samples will be analyzed for hazardous waste toxicity

characteristics as defined in the Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

using TCLP.

3.4 Momtorin2 Well Installation.

MDEQ requires that permanent monitoring wells be installed at the site to evaluate

groundwater contamination at the site. Further, a minimum of six monitoring wells is

required as a result of the concern about the possibility of radial groundwater flow at the

site.

Monitoring wells will be constructed of threaded, flush joint, schedule 40 PVC well

materials, supplied by the drilling subcontractor and installed using hollow stem auger

drilling techniques. To ensure that representative samples of the groundwater are obtained,

monitoring wells are to be installed in accordance with monitoring well installation and

design specifications for unconsolidated material.

Prior to installing a well, a test boring will be drilled at each of the monitoring well

locations. Subsurface soils encountered will be recorded continuously and the approximate

depth to groundwater determined to ensure that samples collected from the well borings are

at appropriate depth increments.

Upon completion ofthe test borings, sections of2-inch PVC, 0.010-inch slotted well screen

will be installed through the hollow stem augers. The screened interval will be determined

ButLer Services ofMississippi, Inc.
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from data developed from boring logs and conductivity survey data. The remainder of the

well consists of PVC casing, which will be finished approximately 2-feet above with the

ground surface. Filter sand will be placed in the annulus between the screen and the

borehole to a level of at least 2 feet above the top ofthe screen. A bentonite pellet seal will

be placed on top ofthe ifiter sand. The bentonite pellet seal shall extend a minimum oftwo

(2) feet above the filter pack. The bentonite pellet seal will be allowed to hydrate a

minimum of eight hours or the manufacturer’s recommended hydration time, whichever is

longer. The remainder of the annulus will be grouted with a cement bentonite grout

acceptable for use in monitoring wells. The grout will be pumned by the tremie method

into the annular space around the casings up to within two (2) feet of the ground surface.

The grout will be allowed to set a minimum of twenty-four hours before the surface nad

and protective casings are installed. The surface pad shall be a minimum of three (30 feet

by three (3) feet by 6-inches in thickness. The surface protection for the well will consist

of a lockable cap and four steel pipe protection posts anchored in cement. Each steel pipe

protection post will be installed into an 8- tO 10-inch diameter hole to a minimum depth of

two (2) feet bgs and filled with concrete. The protective posts shall extend above the

ground surface a minimum of three (3) feet. A typical single cased monitoring well

construction diagram is included in the Appendix.

Upon completion of construction each monitoring well it will be developed by bailing. A

minimum of twenty-four hours must pass between the installation of the surface pad and

protective casings and monitoring well development. The wells will be developed to

remove fine-grained materials generated during the installation and to ensure that hydraulic

continuity is established between the well and the aquifer. The monitoring wells will be

developed until the column of water in the well is free of visible sediment, and the p1-I,

temperature, turbidity, and specific conductivity have stabilized.

Butler Senwes ofMississipp4 Inc.
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3.4.1 Groundwater Flow Direction.

A licensed land surveyor will survey the wells to a benchmark of known elevation above

mean sea level. The depth to groundwater will also be measured in each well using an

electric water-level indicator, originating at a specific point on the well casing prior to

collecting groundwater samples. This information will be used to determine groundwater

flow direction and to construct groundwater contour maps.

3.4.2 Groundwater Sampling.

The six (6) additional monitoring wells and existing monitoring well No. MW-i will be

sampled as a part of this work plan. The wells will be purged and sampled in general

accordance with the procedures outlined in USEPA, Region IV’s “Environmental

Investigations Standard Operating Procedures and Quality Assurance Manual”

(EISOPQAM). If the groundwater is found to be contaminated the well will be re

sampled. if groundwater contamination is confirmed, a work plan will be prepared for

the delineation of the vertical and horizontal extent of contamination. The work plan will

be submitted to MDEQ for review and approval prior to initiating any further

groundwater assessment activities.

A minimum of twenty-four (24) hours shall have passed between the development of the

wells and monitoring well sampling occurs. The wells will be purged using a slow purge

method. Water quality indicator parameters shall be used to determine when purging is

complete prior to sample collection in each monitoring well Purging is considered

adequate when the pH. specific conductance, and temperature of the groundwater have

stabilized and the turbidity either has stabilized or is below 10 Nephelometric Turbidity

Units (NTUs). Stabilization occurs when pH measurements remain constant within 0.1

Standard Unit (SU), specific conductance varies no more than 10 percent, and the

temperature is constant for at least three consecutive readings. A peristaltic pump or new

disposable bailer will be used to collect the groundwater sample from each well. The

sample from each well will be transferred into new 1 liter, laboratory furnished and nitric

Butler Services ofMississippi, Inc.
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acid preserved, plastic sample containers. As a part of the field QAIQC program, a field

equipment blank sample will be prepared similarly for delivery to the laboratory. As

each sample is collected, it will then be stored in a chilled ice chest for delivery to Micro

Methods Laboratory in Ocean Springs, Mississippi for analyses. A chain-of-custody will

be maintained to trace sample custody.

The laboratory will analyze the samples for lead (Pb) and arsenic (As) using USEPA

Methods 239.2 and 206.2, respectively. The laboratory analytical data sheets will state

the minimum quantifiable level (MQL) for each constituent.

4.0 HEALTH AND SAFETY

The field sampling work will be performed under a written Health and Safety Plan

(HASP). The HASP included in the Appendix will be revised to include

recommendations from the NORM survey once completed. The revised HASP will be

submitted to MDEO for review and approval prior to initiating any field activities. A

Health and Safety meeting will be held at the site with the Geoprobe subcontractor,

drilling subcontractor and Butler personnel prior to initiating any site activities. A Site

Safety Officer will be designated to see that the work is performed according to the

HASP.

5.0 SiTE CHARACTERIZATION REPORT

After completion of site activities and receipt of laboratory data and analyses, Butler

Services will prepare a supplemental Site Characterization Report. The report will

include a summary of the work that was conducted, the procedures that were used,

pertinent findings, conclusions regarding the extent of contamination present at the site,

and recommendations for further assessment work, if warranted.

The Site Characterization Report will be submitted to the MDEQ within sixty (60) days

after completion of field activities and receipt of laboratory data and analyses.

Butler Services ofMissisippi, Inc.
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TABLE 1
PROPOSED SAMPLING LOCATIONS AT DEPTH

OFF-SITE/SOURCE AREA SOILS
AND GROUN[MJATER SAMPLING

WORK PLAN
(SOIL SAMPLING ANALYTICAL RESULTS FROM PREViOUS INVESTIGATION)

FORMER GULFPORT FERTILIZER PLANT
33R0 STREET

GULFPORT, MISSISSIPPI

Sample Depth 2ft Sample Depth 41t

Sample Sample Location REMARKS

Number

Arsenic As Lead Pb Arsenic As Lead Pb

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg)

31 N29 2)0 ft North of Radial Conveyor Line 1.2 6.5 20.2 16.5

N18 100 ft North of Radial Conveyor Line 13.2 298 - -

31 N19 100 ft North of Radial Conveyor Line 9.5 42.3 66.5 14.0

RC7 Radial Conveyor Line 78.1 5280 34.9 8.74

RC9 Radial Conveyor Line 145 474 8.11 20.9

RC1O Radial Conveyor Line 127 348 175

S16 100 ft South of Radial Conveyor Line 00.4 291 18.4 9.69

Si 8 100 ft South of Radial Conveyor Line 6.06 640 20.0 3657

S40 300 ft South of Radial Conveyor Line 1.27 238 3.50 492

545 400 ft South of Radial Conveyor Line 424 303 23.6 722

S50 4CX) ft South of Radial Conveyor Line 702 597 113 12.6

T450N 50 ft North of Test P14 21.3 147 - -

T4EOE E0ftEastofTestPft4 11.7 1076 0.22 780

T4100E 100 ft East of Test Pit 4 0.69 298 14.3 23.4

T5 Test P15 47.2 28.6 242 28.1

T550N 50 ft North of Test Pit 5 359 226 146 703

31 Si5 100 ft South of Radial Conveyor Line 427 17.0 23.4 3.6

31S51 500 ft South of Radial Conveyor Line 57.6 70.5 74.5 1241

Notes:
1. Sample analytical results shown in the Table are from previous investigation to a depth of 4-frrt below ground surface.
2 Soil samples will be collected at the location(s) listed in the Table to a laterally extensive low permeability confining layer underlying the surilcial water

L bearing zone encountered at approximately four feot bgs during the previous sampling event.

Butler Se,vkes of
Mississip,4 Inc.



TABLE 2
PROPOSED INTERMEDIATE SAMPLING LOCATIONS

OFF-SITE/SOURCE AREA SOILS
AND GROUNVATER SAMPLING

WORK PLAN
FORMER GULFPORT FERTILIZER PLANT

RO STREET
GULFPORT, MISSISSIPPI

Reference
Sample Proposed Sample Location REMARKS
Number

31 N29 50 Ft North Located between Reference Sample and Grid Sample No. 31 N39

31N19 50 Ft East Located between Reference Sample and Grid Sample No. N18

50 Ft West No. N)

RC7 50 Ft North Located between Reference Sample and Grid Sample No. Ni 7

50 Ft South No. Si7

50 Ft West No. RC8

RC1O 50 Ft North Located between Reference Sample and Grid Sample No. N20

50 Ft South No. S20

S16 50 Ft South Located between Reference Sample and Grid Sample No. S26

50 Ft West No. S17

S18 50 Ft North Located between Reference Sample and Grid Sample No. RC8

SOFt South No. S28

50 Ft East No. S17

50 Ft West No. Si 9

S45 50 Ft North Located between Reference Sample and Grid Sample No. 31S35

50 Ft South No. S55

5OFt East No. S-44

50 Ft West No. S46

S50 50 Ft North Located between Reference Sample and Grid Sample No. S40

SOFt South No. S60

50 Ft East No. S49

31 S15 50 FT South Located between Reference Sample and Grid Sample No. 31S25

50 Ft East No. 31S1 4

ButlerServices ofMississipj4 Inc.
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PROTECTIVE

6 INCH CONCRETE SLAB AND SEAL

4 INCH DIAMETER PVC
WELLSCREEN

(SLOT SIZE 0.010)
LENGTH WILL VARY DUE TO

GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS

SUMP/SEDIMENT TRAP

GROUND SURFACE

CEMENT/BENTONITE GROUT
(5X BENTONITE)

2 FEET BENTONITE
SEAL

SAND FILTER PACK
(20—40 SAND).

EXTENDED 2 FEET
ABOVE TOP OF SCREEN

8 INCH BOREHOLE

FIGURE 1
MONITOR WELL CONSTRUCTION (TYPICAL)

DATE. AUGUST 4. 2OO APPREIVED BY DRASN BY’ JDS

SCALE’ N/A FILE nN—wELLDVG

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES

GUARD POST (4)

/

4 INCH DIAMETER
PVC RISER PIPE

TOTAL DEPTH
30—50 FEET

HA1TitSBURG, MISSISSIPPI



HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN

Subsurface Investigation
Gulfj,ort Fertilizer Plant Site
33rd

reel, Gu(fporl, vIS

This Health and Safety Plan outlines the basic safety requirements for the site/assessment work to be
performed at the above site. The plan addresses the expected potential hazards that may be
encountered on this project. If changes in site or working conditions occur as the activities progress,
addenda to this plan will be provided.

The provisions set forth in this plan will apply to all employees and subcontractors of Butler Services
of Mississippi that will be working on this project. The subcontractors may request to increase the
safety requirements what is described herein with a written request to and approval from the Butler
Services Safety Officer.

AUTHORITY FOR SAFETY

The Butler Site Safety Officer (SSO) will be responsible for implementing the requirements of the
site safety plan. Mr. Denton Bates will be designated SSO for this project.

The SSO is responsible for addressing the following items:
• Implementing the provisions of the HASP.
• Dissemination of information contained in the plan to all on-site personnel involved in the

project through a daily safety meeting.
• Ensure all onsite workers have proof of OSHA 40-Hour Health and Safety Training.
• Review on-site safety supplies and equipment inventory.
• Procedures for reporting accidents or incidents.

The SSO has the authority to suspend work at any time he finds nonconformance to the plan or
discovers that the provisions of the plan are inadequate for worker safety.

MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

Butler personnel and it’s subcontractors engaged in project activities must be participants in a
medical surveillance program and must be cleared by the examining physician to wear respiratory
protection and protective clothing, if necessary, for working with hazardous substances. All
applicable State and Federal occupational safety requirements are to be observed.

HAZARD ASSESSMENT

Chemical hazards

The constituents of concern that may be encountered on the site are lead and arsenic in the soil and
groundwater. These contaminants are the result of the manufacture of phosphate fertilizer at the site.



When the fertilizer plant was in operation the type ofphosphate commonly manufactured at that time
was normal super-phosphate. Normal super-phosphate is manufactured by introducing sulfuric acid
to phosphate rock (tn-calcium-phosphate). Typically, the phosphorous pentoxide, referred to as
P205, and calcium oxide content of the rock used in production at the time the plant was operating
was about 33% and 48%, respectively. The remainder of the constituents in the phosphate rock
consisted of lead and arsenic as well as a low percentage of other compounds such as aluminum, iron,
carbon dioxide, fluorine and miscellaneous trace elements.

The typical exposure pathways include inhalation, ingestion and dermal absorption. Ingestion is the
primary exposure pathways of concern. Level “D” protection consisting of hard hats, steel toed
boots, long trousers, long sleeve shirts and protective gloves will be mandatory on site.

Table 1
Anticipated Contaminants

CONTAMINATE 1{[GHEST OBSERVED PEL/TLV IDLH SYSTEMS/EFFECTS
CONCENTRATION ppm or mg/rn3 ppm or mg/rn3 OF ACUTE EXPOSURE

Lead Soil 11,000 ppm See MSDS — Attachment A
Arsenic Soil 325 ppm See MSDS — Attachment A

Controls and procedures of this plan will be used to keep exposures below the lowest recommended
bniit.

Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials (NORM)

During the initial Phase I and limited Phase H environmental assessment of the subject property by
Covington & Associates, Inc., elevated levels of naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM)
was recorded at the site. While the levels recorded are questionable given the location and existing
conditions at the site, an independent NORM survey will be conducted prior to Butler Services
initiating any further field activities.

The work plan for conducting this survey is being submitted under separate cover for MDEQ review
and approval. Recommendations from the NORM survey and report will be included in the Site
Health and Safety Plan.

Physical Hazards

The work area shall be secured and the area restricted during the soil and groundwater

The location ofunderground utilities shall be marked prior to the initiation of subsurface activities at
the site. Mississippi one-call (1-800-227-6477) has been contacted to cause to have the utility
companies mark utility locations at the site, Verification No. 99071214410706. Known utilities at
the site include a buried underground utility cable along the railroad right-of-way on the eastern
boundary ofthe site.



1]
[L.. It is anticipated that the field activities addressed in this plan will occur during the winter season. if

( there is a delay in proceeding with the work resulting in the extension of field activities into the
summer season, then the work should be scheduled during the cooler parts of the day. The following
protocols are to be used to counter summer heat stress:

• Water should be made available at the site to allow workers to replace body fluids. Liquids for
) electrolyte replenishment will be available at the discretion of the SSO.

[ . Cool vests will be made available. Their use will be designated at the discretion of the SSO, if a
lack of shade in the work zones results in their need regardless ofthe temperature.

U . Allow workers to obtain adequate shade from direct exposure to the sun during rest periods in the
tree-shaded area on the north end ofthe property.

• At the discretion ofthe SSO, workers’ vital signs will be monitored (i.e., body temperature, blood
pressure and heart rate). If deemed necessary by the SSO, workers will be fitted with be fitted
with heat stress monitors.

• Field personnel are encouraged to maintain their physical fitness.

[3 . Intake of diuretics (coffee or alcohol) should be minimized prior to field work

O
GENERAL PROJECT SAFETY REQUiREMENTS

Project activities will be conducted in accordance with the minimum safety requirements:

• Eating, drinldng and smoking will be restricted to designated areas. All personnel will be
required to wash hands and face before eating, drinking or smoking in designated areas.

U . Gross decontamination and removal of all personal protective equipment will be performed prior
to leaving the site. Contaminated protective clothing will be removed and collected for disposal.

[3 . The SSO will be responsible for taking the necessary steps to protect on-site personnel from
physical hazards, including falling objects, falls from elevations, slip and trip hazards, and for

[3 providing proper equipment and appropriate safety equipment.

• On-site personnel will be cautioned to observe each other for the effects of the presence of toxic[ exposure such as headaches, dizziness, nausea, blurred vision, cramps, irritation of the eyes, skin
or respiratory tract, changes in skin complexion/color, changes in motor coordination, changes in
personality or changes in speech or pattern.

El
[ WORK ZONES

All areas within 15 feet of soil boring operations will be designated as Exclusion Zones. Cones or

‘)
yellow caution tape will be used, if necessary, to deny public access to these areas. Surveillance of

[3



the areas will be performed by all on-site personnel to deny public access. Work will stop
immediately when unauthorized access to the Exclusion Zones occurs.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

On-site personnel are required to wear the following clothing and equipment, as a minimum while in
the work areas:

• Hard Hat
• Steel Toed Boots
• Long Trousers
• Long Sleeve Shirt
• Protective Gloves

Cool vests and heat stress monitors will be available on-site if the ambient temperature is above 900 F
and the SSO determines their use is appropriate. At the discretion of the SSO, a lack of shade may
result in the need for cool vests regardless of the temperature.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROCEDURES

At a minimum, the following equipment will be present on-site and be readily accessible for use in
the event of emergency:

• Emergency eye-wash bottle
• FirstAidKit
• 10 Pound NFPA approved Class ABC Fire Extinguisher

If suspected hazardous waste comes into contact with the eyes, the victim’s eyelids must be held open
and the eyes rinsed with eyewash solution for a minimum of 15 minutes. The victim must then be
taken to a hospital for fhrther treatment.

If suspected hazardous waste comes into contact with the skin, the affected areas must be held open
and the skin rinsed with water for a minimum of 15 minutes. If further irritation exists, the victim
must be taken to a hospital for further treatment.

If a fire starts, a Fire Department must be called immediately. Attempts to put out a fire should be
considered only if there is little risk in doing so. Chemical fires will not be approached under any
circumstance. In the case of chemical fires, the site will be vacated immediately.

In the event of an accident resulting in physical injury, first aid will be administered and the injured
worker will be transported to the nearest hospital for emergency treatment.

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NuMBERS



A list of emergency telephone numbers is attached to this site safety plan. Telephone numbers for the
utility companies with services in the area are also included in the list of emergency telephone
numbers.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT

In the event of injury or illness requiring emergency medical care beyond on-site capabilities, the
following resources will be utilized as appropriate:

Local Emergency Hospital: Memorial Hospital at Gulfport
4500 13th Street
Emergency (228) 865-3420
Main (228) 867-4000

Ambulance Service: American Medical Response
Emergency 911

The hospital is located approximately seven (7) minutes at a distance of 2.9 miles from the site
traveling east along 33rd Street to US Highway No. 49, then south on US Highway No. 49 to US
Highway No. 90, then west along US Highway No. 90 to Broad Avenue, then north on Broad Avenue
to 13th Street. The hospital is located in the first block on the left side of 13th Street. A map is
attached to this plan with directions from the site to the hospital.

This site safety plan has been prepared to prescribe minimum procedural and equipment requirements
for worker protection in accordance with OSHA guidance for Hazardous Waste Site Activities.

This document was prepared by: C1JJ&) & DATE: f. Qiii

WD BATES, Site Safety Officer

ATTACHMENTS:
EMERGENCY CONTACTS
HOSPITAL ROUTE MAP
A - MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHETTS FOR LEAD ANT) AR.SEMC
B - EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES



EMERGENCY CONTACTS:

National Response Center Hotline 800-424-8802

US EPA Region IV 800-424-8802

CMA Chemical Referral Center 800-262-8200

CHEMTREC 800-424-9300

Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality 601-961-5171

Mississippi Emergency Management Agency 601-352-9100

City of Gulfport Fire Department 911

City of Gulfport Police Department 911

Mississippi State Highway Department 601-833-7811

Mississippi State Health Department 601-894-2271

Poison Control Center 601-684-7361

MEDICAL EMERGENCY:

Local Emergency Hospital: Memorial Hospital at Gullort

4500 13th Street

Emergency (228) 865-3420

Main (228) 867-4000

Ambulance Service: American Medical Response, Inc.

Emergency 911

UTILITY CONTRACTS:

City of Gulfport Department ofPublic Works (Water and Sewer) 228-868-5765

Mississippi Power Company 800-487-3275BellSouth

Telephone 800-227-6477



Stort Iron, 2800 33rd Street to 4.500 13th Street
Approcimate travel time 157 minutes at a distance of 2.9 miles.

Stcrt out gofn SOUTh on US-49 towards 25TH STREET.

Turn RIGHT onto US-90 West.



TR TALS -- LEAD
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

NSN: 681000N084293
Manufacturer’s CAGE: 04MC9
Part No.. Indicator: A
Part Number/Trade Name: LEAD

General Information

Company’ s Name: TR TALS
Company’s Street: 1 PAVILION AVE

Company’s City: RIVERSIDE

U Company’s State: NJ
Company’s Country: US
Company’s Zip Code: 08075
Company’s Emerg Ph #: 800—424--9300(CHET’4TREC)
Company’s Info Ph 4+: 609—461—9000
Record No. For Safety Entry: 001
Tot Safety Entries This Stk#: 001
Status: SMJ
Date MSDS Prepared: 01JAN93
Safety Data Review Date: 25MAR98
MSDS Serial Number: CGSQQ

Ingredients/Identity Information

Proprietary: NO

Lj Ingredient: LEAD (SARA 313) (CERCLA)
Ingredient Sequence Number: 01
Percent: 99.99
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: OF7525000

[j CAS Number: 7439—92-1
OSHA PEL: N/K (PP N)
ACGII-I TLV: 0.15 MG!M3 DUST

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: SUPDAT: NERVOUS SYS DA1GE RESULTING IN SEVERE HDCHS,

CONVULSIONS, COMA, DELIRIUM & DEATH. ALCOHOL & PHYSICAL (ING 3)

Ingredient Sequence Number: 02

NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ

OSHA EEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: ING 2: EXERTION CAN BRING ON SYTOMS. OTHER EFFECTS OF LONG

fl TERM EXPOSURE CAN RESULT IN DECREASED FERTILITY, (ING 4)

U Ingredient Sequence Number: 03
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ

OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: ING 3: MISCARRIAGE & BIRTH DEFECTS.

Ingredient Sequence Number: 04

NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ
OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: HYGIENE PRACTS: HYGIENE IE, WASH HANDS & FACE BEFORE EATING,

DP.INEING, PUTTING ON ICE-UP OR SMOKING. SHOWERING (ING 6)
:ngredient Sequence Number: 05
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NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ
OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: ING 5: Is REQUIRED BEFORE PUTTING ON STREET CLOTHES.

Ingredient Sequence Number: 06
NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ
OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE
ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Physical/Chemical Characteristics

Appearance And Odor: HEAVY, DUCTILE, SOFT, BLUISH—GRAY METAL.

Boiling Point: 3164F,1740C
Melting Point: 621F,327C
Vapor Pressure (MM Hg/70 F) : 1 @ 9730

Vapor Density (Air=l): N/A
Specific Gravity: 11.34 (H2O=l)
Evaporation Rate And Ret: N/A
Solubility In Water: INSOLUBLE
Percent Volatiles By Volume: N/A

Fire and Explosion Hazard Data

Flash Point: N/A
Lower Explosive Limit: N/A
Upper Explosive Limit: N/A
Extinguishing Media: CLASS D EXTINGUISHERS: DRY POWDER TYPE.

Special Fire Fighting Proc: USE NIOSH APPROVED SCBA AND FULL PROTECTIVE

EQUIPMENT (FR N).
Unusual Fire And Expl Hazrds: NONCOMBUSTIBLE IN SOLID METAL FORM.

FLAELE IN THE FORM OF DUST WHEN EXPOSED TO HEAT OR FLAME.

Reactivity Data

Stability: YES
Cond To Avoid (Stability): EXCESSIVE HEAT (IE, ABOVE MELTING POINT). SEE

MATERIALS TO AVOID.
Materials To Avoid: REACTS VIOLENTLY W/HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, CHLORINE

TRIFLUORIDE, ANMONIUM NITRATE, POTASSIUM. INCOMPAT WITH NAN3, (SUPDAT)

Hazardous Decomp Products: WHEN HEATED TO ABOVE MELTING POINT (IE,

DECOMPOSITION) EMITS HIGHLY TOXIC FUMES OF LEAD.

Hazardous Poly Occur: NO
Conditions To Avoid (Poly): NOT RELEVANT

Health Hazard Data

LD5O-LC5O Mixture: NONE SPECIFIED BY NUFACTURER.

Route Of Entry - Inhalation: YES
Route Of Entry - Skin: YES
Route Of Entry — Ingestion: YES
Health Haz Acute And Chronic: LEAD APPEARS ON THE NAVY LIST OF OCCUR CHEN

REPRO HAZS. SEEK CONSULTATION FROM APPROP HEALTH PROFESSIONALS CONCERNING

LATEST HAZ LIST INFO &SAFE HANDLING & EXPOSURE INFO (FR N). SKIN: NAY

CAUSE IREIT. EYES: NAY CAUSE IRRIT. NORMAL HANDLING OR PROCESSING OF LEAD

NAY RESULT IN GENERATION OF LEAD DUST (EFTS OF OVEREXF)

Carcinogenicity - NIP: NO
Carcinogenicity - IARC: NO
Carcinogenicity - OSBA: NO
Explanation Carcinogenicity: NOT RELEVANT
Signs/Symptoms Of Overexp: HLTH HAS; &/OR FUME. LEAD IS CUMULATIVE TOXIN,

EFTS OF PB EXPOS NAY NOT DEVELOP QUICKLY. SYMPS INCL DECREASED PHYSICAL
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FITNESS, LOSS OF APPETITE, ABDOMENAL PAINS, CONSTIPATION, FATIGUE, SLEEP

DISTURBS, HEADACHE, ANEMIA, IRRITABILITY, TREMORS, HALLUCINATIONS &

DISTORTED PERCEPTION, MUSCLE & JOINT PAIN, MUSCLE (SUPDAT)

Med Cond Aggravated By Exp: DISEASES OF THE BLOOD AND BLOOD FORMING

ORGANS, KIDNEYS, NERVOUS SYSTEM AND REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM.

Emergency/First Aid Proc: INHALATION: REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. GET IMMEDIATE

MEDICAL ATTENTION. EYES: FLUSH WELL WITH WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES. IF

IRRITATION PERSISTS SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION. SKIN: WASH AREA THOROUGHLY WITH

SOAP AND WATER. INGESTION: GIVE WATER. SEEK IMMEDIATE MEDICAL ATTENTION.

Precautions for Safe Handling and Use

Steps If Mati Released/Spill: LEAD IN DUST FORM; MINIMIZE EXPOSURE. WEAR

FUEL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING INCLUDING NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATORS. CLEAN UP

USING DUSTLESS METHODS (IE, VACUUM, DO NOT USE COMPRESSED AIR). PLACE IN

CLOSED LABELED CONTAINERS FOR RECYCLING OR PROPER DISPOSAL.

Neutralizing Agent: NONE SPECIFIED BY NUFACTURER.

Waste Disposal Method: DISPOSE OF IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL FEDERAL, STATE

AND LOCAL REGULATIONS. NAY HAVE VALUE ON A RECYCLED BASIS.

Precautions-Handling/Storing: STRICT CONTROL OF ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATION

IN PROCESSING AND WORE AREAS. KEEP METERIAL DRY. AVOID STORAGE NEAR

INCOMPATIBLE MATERIAlS.

Other Precautions: NOT APPLICABLE.

Control Measures

Respiratory Protection: NIOSH APPROVED HIGH EFFICIENCY RESPIRATOR FOR DUST

AND LEAD FUME. USE AND PROCESS IN A WELL VENTILATED AREA.

Ventilation: LOCAL EXHAUST: AS REQUIRED FOR LEAD DUST & FUME. MECHANICAL

(GIN): AS REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN APPROP OSHA PEL/TLV LEVELS.

Protective Gloves: IMPERVIOUS GLOVES (FP N)

Eye Protection: ANSI APPRVD CHIN WORKERS GOGGLES (FP N).

Other Protective Equipment: ANSI APPRVD EYE WASH & DELUGE SHOWER (PP N).

FULL PROT CLTHG & SHOES, INCLUDING HARD HATS, REQD FOR WORE W/MOLTEN METAL.

Work Hygienic Practices: NO EATING, DRINKING OR SMOKING WHILE PROCESSING

OR HANDLING LEAD OR IN LEAD AREAS. PRACTICE GOOD PERSONAL (ING 5)

Suppi. Safety & Health Data: NATL TO AVOID: ZR, DISODIUM ACETYLIDE &.

OXIDANTS. CAN REACT STRONGLY W/OXIDIZING NATLS. EFTS OF OVEREXP: WEAK.

INHAL OF LARGE AM]?S OF LEAD MAY LEAD TO SEIZURES, COMA & PALE SKIN, BLUE

LINE AT GUM MERGIN, DECREASED HAND-GRIP & PARALYSIS OF WRIST JOINTS. PRLNGD

VERY HIGH EXPOS CAN ALSO RSLT IN KIDNEY DMG & (ING 2)

Transportation Data

Disposal Data

Label Data

Label Required: YES

Technical Review Date: 25MAR98

Label Date: 23MAR98

Label Status: G

Common Name: LEAD
Chronic Hazard: YES
Signal Word: WARNING!

Acute Health Hazard-Moderate: X

Contact Hazard-Slight: X

Fire Hazard—None: X

Reactivity Hazard-None: X

Special Hazard Precautions: ACUTE: EYES/SKIN: IRRITATION. CHRONIC: LEAD

APPEARS ON THE NAVY OCCUPATIONAL CHEMICAL REPRODUCTIVE HAZARDS LIST (FP N).
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SYMPTOMS OF LEAD OVEREXPOSETRE INCLUDE DECREASED PHYSICAL FITNESS, LOSS OF

APPETITE, ABDOMDI PAINS, CONSTIPATION, FATIGUE, SLEEP DISTURBANCES,

HEADACHE, ANEMIA, IRRITABILITY, TREMORS, HALLUCINATIONS AND DISTORTED

PERCEPTION, MUSCLE AND JOINT PAIN, MUSCLE WEAKNESS, SEIZURES, CONA & DEATH.

ANEMIA, PALE SKIN, BLUE LINE AT GUM NARGIN, DECREASED HAND-GRIP STRENGTH,

ABDOMINAL PAIN, NAUSEA, VOMITING, AND PARALYSIS OF WRIST JOINTS. KIDNEY AND

NERVOUS SYSTEM DAMAGE.

Protect Eye: Y
Protect Skin: Y
Protect Respiratory: Y

Label Name: TR NETALS

Label Street: 1 PAVILION AVE

fl Label City: RIVERSIDE

U Label State: NJ
Label Zip Code: 08075

Label Country: US
Label Emergency Number: 800-424-9300(CHEMTREC)
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ALDRICH CHEU4ICAI1 —— ARSENIC (III) OXIDE, 99.99%, 25548-3

WJERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

NSN: 681000N057756
Manufacturer’s CAGE: 60928

Part No. Indicator: A

Part Number/Trade Name: ARSENIC (III) OXIDE, 99.99%, 25548—3

General Information

Company’ s Name: ALDRICH CEE2IICAL CO INC

Company’s Street: 1001 W ST PAtfl AVE

fl Company’s P. 0. Box: 355

L1 Company’ s City: MILWAUKEE

Company’s State: WI

Company’s Country: US

fl Company’s Zip Code: 53201

Company’s Ernerg Ph #: 800-231-8327

Company’s Info Ph #: 414—273—3850

Record No. For Safety Entry: 001

Tot Safety Entries This stkfh 001

Status: SMJ

Date MSDS Prepared: 23NOV93

Safety Data Review Date: 25FEB97

MSDS Serial Number: CDDC

Ingredients/Identity Information

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: ARSENIC TRIOXIDE (SARA 302/313) (CERCLA)

Ingredient Sequence Number: 01

Percent: 99.99
NIOSIl (RTEC) Number: CG3325000

CAS Number: 1327—53-3
OSHA PEL: SEE 1910.1018
ACGIH TLV: 0.01 MG/M3

Proprietary: NO
Ingredient: SUPP DATA: (SHOW LABEL WHERE POSSIBLE).

Ingredient Sequence Number: 02

NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 9999999ZZ

OSHA PEL: NOT APPLICABLE

ACGIH TLV: NOT APPLICABLE

Physical/Chemical Characteristics

Appearance And Odor: WHITE GRANUlAR POWDER.

Specific Gravity: 3.74

Fire and Explosion Hazard Data

Extinguishing Media: NONCOMBUSTIBLE. USE EXTINGUISHING MEDIA APPROPRIATE

TO SURROUNDING FIRE CONDITIONS.

fl Special Fire Fighting Proc: USE NIOSH APPROVED SCBA & FULL PROTECTIVE

U EQUIPMENT (FP N).
Unusual Fire And Expl Hazrds: EMITS TOXIC FUMES UNDER FIRE CONDITIONS.

Reactivity Data

Stability: CES
Cond To Avoid (Stability): HEAT. NAY DECOMPOSE ON EXPOSURE TO MOIST AIR OR

WATER.
Materials To Avoid: ACIDS, OXIDIZING AGENTS, HALOGENS.
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Hazardous Decoinp Products: TOXIC FUMES OF ARSENIC OXIDES.

Hazardous Poly Occur: NO

Conditions To Avoid (Poly): NOT BELEV2NT

Health Hazard Data

LD5O—LC5O Mixture: LD5O:(ORAL,RAT) 14,600 UG/KG.

Route Of Entry — Ithalation: YES

O
Route Of Entry - Skin: YES

Route Of Entry - Ingestion: YES

Health Haz Acute And Chronic: ACUTE:NAY BE FATAL IF INHALED, SWALLOWED OR

ABSORBED THROUGH SKIN. MAY CAUSE IRRITATION. TOXIC EFFECTS. NAY ALTER

fl GENETIC MATERIAL. TARGET ORGANS: SKIN, LUNGS. TARGET ORGAN DATA: BEHAVIORAL

U (SLEEP; MUSCLE WEAENESS), CARDIAC (ARRYTEMIAS), LUNGS, THORAX/RESP (OTHER

CHANGES; TUMORS), GI (HYPERMOTILITY, (EFTS OF OVEREXP)

Carcinogenicity - NIP: YES

Carcinogenicity — IARC: YES

Carcinogenicity - OSHA: YES

Explanation Carcinogenicity: ARSENIC TRIOXIDE:IARC MONOGRAPHS, SUPP, VOL

7, PG 100, 1987:GRP 1. NIP 7TH ANNUAL RPT ON CARCINS, l994:KNCWN TO

(SUPDAT)

Sig-ns / Symptoms Of Overexp: HLTH HAZ : DIARR), LIVER (LIVER FUNC TESTS

IMPAIRED), BLOOD (OTHER CHANGES), MUSCUIO-SKELETAL (OTHER CHANGES), SKIN &

APPENDAGES (CORR), EFTS ON FERTILITY (LITTER SIZE), EFTS ON EMBRYO/FETUS

(CYTOLOGICAL CHANGES; FETOTOXICITY), SPECIFIC DEVIL ABNOPMS

(MtJSCUI,OSKELETAL SYS), EETS ON NEWBORN (APGAR SCORE; OTHER (SUPP DATA)

Med Cond Aggravated By Exp: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

O Emergency/First Aid Proc: EYES:IMMEDIATELY FLUSH W/COPIOUS AMOUNTS OF

WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES. SKIN:IMMED]EATELY FLUSH W/COPIOUS AMOUNTS OF

WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES WHILE REMOVING CONTAM CLTHG & SHOES. DISCARD

O
CONIP,NINATED CLOTHING & SHOES. INHAL:REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. IF NOT BREATHING

GIVE ARTF RESP. IF BREATHING IS DIFFICULT, GIVE OXYGEN. INGEST:WASH OUT

MOUTH W/WATER PROVIDED PERSON IS CONSCIOUS. cALL ND INMED.

Precautions for Safe Handling and Use

Steps If Mati Released/Spill: EVACUATE AREA. WEAR NIOSH APPROVED SCEA,

RUBBER BOOTS & HEAVY RUBBER GLOVES. WEAR DISPOSABLE COVERALLS & DISCARD

[) THEM AFTER USE. SWEEP UP, PLACE IN A BAG & HOLD FOR WASTE DISPOSAL.

U VENTILATE AREA & WASH SPILL SITE AFTER MATERIAL PICKUP IS COMPLETE.

Neutralizing Agent: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

Waste Disposal Method: BURN IN A LANDFILL SITE APPROVED FOR THE DISPOSAL

fl OF CHEMICAL HAZARDOUS WASTES. OBSERVE ALL FEDERAL, STATE & LOCAL

U ENVIRONMENTAL HEGULAT IONS.

Precautions-Handling/Storing: DO NOT BREATHE DUST. DO NOT GET IN EYES, ON

SKIN, ON CLOTHING. CARCINOGEN. NAY CAUSE CANCER. HIGHLY TOXIC. MtJTAGEN.

STORE IN A COOL, DRY PLACE.

Other Precautions: KEEP AWAY FROM CONBUST MATLS, HEAT, SPKS & OPEN FLAME.

AVOID CONT W/ACID, METALS. MAY CAUSE HERITABLE GENETIC DMG. TOX BY INEAL,

IN
CONT W/SKIN & IF SWALLOWED. HARMFUL IF INHALED/SWALLOWED, USE ONLY WI

ADEQ VENT/NIOSH APPRVD RESP (SUPDAT)

Control Measures

Respiratory Protection: WEAR APPROPRIATE NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATOR.

Ventilation: USE ONLY IN A CHEMICAL FUME HOOD.

Protective Gloves: CHEMICAL-RESISTANT GLOVES.

Eye Protection: ANSI APPROVED CHEM WORKERS GOGGS(SUPDAT)

Other Protective Equipment: EYE WASH FOUNTAIN & DELUGE SHOWER WHICH MEET

ANSI DESIGN CRITERIA (FP N). WEAR SUITABLE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING.

Work Hygienic Practices: WASH THOROUGHLY AFTER HANDLING.

Suopi. Safety & Health Data: EXPLAN OF CARCIN:BE CARCIN. CFR VOL 29, PG

NEONATAL MEASURES/EFTS), CARCIN (NEOPLASTIC BY RTECS CRITERIA; EQUIVOCAL
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TUMORIGENIC AGENT BY RTECS CRITERIA>. EYE PROT: & FUlL LGTH FCSHLD (PP N).

OTHER PREC:PROT. IF YOU FEEL UNWELL, SEEK MED ADVICE (ING 2)

Transportation Data

Disposal Data

Label Data

Label Required: YES

fl
Technical Review Date: 03APR97

Label Date: 25FEB97
Label Status: G
Corrnon Name: ARSENIC (III) OXIDE, 99.99%, 25548—3

r Chronic Hazard: YES

U Signal Word: DANGER!
Acute Health Hazard—Severe: X
Contact Hazard-slight: X
Fire Hazard—None: X
Reactivity Hazard-None: X
Special Hazard Precautions: ACUTE:IVIAY BE FATAL IF INHALED, SLLOWED OR

ABSORBED THROUGH SKIN. NAY CAUSE IRRITATION. TOXIC EFFECTS. NAY ALTER

GENETIC NATERIAL. TARGET ORGANS:SKIN, LUNGS. CHRONIC:CANCER HAZARD.

CONTALNS ARSENIC TRIOXIDE, WHICH IS LISTED AS A HUMAN LUNG CANCER

CARCINOGEN (PP N).

O Protect Eye: Y
Protect Skin: Y
Protect Respiratory: Y
Label Name: ALDRICH CHCAI CO INC

fl Label Street: 1001 W ST PAUl AVE

U Label P.O. Box: 355
Label City: MILWAUKEE

fr
Label State: WI
Label Zip Code: 53201
Label Country: US
Label Emergency Number: 800—231—8327
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ATTACHMENT B
EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES

• The sampler and sample tubes will be cleaned using tap water and Liquinox. A brush will be
used, if necessary, to remove particulate matter and surface films during cleaning.

• The equipment will then triple rinsed thoroughly with tap water, analyte free water and pesticide-
grade isopropanol followed by a final rinse of analyte free water only. If analyte free water is not
available, the equipment will be allowed to air dry following the solvent rinse. A solvent rinse
will not be applied to PVC items or plastic items.

• Once the equipment has been cleaned it will be removed from the decontamination area and
covered with aluminum foil when not in use.

• Equipment to be stored overnight will be wrapped in aluminum foil and covered with clean,
unused plastic.

• The rinsate will be containerized and transferred to drums for characterization and disposal off-
site in a permitted facility.
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[D The following personnel have read the above plan and are familiar ith its requirements:

Name:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:__________

Name:

__________________________

Company:

_____________________________

fl Date:__________

Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________

fl Date:__________

Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________

fl Date:__________

Name:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:___________

Name:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:___________

Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________

Date:__________

Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________

Date:__________

Name:

__________________________

Company:

_____________________________

Date:___________

Name:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

U Date:___________

Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________

Date:__________

Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________

Li Date:__________

U
Name:

_________________________

Company:

____________________________
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Name:

________________________

Company:

___________________________

Date:____________
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